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Preface
A fundamental interest of mathematical models lies in understanding the mechanism of phenomena
in life sciences. The mathematical models have played a crucial role to gain insight into the dynamics
of various species. The way of interactions between species is also varied depending on situations; a
species may eat others, may be eaten by others and may compete or cooperate with others. From the
biological aspects, under the above circumstances, it is quite important to obtain the condition which
ensures coexistence of all species in multi-species' communities. One of the famous models for dynamics
of uctuation of population density is called Lotka-Volterra models. The models are governed by rst-
order nonlinear dierential equations frequently used to describe the dynamics of biological systems in
which two species interact each other. Moreover, in order to investigate the dynamical behavior of disease
transmission, many authors have proposed various kinds of epidemic models and the stability analysis
has been carried out extensively. Such models have provided biologists, physicists, epidemiologists and
engineers as well as mathematicians with a large number of practical results and scientic discoveries.
In the present thesis, we are concerned with the stability analysis for dierential and dierence equations
with delays. The delay eects are often observed in real-life situations. For instance, the delay can
arise from causes such as hatching period, the feedback of interspecic interactions and intraspecic
competition on the population and an incubation period of diseases.
In Chapter 1, for the cooperative Lotka-Volterra systems with delays, we establish sucient conditions
under which the systems are permanent. For a two-species competitive system, Lu and Takeuchi [41] have
shown that the delayed system is always permanence under any delay eect, if the corresponding undelyed
one has a globally stable positive equilibrium. On the other hand, for a two-species cooperative systems,
Lin and Lu [37] showed with some examples that the system may have unbounded solutions even if there
exists a positive equilibrium. In addition, Lu and Lu [38] showed that their system is permanent under
the condition the size of the time delays are suciently small. Later, Nakata and Muroya [53] established
new sucient conditions for a nonautonomous two-species cooperative system to be permanent. It is
remarkable that the conditions in [53] no longer depend on the size of time delays. However, there
still remains an open problem for the necessary and sucient conditions under which such cooperative
models are permanent. In this thesis, by mean of the proof methods in [41, 53, 65], we improve the results
in Nakata and Muroya [53] and establish the sucient conditions of the permanence of the n-dimensional
system. Chapter 1 consists 2 sections. Section 1.1 deal with the permanence condition for the following
two-dimensional cooperative Lotka-Volterra system:8><>:
dx1(t)
dt
= x1(t)(r1   a111x1(t  )  a211x1(t  2) + a112x2(t  ));
dx2(t)
dt
= x2(t)(r2 + a021x1(t) + a
1
21x1(t  )  a022x2(t)  a122x2(t  ));
Section 1.2 deal with the permanence condition for a n-dimensional Lotka-Volterra system.
In Chapter 2, we investigate the stability conditions of an endemic equilibrium for delayed epidemic
models. To understand the observed epidemiological patterns and control disease spread, epidemic models
have played a crucial role since the pioneering works of Kermack and McKendrick [31] on studying the
bubonic plague spread in London in 1665-1666. One of the basic mathematical models in epidemiology
is called SIR (Susceptible-Infected-Recovered) epidemic model (see Hethcote [24]). Based on the model,
for vector-borne diseases such as measle and malaria, Beretta and Takeuchi [4] introduced distributed
delays and considered the delay eect on global stability of equilibria of the system. Their model is given
by the following system of delay dierential equations. The model always has a disease-free equilibrium
E0 corresponding to the extinction of the disease and admits a unique endemic equilibrium E (every
component of E is strictly positive) when the basic reproduction number is greater than 1. Beretta
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and Takeuchi [4] showed that E0 is globally asymptotically stable if the basic reproduction number is
less than 1 and E is locally asymptotically stable the basic reproduction number is greater than 1.
However, they required that the size of time delay should be small enough to show the global stability
of the endemic equilibrium. The global stability of E for any delay remained unsolved for a long time.
For the problem, McCluskey [42] introduced a Lyapunov functional and proved that E is globally
asymptotically stable for any h > 0 when the basic reproduction number is greater than 1. On the other
hand, the SIR model is insucient to characterize the disease transmission dynamics when incorporating
an immunity loss of the diseases. In this situation, recovered individual become susceptible again when
the temporary immunity fades away and then, individual moves cyclically among three compartments.
Such a population dynamics is described by SIRS (Susceptible-Infected-Recovered-Susceptible) epidemic
models (see Mena-Lorcat and Hethcote [45]). Recently, various SIRS epidemic models have been proposed
in the literature of epidemiology.
Chapter 2 consists 3 sections. Section 2.1 deals with the following delayed SIRS model with a class of
nonlinear incidence rates:8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
dS(t)
dt
= B   S(t)  S(t)
Z h
0
f()G(I(t  ))d + R(t);
dI(t)
dt
= S(t)
Z h
0
f()G(I(t  ))d   (+ )I(t);
dR(t)
dt
= I(t)  (+ )R(t):
For the corresponding SIRS epidemic model without delay, the endemic equilibrium is globally asymp-
totically stable when the basic reproduction number is greater than 1 [6]. However, there still remains
unsolved problems whether or not the endemic equilibrium of the model is globally asymptotically stable
when the basic reproduction number is greater than 1 for any delay h. In this thesis, by applying both
Lyapunov functional techniques and the monotone iterative techniques, we provide a partial
answer to the open problems of the global stability of the endemic equilibrium. In Subsection 2.1.3, we
construct two Lyapunov functionals which are based on a functional used in McCluskey [42] for a delayed
SIR epidemic model. On calculating the derivative of the rst Lyapunov functional which is the same
form in [42], we use the strict monotonicity of the incidence function G(I) and I=G(I) on a reduced
limit system (see also the proof of Theorem 2.1.2). On calculating the derivetive of the second Lyapunov
functional, we use a quadratic term of the state variable R(t) and the total population N(t) (see also the
proof of Theorem 2.1.3). We establish that the endemic equilibrium is globally stable for a small rate
of the immunity loss . Applying the functional method, the similar results have now been obtained
for the model incorporating the assumption that the death rates of susceptible, infective and recovered
individuals are dierent from each other (see, for details, [18]). Second, in Subsection 2.1.4, by the mono-
tone iterative techniques which are improved ones than those in Xu and Ma [70, 71], we establish that
the endemic equilibrium is globally stable for a large rate of the immunity loss . Finally, combining
these techniques, in Subsection 2.1.5, we investigate the global stability of the endemic equilibrium for
the model with a non-monotonic incidence rate G(I) = I1+I2 ,  > 0 and some numerical simulations
are provided to support our analytical conclusions. Section 2.2 deals with a delayed SIS (Susceptible-
Infected-Susceptible) epidemic model with a nonlinear birth rate and disease induced death rate. We
determine the interval of disease induced death rate which ensures the global stability of the endemic
equilibrium. Section 2.3 deals with a delayed SIR epidemic model governed by the logistic growth suscep-
tible host individuals. Using a threshold parameter R0 characterized by a nonlinear incidence function,
we establish that the endemic equilibrium is locally asymptotically stable when the basic reproduction
number lies in an interval (1; R0] and it loses stability as the length of the delay increases past a critical
value when the basic reproduction number is greater than 1 and lies in an interval (R0;+1). This is an
extension of the stability results for the model with a bilinear incidence rate in Wang et al. [66].
In Chapter 3, we investigate the dierence scheme which preserves the global stability of the endemic
equilibria of the corresponding continuous-time epidemic models. Chapter 3 consists 3 sections. Section
3.1 deals with dierence equations which are derived from the continuous-time SIR epidemic model with
delays by applying a variation of backward Euler method. Section 3.2 deals with dierence equations
which are derived from continuous-time SIS epidemic models with immigration of infectives by applying
the backward Euler method. Section 3.3 deals with dierence equations which are derived from the
continuous-time SIR epidemic model with immunity and latency spreading by applying the backward
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Euler method. Throughout the Chapter 3, we establish the global stability results which are just
discrete analogues of the corresponding continuous models.

Chapter 1
Lotka-Volterra models
1.1 2-dimensional cooperative Lotka-Volterra system with de-
lays
In this section, we study permanence of the following two-dimensional cooperative Lotka-Volterra system:8><>:
dx1(t)
dt
= x1(t)(r1   a111x1(t  )  a211x1(t  2) + a112x2(t  ));
dx2(t)
dt
= x2(t)(r2 + a021x1(t) + a
1
21x1(t  )  a022x2(t)  a122x2(t  ));
(1.1.1)
with the initial conditions
x1() = 1()  0;  2 [ 2; 0]; 1(0) > 0; x2() = 2()  0;  2 [ ; 0]; 2(0) > 0; (1.1.2)
where alij  0, ri > 0 for i; j = 1; 2, l = 0; 1; 2 and   0 are constants. Here, we assume that 1 is
continuous on [ 2; 0] and 2 is continuous on [; 0]
xi(t) denote the densities of i-species at time t. In the model (1.1.1), the mutualistic or cooperative
relationships between 1-species and 2-species is incorporated, and each species can persist in the absence
of other species.
Denition 1.1.1. System (1.1.1) is permanent if and only if there exists a compact set K in the interior
of R2+ = fx = (x1; x2) 2 R2jxi  0; i = 1; 2g such that all the solutions x(t) = (x1(t); x2(t)) of system
(1.1.1) with the initial conditions (1.1.2) ultimately enter K. That is, there exist m and M such that for
any solution x(t),
0 < m  lim inf
t!+1 xi(t)  lim supt!+1 xi(t) M < +1; i = 1; 2:
Recently, Nakata and Muroya [53] establish new sucient conditions for system (1.1.1) to be permanent
as follows (see also [52, Corollary 1.2]):
Theorem 1.1.1. System (1.1.1) is permanent if
a111 > a
0
21; a
2
11 > a
1
21; a
0
22 > a
1
12: (1.1.3)
In the present paper, by using techniques of Nakata and Muroya [53] and a boundary Lyapunov functional
method in [41, 65], we give the improved permanence conditions for system (1.1.1). The main results are
as follows:
Theorem 1.1.2. System (1.1.1) is permanent if r1a021 + r2a
1
11 > 0, r1a
1
21 + r2a
2
11 > 0, a
1
11a
0
22 > a
0
21a
1
12
and a211a
0
22 > a
1
21a
1
12.
Remark 1.1.1. Theorem 1.1.2 improves Theorem 1.1.1 since our permanence conditions are valid if
a022 < a
1
12 holds.
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1.1.1 Preliminaries and some lemmas
At rst, we introduce some basic lemmas. In particular, Lemma 1.1.2 plays an important role for
illustrating the permanence of the cooperative population system.
Lemma 1.1.1. Every solution of system (1.1.1) with the initial conditions exists in the interval [0;+1)
and remains positive for all t  0.
The following result is obtained in Nakata [52].
Lemma 1.1.2. For every positive solution u(t) satisfying the following inequality:
du(t)
dt
 u(t)[a  bu(t  )] +D
with the initial conditions u(t) = '(t) for t 2 [ ; 0] and '(0) > 0, where a > 0, b > 0,  > 0 and D  0
are constants. Then there exists a positive Mu < +1 such that
lim sup
t!+1
u(t) Mu   D
a
+

D
a
+ u

ea ;
where u = u is a unique positive solution of u(a  bu) +D = 0.
Lemma 1.1.3. For system (1.1.1), assume that r1a021 + r2a
1
11 > 0, r1a
1
21 + r2a
2
11 > 0, a
1
11a
0
22 > a
0
21a
1
12
and a211a
0
22 > a
1
21a
1
12 hold. Then there exists a positive constant  such that maxfa021=a111; a121=a211g <
 < a022=a
1
12 and
lim sup
t!+1
x1(t)x2(t  )  N  (r1)
+1
(a111   a021)a022
e(r1+r2) < +1; (1.1.4)
Proof. Since a111a
0
22 > a
0
21a
1
12 and a
2
11a
0
22 > a
1
21a
1
12, it is clear that there exists a constant  with
maxfa021=a111; a121=a211g <  < a022=a112. Furthermore, from r1a021 + r2a111 > 0 and r1a121 + r2a211 > 0, we
have r1+ r2 > 0 and a111   a021 > 0.
In order to show (1.1.4), we rst suppose that lim supt!+1 x1 (t)x2(t  ) = +1. Then there exists
a subsequence ftkg+1k=1 such that
lim
tk!+1
x1 (tk)x2(tk   ) = +1; and
d
dt
x1 (t)x2(t  )jt=tk  0; k = 0; 1; 2; : : : :
From (1.1.1), we obtain
d
dt
x1 (t)x2(t  ) = x1 (t)x2(t  )[r1+ r2   (a111   a021)x1(t  )  (a211   a121)x1(t  2)
  (a022   a112)x2(t  )  a022x2(t  2)]
 x1 (t)x2(t  )[r1+ r2   (a111   a021)x1(t  )  a022x1(t  2)]: (1.1.5)
From (1.1.5), it follows that
(a111   a021)x1(tk   )  a022x1(tk   2)  r1+ r2:
Thus, we get x1(tk   )  r1+r2a111 a021 and x2(tk   2) 
r1+r2
a022
. By integrating both sides of (1.1.5) from
tk    to tk, we obtain
x1(tk)x2(tk   )  x1(tk   )x2(tk   2)e(r1+r2) < +1:
This leads to a contradiction. Thus, we have lim supt!+1 x1(t)x2(t   ) < +1. Similar to the above
discussion, we obtain (1.1.4). The proof is complete. 
Lemma 1.1.4. For system (1.1.1), assume that r1a021 + r2a
1
11 > 0, r1a
1
21 + r2a
2
11 > 0, a
1
11a
0
22 > a
0
21a
1
12
and a211a
0
22 > a
1
21a
1
12 hold. Then it holds that
lim sup
t!+1
x1(t) < M1 :=

 a
1
12N
r1
+

 a
1
12N
r1
+ x

er1
 1

< +1;
lim sup
t!+1
x2(t) < M2 :=
r2 + (a021 + a
1
21)M1
a022
< +1;
where x = x is the unique positive solution of x(r1   a111x
1
 ) + a112N = 0.
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Proof. At rst, we show that x1(t) is bounded above. From Lemma 1.1.3, for any positive constant
"1 > 0, there exists a positive constant T1 such that x1(t)x2(t )  N+"1 for t > T1. For the functional
V (t) := x1 (t), we have
dV (t)
dt
= x1 (t)[r1   a111x1(t  )  a211x1(t  2) + a112x2(t  )]
 x1 (t)[r1   a111x1(t  )  a211x1(t  2)] + a112(N + "1)
< V (t)[r1   a111V
1
 (t  )] + a112(N + "1):
Since "1 is arbitrarily chosen, by Lemma 1.1.2, we obtain
lim sup
t!+1
V (t) <  a
1
12N
r1
+

a112N
r1
+ x

er1 ;
from which we obtain lim supt!+1 x1(t) < M1.
Next, we show that x2(t) is ultimately bounded. For any positive constant "2 > 0, there exists a
positive constant T2 such that x1(t) M1 + "2 for t > T2 +  . Therefore, for t > T2, we have
dx2(t)
dt
= x2(t)(r2 + a021x1(t) + a
1
21x1(t  )  a022x2(t)  a122x2(t  ))
< x2(t)fr2 + (a021 + a121)(M1 + "2)  a022x2(t)g:
This yields lim supt!+1 x2(t) < M2. Hence the proof is complete. 
1.1.2 Proof of the main result
In this subsection, we give a proof of our main result in Theorem 1.1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.1.2. From Lemma 1.1.4, there are two positive constants M1 and M2 such that
for suciently large t, any solution of (1.1.1) satises 0 < xi(t)  Mi (i = 1; 2). We now consider the
following functionals:8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
V1(t) = x1(t) exp

 a111
Z t
t 
x1(s)ds  a211
Z t
t 2
x1(s)ds

V2(t) = (x1(t))a
0
21+a
1
21(x2(t))a
1
11+a
2
11 exp

(a211a
1
21   a111a021)
Z t
t 
x1(s)ds
 a211(a021 + a121)
Z t
t 2
x1(s)ds+ (a112(a
0
21 + a
1
21)  a122(a111 + a211))
Z t
t 
x2(s)ds

:
(1.1.6)
Then we have
V 01(t)  V1(t)(1  1x1(t)); V 02(t) = V2(t)(2  2x2(t));
where 1 = r1, 1 = a111 + a
2
11, 2 = (a
1
11 + a
2
11)r2 + (a
0
21 + a
1
21)r1 and 2 = (a
1
11 + a
2
11)(a
0
22 + a
1
22)  
a112(a
0
21 + a
1
21). Let us x 0 < hi <
i
2i
for i = 1; 2. If xi(t)  hi holds for some i, then we have
dVi(t)
dt
 i
2
Vi(t); (1.1.7)
from which we obtain
m1x1(t)  V1(t)  x1(t); (1.1.8)
m2(x1(t))
a021+a
1
21(x2(t))a
1
11+a
2
11  V2(t)  m2(x1(t))a021+a121(x2(t))a111+a211 ; (1.1.9)
where
m1 = exp[ (a111 + 2a211)M1 ];
m2 = exp[ (a111a021 + 2a211a021 + 2a211a121)M1   a122(a111 + a211)M2 ];
m2 = exp[a211a
1
21M1 + a
1
12(a
0
21 + a
1
21)M2 ]:
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We now consider the two curves l1 and l2 in the region K = f(X1; X2) 2 R2+jXi  Mi; i = 1; 2g dened
by
l1 : X1 = h1;
with   m1. Moreover, we suppose that the intersection point of curve l1 with X2 = h2 is ( ~X1; h2). We
here choose C such that
0 < C < m2( ~X1)
a021+a
1
21(h2)a
1
11+a
2
11
and then dene l2 by
l2 : X
a021+a
1
21
1 X
a111+a
2
11
2 = C=m2:
By using the techniques in [41, 65], we rst show that if there is a t0 > t0 such that x1(t

0) > h1,
then the orbits will remain on the right side of curve l1 for all t  t0. In fact, if x(t) meets l1 at t2 then
there exists a t1 2 (t0; t2) such that x1(t1) = h1 and x1(t) < h1 for any t 2 (t1; t2]. From (1.1.7), we have
V1(t1) < V1(t2). On the other hand, it holds that
V1(t2) < x1(t2) = h1  m1h1 = mx1(t1)  V1(t1):
This is a contradiction.
Similar to the above discussion, we secondly show that if there is a t3 > t0 such that x1(t3) > h1 then
x(t) cannot meet l2 for all t > t3. In fact, if x(t) meets l2 at t5, then there exists a t4 2 (t3; t5] such that
x2(t4) = h2 and x2(t) < h2 for t 2 (t4; t5]. By (1.1.7), we have
V2(t4) < V2(t5)  m2(x1(t5))a021+a121(x2(t5))a111+a211 = C:
However, since x(t) lies on the right side of l1 and x2(t4) = h2, we have
V2(t4)  m2(x1(t4))a
0
21+a
1
21(x2(t4))a
1
11+a
2
11  m2 ~Xa
0
21+a
1
21
1 h
a111+a
2
11
2 > C:
This is a contradiction.
We now show that for any solution x(t) and any t0 > 0, there is a t6 > t0 such that x1(t6) > h1.
Otherwise, x1(t)  h1 for all t > t0. By integrating (1.1.7), we have V1(t) ! +1 as t ! +1, this
contradicts the boundedness of x1(t). Therefore, there is a t6 such that x1(t6) > h1. We can similarly
show that there is a t7 > t6 such that x2(t7) > h2. Otherwise, x2(t)  h2 for all t  t7. We then have
V2(t)! +1 as t! +1, this contradicts the boundedness of x1(t) and x2(t).
The above steps show that any solution x(t) = (x1(t); x2(t)) will enter a smaller region f(X1; X2) 2
R2+jh1  X1  M1; C=(m2Ma
0
21+a
1
21
1 )  X2  M2g and will not leave away from the region K. Hence
the proof is complete. 
1.2 n-dimensional Lotka-Volterra systems with multiple delays
In this section, we consider the following nonautonomous n-dimensional Lotka-Volterra system with
multiple delays.8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
dx1(t)
dt
= x1(t)
"
r1(t) 
nX
j=1
j 6=2
mX
l=0
al1j(t)xj(t  l) + a112(t)x2(t  )
#
;
dxi(t)
dt
= xi(t)
"
ri(t) 
nX
j=1
j 6=i+1
mX
l=0
alij(t)xj(t  l)
+
mX
l=0
ali i+1(t)xi+1(t  l)
#
; i = 2; : : : ; n  1;
dxn(t)
dt
= xn(t)
"
rn(t) 
nX
j=2
mX
l=0
alnj(t)xj(t  l) +
mX
l=0
aln1(t)x1(t  l)
#
; t > 0;
(1.2.1)
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where   0, each ri(t) and alij(t) are bounded continuous functions on [0;+1) and
inf
0t<+1
ri(t) > 0;
mX
l=0
 
inf
0t<+1
alii(t)

> 0; alij(t)  0; 1  i; j  n and 0  l  m;
with the initial conditions xi() = i()  0;  2 [ m; 0); i(0) > 0 (1  i  n). We establish new
sucient conditions for system (1.2.1) to be permanent.
1.2.1 Main result
In this subsection, we extend the result of Nakata and Muroya [53] for the case n = 2 to a class of general
n-dimensional Lotka-Volterra systems.
For a continuous bounded function f(t) dened on [0;+1), we rst set
fL = inf
0t<+1
f(t); fM = sup
0t<+1
f(t);
and
P =
8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:
 
rM1 + r
M
2
2
mX
l=0
q
b
l+L
1 b
lL
2
!2
exp
 
(rM1 + r
M
2 )m

; if n  3;
 
rM1 + r
M
2
2
mX
l=0
q
b
l L
1 b
lL
2
!2
exp
 
(rM1 + r
M
2 )m

; if n = 2;
where 8>><>>:
b01(t) = a
0
11(t); b
l
1 (t) = a
l
11(t) al 121 (t  ); l = 1; : : : ;m;
bl2(t) = a
l
22(t  )  al+112 (t); l = 0; : : : ;m  1; bm2 (t) = am22(t  );
b03(t) = a
0
13(t); b
l
3(t) = a
l
13(t)  al 123 (t  ); l = 1; : : : ;m:
(1.2.2)
Next, we put mi and Mi (i = 1; : : : ; n) as follows.8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
ALi =
mX
l=0
alLii ; A
M
i =
mX
l=0
alMii ; 1  i  n;
M1 =  a
1M
12 P
rM1
+
na1M12 P
rM1
+

1=AL1

rM1 +
a1M12 P
x1
o
exp
 
rM1 m

;
Mn =
n
rMn +
mX
l=0
alMn1 M1

=ALn
o
exp

rMn +
mX
l=0
alMn1 M1

m

;
Mn i =
n
rMn i +
mX
l=0
alMn i n (i 1)Mn (i 1)

=ALn i
o
 exp

rMn i +
mX
l=0
alMn i n (i 1)Mn (i 1)

m

; i = 1; : : : ; n  2;
mi =
n
rLi  
nX
j=1
j 6=i;i+1
mX
l=0
alMij Mj

=AMi
o
exp

rLi  
nX
j=1
j 6=i+1
mX
l=0
alMij Mj

m

; i = 1; : : : ; n;
where x = x1 is a unique positive solution of the equation:
x(rM1  AL1 x) + a1M12 P = 0:
Our main theorem is as follows.
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Theorem 1.2.1. For system (1.2.1), consider the case n  3. Assume that
am23(t)  0; blL2  0; blL3  0; l = 0; 1; : : : ;m;
mX
l=0
q
b
l+L
1 b
lL
2 > 0; (1.2.3)
and
rLi  
nX
j=1
j 6=i;i+1
mX
l=0
alMij Mj > 0; i = 1; : : : ; n  1; rLn  
n 1X
j=2
mX
l=0
alMnj Mj > 0: (1.2.4)
Then system (1.2.1) is permanent, that is,
0 < mi  lim inf
t!+1 xi(t)  lim supt!+1 xi(t) Mi < +1; i = 1; : : : ; n:
Remark 1.2.1. For the case n  3, if the size of time delay   0 is large enough, condition (1.2.4) is
not satised (cf. [38, Example 3.2]).
Here, let us introduce the following result for the case n = 2 for system (1.2.1).
Corollary 1.2.1. For system (1.2.1), consider the case n = 2. Assume that
am21(t)  0; bl L1  0; blL2  0; l = 0; 1; : : : ;m;
mX
l=0
q
b
l L
1 b
lL
2 > 0: (1.2.5)
Then system (1.2.1) is permanent, that is, there exist positive constants m0i and M
0
i (i = 1; 2) such that
0 < m0i  lim inf
t!+1 xi(t)  lim supt!+1 xi(t) M
0
i < +1; i = 1; 2;
where 8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
M 01 =  
a1M12 P
rM1
+
na1M12 P
rM1
+

1=AL1

rM1 +
a1M12 P
x1
o
exp
 
rM1 m

;
M 02 =
n
rM2 +
mX
l=0
alM21 M
0
1

=AL2
o
exp

rM2 +
mX
l=0
alM21 M
0
1

m

;
m0i =

rLi =A
M
i

exp

rLi  
mX
l=0
alMii M
0
i

m

; i = 1; 2:
Remark 1.2.2. For the case n = 2, system (1.2.1) becomes cooperative and is permanent for any nite
size of time delays under the conditions in Corollary 1.2.1.
Note that we need some restrictions for   0 to be small enough such that condition (1.2.4) holds for
the case n  3 since Mi (i = 1; : : : ; n) are monotonically increasing functions with respect to   0.
By applying Corollary 1.2.1, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 1.2.2. For system (1.1.1), Assume that
a111 > a
0
21; a
2
11  a121; a022  a112: (1.2.6)
Then system (1.1.1) is permanent.
1.2.2 Preliminaries and some lemmas
In this subsection, we rst introduce the following basic lemma:
Lemma 1.2.1. Every solution of system (1.2.1) with the initial conditions exists in the interval [0;+1)
and remains positive for all t  0.
The following lemmas play an important role to show that xi(t) (i = 1; : : : ; n) are also bounded above if
x1(t)x2(t  ) is bounded above.
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Lemma 1.2.2. (See [53, Lemma 2.2].) Assume that
 =
mX
l=0
l > 0;  > 0; l  0; (1.2.7)
for 0  l  m. For every positive solution y(t) satisfying the following inequality:
dy(t)
dt
 y(t)

 
mX
l=0
ly(t  l)

+D; (1.2.8)
with the initial conditions y(t) = (t)  0 for t 2 [ m; 0) and (0) > 0, it holds that
lim sup
t!+1
y(t)  ~Mu :=  D

+
nD

+
1


+
D
y
o
exp
 
m

< +1;
where y = y is a unique positive solution of the equation;
y(  y) +D = 0: (1.2.9)
Lemma 1.2.3. (See [53, Lemma 2.3].) Assume that
 =
mX
l=0
l > 0;  > 0; l  0; (1.2.10)
for 0  l  m and all the hypotheses of Lemma 1.2.2 hold. Then for every positive solution y(t) satisfying
the following inequality:
dy(t)
dt
 y(t)

 
mX
l=0
ly(t  l)

; (1.2.11)
with the initial conditions, y(t) = (t)  0 for t 2 [ m; 0) and (0) > 0, it holds that
lim inf
t!+1 y(t)  ~Ml :=


exp

   ~Mu

m

> 0:
1.2.3 Proof of the main result
In this subsection, we give a proof of our main result in Theorem 1.2.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.2.1. We prove the case n  3 because it is similarly proved when n = 2. First,
we consider the following inequality. There exists a suciently large T such that
d
dt
(x1(t)x2(t  ))  (x1(t)x2(t  ))
"
r1(t) + r2(t  ) + am23(t  )x3(t  (m+ 1))
  a011(t)x1(t) 
mX
l=1
(al11(t) + a
l 1
21 (t  ))x1(t  l)
 
m 1X
l=0
(al22(t  )  al+112 (t))x2(t  (l + 1))  am22(t  )x2(t  (m+ 1))
  a013(t)x3(t) 
mX
l=1
(al13(t)  al 123 (t  ))x3(t  l)
#
 (x1(t)x2(t  ))
"
rM1 + r
M
2   2
mX
l=0
q
b
l+L
1 b
lL
2 x1(t  l)x2(t  (l + 1))
#
for t > T . Let u(t) =
p
x1(t)x2(t  ), then we have
du(t)
dt
 u(t)
"
rM1 + r
M
2
2
 
mX
l=0
q
b
l+L
1 b
lL
2 u(t  l)
#
; t > T:
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From Lemma 1.2.2, it follows that
lim sup
t!+1
u(t)  r
M
1 + r
M
2
2
mX
l=0
q
b
l+L
1 b
lL
2
exp
 
(rM1 + r
M
2 )m=2

< +1;
which implies that
lim sup
t!+1
x1(t)x2(t  )  P =
 
rM1 + r
M
2
2
mX
l=0
q
b
l+L
1 b
lL
2
!2
exp
 
(rM1 + r
M
2 )m

< +1:
Second, we prove the boundedness of x1(t). From (1.2.1), for any positive , there exists a suciently
large T 1  T such that
dx1(t)
dt
 x1(t)
"
rM1  
mX
l=0
alL11x1(t  l)
#
+ a1M12 (P + ); t > T 1:
From Lemma 1.2.2 and arbitrarity of , we get
lim sup
t!+1
x1(t)   a
1M
12 P
rM1
+
na1M12 P
rM1
+
1
AL1

rM1 +
a1M12 P
x1
o
exp
 
rM1 m

< +1:
Next, we show that xn(t) is also bounded above. From system (1.2.1), there exists a suciently large
Tn  T for any positive 1 such that
dxn(t)
dt
 xn(t)
"
rMn  
mX
l=0
alLnnxn(t  l) +
 mX
l=0
alMn1 (M1 + 1)
#
; t > Tn:
Since 1 is arbitrary, from Lemma 2.1, we obtain
lim sup
t!+1
xn(t) 
n
rMn +
mX
l=0
alMn1 M1

=ALn
o
exp

rMn +
mX
l=0
alMn1 M1

m

< +1:
Similarly, for i = 2; : : : ; n  1, it holds that lim supt!+1 xi(t) Mi < +1.
Finally, we show that xi(t) (i = 1; : : : ; n) are bounded below for suciently large t > 0. From (1.2.1),
for any positive i, there exists a suciently large T i  T i such that
dxi(t)
dt
 xi(t)
"
rLi  
nX
j=1
j 6=i;i+1
mX
l=0
alMij (Mj + i)

 
mX
l=0
alMii xi(t  l)
#
; t > T i;
for i = 1; : : : ; n. Since i is arbitrary, from our assumption and Lemma 1.2.3, we get
lim inf
t!+1 xi(t) 
n
rLi  
nX
j=1
j 6=i;i+1
mX
l=0
alMij Mj

=AMi
o
exp

rLi  
nX
j=1
j 6=i+1
mX
l=0
alMij Mj

m

;
for i = 1; : : : ; n. We obtain the conclusion of Theorem 1:2:1. 
Chapter 2
Epidemic models
2.1 Delayed SIR/SIRS epidemic models
2.1.1 Introduction
In order to investigate the spread of vector-borne diseases, Beretta and Takeuchi [3] proposed an SIR
epidemic model with distributed time delays and obtained the global stability of a disease-free equilibrium
and local stability of an endemic equilibrium. However, on their global stability analysis of the endemic
equilibrium, they required that h should be small enough. The global stability of the endemic equilibrium
for large delay remained unsolved for a long time. Later, McCluskey [42] introduced a Lyapunov functional
and proved that the endemic equilibrium is globally asymptotically stable for any delay whenever it exists.
On the other hand, in order to take into account the eect of impermanent immunity of the recovered
individuals, several authors formulated SIRS (Susceptible - Infected - Recovered - Susceptible) epidemic
models and a signicant body of works has now been carried out (see [23, 32, 45, 68, 71, 72, 75] and the
references therein). Zhen et al. [75] proposed a delayed SIRS epidemic model with disease-related death
rate and a bilinear incidence rate. By applying Lyapunov functional techniques based on Takeuchi et al.
[62], it is shown that an endemic equilibrium of the model is globally asymptotically stable only for the
case that the delay and the rate of immunity loss are small enough when it exists.
In this section, we consider the following SIRS model with incubation times:8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
dS(t)
dt
= ~N(t)  ~S(t)  ~S(t)Vi(t) + ~R(t);
dI(t)
dt
= ~S(t)Vi(t)  (~+ ~)I(t);
dR(t)
dt
= ~I(t)  (~+ ~)R(t);
dVs(t)
dt
= (Vs(t) + Vi(t))  Vs(t) Ke I(t  )Vs(t  );
dVi(t)
dt
= Ke I(t  )Vs(t  )  Vi(t)
N(t) = S(t) + I(t) +R(t); VT (t) = Vs(t) + Vi(t); t > 0
(2.1.1)
with the initial conditions
S(0) = 1(0) > 0; I() = 2(); R(0) = 3(0) > 0; Vs(0) = 4(); Vi(0) = 5(0) > 0;
i 2 C([ h; 0];R+); i(0) > 0; i = 2; 4: (2.1.2)
Here, we assume  2 C, where C is the Banach space C([ h; 0];R5) of continuous functions mapping the
interval [ h; 0] into R5 with the topology of uniform convergence. That is, the norm of  is dened as
kk = sup h0 j()j.
S(t), I(t) and R(t) denote the fractions of susceptible, infective and recovered human populations at
time t, respectively. Vs(t) and Vi(t) denote the fractions of susceptible and infective vectors at time t,
respectively. The positive constant ~ represents the birth and death rates of susceptible, infected and
recovered individuals. The positive constant ~ represent the recovery rate of infectives. The positive
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constant ~ is the contact rate between infected vectors and susceptible people. The positive constant
 is the birth and death rates for vectors, and all newborns are assumed to be susceptibles. K is the
contact rate between infected people and susceptible vectors. The nonnegative constant ~ represent the
rate of immunity loss of the recovered individuals. In particular, if  = 0, then (2.1.1) is of the form of
SIR epidemic model with incubation times proposed in Takeuchi et al. [62]. We further assume that
the susceptible vectors are infected by the infected people, and there is a time  > 0, during which the
infectious agents develop in the vector and only after that time the infected vector becomes infectious.
We note that N(t) = N(0) and VT (t) = VT (0) for all t  0, that is, the total human and vector
populations are constant in time, respectively. We assume that the turnover of vector population is very
high and the total size of vector population VT is assumed to be constant and largely exceeding the
human total size (i.e. N(0)=VT (0) 1). Hence, the death and birth constant rates  must be suciently
large.
Then, by applying techniques of model derivation in Takeuchi et al. [62], the model (2.1.1) becomes8>>>>><>>>>>:
dS(t)
dt
=   S(t)  S(t)I(t  ) + R(t);
dI(t)
dt
= S(t)I(t  )  (+ )I(t);
dR(t)
dt
= I(t)  (+ )R(t); t > 0;
(2.1.3)
where  =
~VT (0)e
 
 ,  =
~
KN(0) ,  =
~
KN(0) and  =
~
KN(0) . Recently, motivated by the fact that the
incubation time  should be a distributed parameter over the interval [0; h] (h > 0 is the superior limit
of incubation times in the vector population), for the following SIRS epidemic model with distributed
delays: 8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
dS(t)
dt
= B   S(t)  S(t)
Z h
0
f()I(t  )d + R(t);
dI(t)
dt
= S(t)
Z h
0
f()I(t  )d   (+ )I(t);
dR(t)
dt
= I(t)  (+ )R(t); t > 0;
(2.1.4)
Nakata et al. [54] established that the global stability of a unique endemic equilibrium of (2.1.4) is
guaranteed for any rate of immunity loss when the basic reproduction number of the model is greater than
1 and less than or equal to a positive constant 1+  by using the relations that the total population tends
to a positive constant B and applying a Lyapunov functional used for a delayed SIR model in McCluskey
[42]. Here, the positive constant B denotes the birth rate and f 2 C([0; h];R+) satisfying
R h
0
f()d = 1.
Their result provides us a partial answer to an open problem whether the global asymptotic stability of
the endemic equilibrium for (2.1.4) is fully determined by a threshold parameter of the model.
In modelling the transmission dynamics of communicable diseases, nonlinear incidence rates have also
played a vital role in ensuring that the model can give a more reasonable qualitative description for the
disease dynamics than a bilinear incidence rate. For instance, Capasso and Serio [5] used a saturated
incidence rate of the form to describe that incidence rates increase more gradually than linear in I and
S, and then to prevent the unboundedness of contact rate. Based on the ideas, many authors have
investigated the global stability conditions of models with a various type of nonlinear incidence rates
which are thought of as appropriate forms when describing each disease dynamics.
For example, for a delayed SIR epidemic model with a saturated incidence rate S(t) I(t )1+I(t ) , by
modifying a Lyapunov functional in McCluskey [42, 43] carried out a complete global stability analysis of
equilibria of the model. In contrast, for a delayed SIRS epidemic model with the above saturated incidence
rate, Xu and Ma [71] obtained a sucient condition of the global stability of an endemic equilibrium by
applying monotone iterative techniques; nevertheless their conditions fails when the saturation eect is
weak, that is,  is suciently small.
Hence, for the global stability conditions of an endemic equilibrium of delayed SIRS models, only
restricted sucient conditions are known by literatures, and an important open problem whether the
global asymptotic stability of the endemic equilibrium for the models is fully determined when it exists,
still remains unsolved. Moreover, since the form of nonlinear incidence rate depends on many factors of the
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interaction between susceptibles and infectives in epidemiological models, it could be dicult to determine
the concrete expression of nonlinear incidence rate for a given infectious disease in epidemiological studies
(see Yang and Xiao [72] and the references therein). Motivated by the fact, we consider the following
SIRS epidemic model with a class of nonlinear incidence rates and distributed time delays.8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
dS(t)
dt
= B   S(t)  S(t)
Z h
0
f()G(I(t  ))d + R(t);
dI(t)
dt
= S(t)
Z h
0
f()G(I(t  ))d   (+ )I(t);
dR(t)
dt
= I(t)  (+ )R(t):
(2.1.5)
The initial conditions of system (2.1.5) take the form
S(0) = 1(0) > 0; I() = 2(); R(0) = 3(0) > 0; 2 2 C([ h; 0];R+); 2(0) > 0: (2.1.6)
For the incidence function G, we assume that
(H2-1-1) G(I) is locally Lipschitz continuous on [0;+1) with G(0) = 0:
(H2-1-2) I=G(I) is monotone increasing on (0;+1) with lim
I!+0
(I=G(I)) = 1:
The basic reproduction number of system (2.1.5) becomes as follows.
R0 =
B
(+ )
: (2.1.7)
1
+ denotes the average infection period and the relation that limI!+0
S0G(I)
I = S
0 = B implies
that B denotes the number of new cases infected per unit time by one infective individual at an initial
infection state. Thus, R0 denotes the expected number of secondary infectious cases generated by one
typical primary case in an entirely susceptible and suciently large population (see, for details, [9]).
2.1.2 Preliminaries
In this subsection, we oer some denitions and basic lemmas. We denote QE0H (resp. Q
E
H ) by the set of
non-negative functions i (i = 1; 2; 3) such that k  E0k < H (resp. k  Ek < H) with H > 0.
Denition 2.1.1. The disease-free equilibrium E0 (resp. the endemic equilibrium E) of system (2.1.5)
is uniformly stable if and only if for any " > 0, there exists  = (") such that j(S(t); I(t); R(t)) E0j < "
(resp. j(S(t); I(t); R(t))  Ej < ") for any t > 0 and for any  2 QE0 (resp.  2 QE ).
Denition 2.1.2. The disease-free equilibrium E0 (resp. the endemic equilibrium E) of system (2.1.5)
is globally attractive if and only if limt!+1(S(t); I(t); R(t)) = E0 (resp. limt!+1(S(t); I(t); R(t)) = E)
holds for all .
Denition 2.1.3. The disease-free equilibrium E0 (resp. the endemic equilibrium E) of system (2.1.5)
is globally asymptotically stable if and only if it is globally attractive and uniformly stable.
Lemma 2.1.1. The solution (S(t); I(t); R(t)) of system (2.1.5) with the initial conditions (2.1.6) uniquely
exists and is positive for all t  0. Furthermore, it holds that
lim
t!+1(S(t) + I(t) +R(t)) =
B

: (2.1.8)
Proof. We notice that the right hand side of system (2.1.5) is completely continuous and locally Lips-
chitzian on C+. Then, it follows that the solution (S(t); I(t); R(t)) of system (2.1.5) exists and is unique
on [0; ) for some  > 0. It is easy to prove that S(t) > 0 for all t 2 [0; ). Indeed, this follows from
that _S(t) = B > 0 for any t 2 [0; ) when S(t) = 0. Let us now show that I(t) > 0 for all t 2 [0; ).
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Suppose on the contrary that there exists some t1 2 (0; ) such that I(t1) = 0 and I(t) > 0 for t 2 [0; t1).
Integrating the second equation of system (2.1.5) from 0 to t1, we see that
I(t1) = I(0)e (+)t1 +
Z t1
0
Z h
0
f()S(u)G(I(u  ))e (+)(t1 u)ddu > 0:
This contradicts I(t1) = 0. From the third equation of system (2.1.5), we also have that R(t) > 0 for all
t 2 [0; ). Furthermore, for t 2 [0; ), we obtain that
dN(t)
dt
= B   (S(t) + I(t) +R(t)) = B   N(t); (2.1.9)
which implies that (S(t); I(t); R(t)) is uniformly bounded on [0; ). It follows that (S(t); I(t); R(t)) exists
and is unique and positive for all t  0. From (2.1.9), we have (2.1.8). 
Lemma 2.1.2. System (2.1.5) always has a disease-free equilibrium E0 = (S0; 0; 0). If R0 > 1, then
system (2.1.5) has a unique endemic equilibrium E = (S; I; R) satisfying
B   S   SG(I) + R = 0; SG(I)  (+ )I = 0; I   (+ )R = 0: (2.1.10)
If R0  1, then E0 is the only equilibrium of system (2.1.5).
Proof. At a xed point (S; I;R) of system (2.1.5), the following equations hold.8>><>>:
B   S  

+    
+ 

I = 0;
SG(I)  (+ )I = 0;
I   (+ )R = 0:
(2.1.11)
If I = 0, then we easily obtain S = S0, R = 0. Substituting the second equation of (2.1.11) into the rst
equation of (2.1.11), for I > 0, we consider the following equation:
H(I) := B   (+ )I
G(I)
  (+  + )
+ 
I = 0:
By the hypothesis (H2-1-2), H is strictly monotone decreasing on (0;+1) satisfying
lim
I!+0
H(I) = B   (+ )

= B

1  1
R0

> 0
and H(I) < 0 holds for all I  B(+)(++) . Hence, there exists a unique 0 < I < B(+)(++) such that
H(I) = 0. By (2.1.11), we obtain S = (+)I

G(I) > 0 and R
 = I

+ > 0. This implies that system (2.1.5)
has a unique endemic equilibrium E = (S; I; R). 
Theorem 2.1.1. If R0  1, then the disease-free equilibrium E0 is globally asymptotically stable.
Proof. We consider the following Lyapunov functional:
V E0 (t) = V
E0
0 (t) +

2S0
R(t)2 +

8S0
 
N(t)  S02 ;
where
V E00 (t) = S
0g

S(t)
S0

+ I(t) + S0
Z h
0
f()
Z t
t 
G(I(u))dud; g(x) = x  1  lnx:
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By the relation B = S0, we have
S0
d
dt

g

S(t)
S0

=

1  S
0
S(t)

dS(t)
dt
=

1  S
0
S(t)

B   S(t)  S(t)
Z h
0
f()G(I(t  ))d + R(t)

=

1  S
0
S(t)

 (S(t)  S0)  S(t)
Z h
0
f()G(I(t  ))d + R(t)

=  

1  S
0
S(t)

(S(t)  S0)
  (S(t)  S0)
Z h
0
f()G(I(t  ))d + 

1  S
0
S(t)

R(t);
Hence, the time derivative of V (t) along the solution of (2.1.5) becomes as follows.
dV E00 (t)
dt
=  

1  S
0
S(t)

(S(t)  S0)  (S(t)  S0)
Z h
0
f()G(I(t  ))d + 

1  S
0
S(t)

R(t)
+ S(t)
Z h
0
f()G(I(t  ))d   (+ )I(t)
+ S0
Z h
0
f()(G(I(t)) G(I(t  ))dud
=   (S(t)  S
0)2
S(t)
+ (+ )I(t)

R0
G(I(t))
I(t)
  1

+ 

1  S
0
S(t)

(R(t) R0):
Second, calculating the time derivatives of 2S0R(t)
2 gives
d
dt


2S0
R(t)2

=

S0
R(t) fI(t)  (+ )R(t)g
=

S0
R(t) f (N(t)  S(t) R(t))  (+ )R(t)g
=

S0
R(t)

(N(t)  S0)  (S(t)  S0)  (+  + )R(t)	
=

S0
R(t)(N(t)  S0)  R(t)

S(t)
S0
  1

  (+  + )
S0
R(t)2: (2.1.12)
Next, the time derivatives of 8S0 (N(t)  S0)2 gives
d
dt


8S0
 
N(t)  S02 = 
4S0
(N(t)  S0)(B   N(t)) =   
4S0
(N(t)  S0)2: (2.1.13)
We hence obtain
dV E0 (t)
dt
=  (S0 + R(t)) (S(t)  S
0)2
S0S(t)
+ (+ )I(t)

R0
G(I(t))
I(t)
  1

  
S0
R(t)2 +

S0
R(t)(N(t)  S0)  
4S0
(N(t)  S0)2   (+ )
S0
R(t)2
  (S0 + R(t)) (S(t)  S
0)2
S0S(t)
+ (+ )(R0   1)I(t)
  
S0

R(t)  (N(t)  S
0)
2
2
  (+ )
S0
R(t)2: (2.1.14)
From (2.1.14), we obtain dV
E0
 (t)
dt  0 for all t > 0 with equality if and only if S(t) = S0, R(t) = 0
and N(t) = 0. Therefore, we have limt!+1 S(t) = S0, limt!+1R(t) = 0 and limt!+1N(t) = N0,
which imply that limt!+1 I(t) = 0 holds. By applying LaSalle invariance principle (see also Kuang [35,
Corollary 5.2]) and [22, Lemma 1.1 at p.131], the disease-free equilibrium E0 of system (2.1.5) is globally
asymptotically stable. From Lemma 2.1.2, the proof is complete. 
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Lemma 2.1.3. If R0 > 1, then for any solution of system (2.1.5) with the initial conditions (2.1.6), it
holds that 8>><>>:
lim inf
t!+1 S(t)  v1 :=
B
+ G(B=)
;
lim inf
t!+1 I(t)  v2 := qI
e (+)(h+h); lim inf
t!+1 R(t)  v3 :=
v2
+ 
;
where q > 0 and  > 0 satisfy S < S4 := Bk (1  e kh), k = + G(qI).
Proof. Let (S(t); I(t); R(t)) be a solution of system (2.1.5) with the initial conditions (2.1.6). By Lemma
2.1.1, it holds that lim supt!+1 I(t)  B . This yields that, for any "I > 0 suciently small, there exists
a T1 = T1("I) > 0 such that I(t) < B + "I for all t > T1. From the hypothesis (H2-1-1), for t > T1 + h,
we derive
dS(t)
dt
 B  

+ G

B

+ "I

S(t);
which implies that
lim inf
t!+1 S(t) 
B
+ G(B=+ "I)
:
As the above inequality holds for arbitrary "I > 0, it follows that lim inft!+1 S(t)  v1.
We now show that lim inft!+1 I(t)  v2. First, we prove that it is impossible that I(t)  qI for all
t  h. Suppose on the contrary that I(t)  qI for all t  h. From the rst equation of system (2.1.5),
one can obtain
dS(t)
dt
 B   (+ G(qI))S(t); for t  h+ h;
which yields
S(t)  e k(t h h)

S(h+ h) +B
Z t
h+h
ek( h h)d

>
B
k
(1  e k(t h h)) (2.1.15)
for t  h+ h. Hence, it follows from (2.1.15) that
S(t) >
B
k
(1  e kh) = S4 > S; for t  2h+ h: (2.1.16)
For t  0, we dene
V (t) = I(t) + S
Z h
0
f()
Z t
t 
G(I(u))dud: (2.1.17)
Calculating the derivative of V (t) along the solution of system (2.1.5) gives as
dV (t)
dt
= 
Z h
0
f()G(I(t  ))(S(t)  S)d + SG(I(t))  (+ )I(t)
= 
Z h
0
f()G(I(t  ))(S(t)  S)d +

S
G(I(t))
I(t)
  (+ )

I(t)
 
Z h
0
f()G(I(t  ))(S(t)  S)d +

S
G(I)
I
  (+ )

I(t)
= 
Z h
0
f()G(I(t  ))(S(t)  S)d
> 
Z h
0
f()G(I(t  ))(S4   S)d; for t  2h+ h: (2.1.18)
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Setting i = min2[ h;0] I(+2h+2h), we claim that I(t)  i for all t  2h+h. Otherwise, if there is a
T  0 such that I(t)  i for 2h+ h  t  2h+ 2h+ T , I(2h+ 2h+ T ) = i and dI(t)dt jt=2h+2h+T  0,
then it follows from (2.1.15) that
dI(t)
dt

t=2h+2h+T
= S(t)
Z h
0
f()G(I(t  ))d   (+ )I(t)
 S(t)G(I(t))  (+ )I(t)


S(t)
G(I)
I
  (+ )

i
>

S4
G(I)
I
  (+ )

i
>

S
G(I)
I
  (+ )

i = 0:
This is a contradiction. Therefore, I(t)  i for all t  2h + h. By the hypothesis (H2-1-1), it follows
from (2.1.16) that
dV (t)
dt
> G(i)(S4   S) > 0; for t  2h+ 2h;
which implies that limt!+1 V (t) = +1. However, from Lemma 2.1.1, it holds that lim supt!+1 V (t) 
B
 + S
G(B ) < +1. This leads to a contradiction. Hence the claim is proved.
As the above claim holds, we are left to consider two possibilities:
(i) I(t)  qI for all t suciently large;
(ii) I(t) oscillates about qI for all t suciently large:
If the rst case holds, then we immediately get the conclusion. If the second case holds, then we show
that I(t)  v2 for all t suciently large. Let t1 < t2 be suciently large such that
I(t1) = I(t2) = qI; I(t) < qI; t1 < t < t2:
If t2   t1  h+ h, then we have dI(t)dt   (+ )I(t), that is,
I(t)  I(t1)e (+)(t t1) = qIe (+)(h+h) = v2
holds for all t  t1. If t2 t1  h+h, then we similarly verify that I(t)  v2 holds for t1  t  t1+h+h.
We now claim that I(t)  v2 for all t1+h+h  t  t2. Otherwise, there is a T  > 0, such that I(t)  v2
for t1  t  t1 + h+ h+ T , I(t1 + h+ h+ T ) = v2 and dI(t)dt jt=t1+h+h+T  0. Then, from (2.1.16),
we get
dI(t)
dt

t=t1+h+h+T
= S(t)
Z h
0
f()G(I(t  ))d   (+ )I(t)
 S4G(I(t))  (+ )I(t)


S4
G(v2)
v2
  (+ )

v2:
However, by the hypothesis (H2-1-2), it holds that
dI(t)
dt

t=t1+h+h+T


S4
G(I)
I
  (+ )

v2 > 0;
which is a contradiction. Hence, I(t)  v2 for t1  t  t2. As the interval [t1; t2] is arbitrarily chosen,
we conclude that I(t)  v2 holds for all t suciently large. Thus, we obtain lim inft!+1 I(t)  v2, from
which we have lim inft!+1R(t)  v3.
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2.1.3 Lyapunov functional technique for SIRS epidemic models
In this subsection, by constructing two Lyapunov functionals, we establish the global stability of the
endemic equilibrium. Throughout this subsection, we assume the following hypothesis hold.
(H2-1-3) G is monotone increasing on [0;+1):
First, we consider the case  = 0. Then (2.1.5) becomes an SIR epidemic model. We now introduce
essential ideas of the global stability of the endemic equilibrium E of (2.1.5) in McCluskey [42]. For a
xed 0    h, we put
xt =
S(t)
S
; yt =
I(t)
I
; ~yt =
G(I(t))
G(I)
; ~yt; =
G(I(t  ))
G(I)
:
We consider the following functional:
V E0 (t) = S
g

S(t)
S

+ Ig

I(t)
I

+ SG(I)
Z h
0
f()
Z t
t 
g

G(I(u))
G(I)

dud: (2.1.19)
Then, we obtain
d
dt

g

S(t)
S

=

1
S
  1
S(t)

B   S(t)  S(t)
Z h
0
f()G(I(t  ))d

=
1
S

1  S

S(t)

B   S(t)  S(t)
Z h
0
f()G(I(t  ))d

: (2.1.20)
By the relation B = S + SG(I), we obtain
d
dt

g

S(t)
S

=
1
S

1  S

S(t)

(S + SG(I))  S(t)  S(t)
Z h
0
f()G(I(t  ))d

=
1
S

1  S

S(t)

 (S(t)  S) + 
Z h
0
f() fSG(I)  S(t)G(I(t  ))g d

=  

1  S

S(t)

S(t)
S
  1

+ G(I)
Z h
0
f()

1  S

S(t)

1  S(t)
S
G(I(t  ))
G(I)

d
=  

1  1
xt

(xt   1) + G(I)
Z h
0
f()

1  1
xt

(1  xt~yt; ) d: (2.1.21)
Similar to the above discussion, by the relation +  = S
G(I)
I , we have
d
dt

g

I(t)
I

=
1
I

1  I

I(t)

S(t)
Z h
0
f()G(I(t  ))d   (+ )I(t)

=
1
I

1  I

I(t)

S(t)
Z h
0
f()G(I(t  ))d   SG(I
)
I
I(t)

= S
G(I)
I
Z h
0
f()

1  I

I(t)

S(t)
S
G(I(t  ))
G(I)
  I(t)
I

d
= S
G(I)
I
Z h
0
f()

1  1
yt

(xt~yt;   yt)d: (2.1.22)
Finally, we obtain
d
dt
Z h
0
f()
Z t
t 
g

G(I(u))
G(I)

dud

=
Z h
0
f()

g

G(I(t))
G(I)

  g

G(I(t  ))
G(I)

d
=
Z h
0
f()(g( ~yt)  g(~yt; ))d: (2.1.23)
The following lemma plays an important role to apply techniques of equation deformation in McCluskey
[42] to the global stability analysis of the endemic equilibria for SIRS models with a class of nonlinear
incidence rates and distributed delays.
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Lemma 2.1.4. If R0 > 1, then it holds that
1  1
xt

(1  xt~yt; ) +

1  1
yt

(xt~yt;   yt) =  g

1
xt

  g

xt~yt;
yt

  (g(yt)  g(~yt; )): (2.1.24)
Proof. We have
1  1
xt

(1  xt~yt; ) +

1  1
yt

(xt~yt;   yt) =

1  1
xt
  xt~yt; + ~yt

+

xt~yt;   xt~yt;
yt
  yt + 1

= 2  1
xt
+ ~yt;   xt~yt;
yt
  yt
=  g

1
xt

  g

xt~yt;
yt

  (g(yt)  g(~yt; )):
This completes the proof. 
By Lemma 2.1.4, the time derivative of V E0 (t) along the solution of system (2.1.5) becomes as follows.
dV E0 (t)
dt
=  S (xt   1)
2
xt
  SG(I)
Z h
0
f()

g

1
xt

+ g

xt~yt;
yt

+ g(yt)  g(~yt)

d:
In order to show dV
E
0 (t)
dt  0, by the hypotheses (H2-1-1) and (H2-1-2), we need the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1.5. If R0 > 1, then g(yt)  g(~yt)  0 for all t  0.
Proof. Since we have ~yt   1 = G(I(t)) G(I
)
G(I) and
yt   ~yt = I(t)
I
  G(I(t))
G(I)
=
G(I(t))
I

I(t)
G(I(t))
  I

G(I)

;
by the hypotheses (H2-1-2) and (H2-1-3), we obtain
g(yt)  g(~yt) = yt   ~yt   ln yt~yt = yt   ~yt  
yt
~yt
+ 1 +
yt
~yt
  1  ln yt
~yt
=
1
~yt
(~yt   1)(yt   ~yt) + g

yt
~yt

 0:
Thus, we get the conclusion of this lemma. 
By Lemma 2.3.2, we obtain dV
E
0 (t)
dt  0. From the permanence result in Lemmas 2.1.1 and 2.1.3, by
applying LaSalle invariance principle [35, Corollary 5.2], the endemic equilibrium E of system (2.1.5) is
globally asymptotically stable.
Corollary 2.1.1. (See McCluskey [42, 43]) Let us assume that  = 0 holds. If R0 > 1, then the endemic
equilibrium E of system (2.1.5) is globally asymptotically stable.
Recently, the similar global stability results for delayed SIR epidemic models with a wider class of non-
linear incidence rates are obtained in [25, 27, 44].
The rst main theorems of this subsection are as follows.
Theorem 2.1.2. If R0 > 1 and the following conditions hold,
(I) There exist positive constants C1 and C2 such that
inf
0IB=
G(I) G(I)
I   I  C1 > 0 and inf0<IB=
I
G(I)   I

G(I)
I   I  C2 > 0;
(II) 2   4C1C2(+ )(+ ) B+G(B=) < 0.
Then the endemic equilibrium E of system (2.1.5) is globally asymptotically stable.
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Theorem 2.1.3. If R0 > 1 and
S   R  0: (2.1.25)
Then, the endemic equilibrium E of system (2.1.5) is globally asymptotically stable. Moreover, the
condition (2.1.25) holds if8<:
0   < +1; for 1 < R0  1 +  ;
0     := 
R0
1+
  1 ; for R0 > 1 +

 :
(2.1.26)
In particular, for the case G(I) = I, then (2.1.25) is equivalent to (2.1.26).
The following lemma plays an important role to obtain Theorem 2.1.2.
Lemma 2.1.6. If R0 < 1 and the condition (I) holds, then g(yt)  g(~yt)  C1C2I(yt   1)2.
Proof. From the condition (I), we have
(~yt   1)(yt   ~yt) = G(I(t))
IG(I)
(G(I(t)) G(I))

I(t)
G(I(t))
  I

G(I)

 C1C2G(I(t))
IG(I)
(I(t)  I)2 = C1C2I
G(I(t))
G(I)
(yt   1)2
= C1C2I~yt(yt   1)2: (2.1.27)
Applying Lemma 2.1.5, we have
g(yt)  g(~yt)  1~yt (~yt   1)(yt   ~yt) =
1
I
(G(I(t)) G(I))

I(t)
G(I(t))
  I

G(I)

 C1C2I(yt   1)2:
Hence, we get the conclusion of this lemma. 
The following lemma plays an important role to obtain Theorem 2.1.3.
Lemma 2.1.7. Let R0 > 1. Then the condition (2.1.25) holds if (2.1.26) holds. In particular, for the
case G(I) = I, then (2.1.25) is equivalent to (2.1.26).
Proof. From (2.1.10), I satises the following equality.
(+  + )
+ 
I + (+ )
I
G(I)
= B: (2.1.28)
Hence, it follows from (2.1.28) that
I =
+ 
(+  + )

B   (+ ) I

G(I)

 + 
(+  + )
fB   (+ )g = (+ )(+ )
(+  + )
(R0   1) :
We therefore obtain
S   R = I

G(I)

(+ )  G(I
)
+ 

 I

G(I)

(+ )  I

+ 

 I

G(I)

(+ )  (+ )
+  + 
(R0   1)

=
(+ )2I
(+  + )G(I)
(
  
 
R0
1 + 
  1
!)
:
Therefore, for the rst case 1 < R0  1 +  , (2.1.25) holds for any   0 and for the second case
R0 > 1 +  , (2.1.25) holds for 0    . From the above discussion, it is obvious that (2.1.25) is
equivalent to (2.1.26) for G(I) = I. This completes the proof. 
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Proof of Theorem 2.1.2. From Lemma 2.1.1, we see that the limit set of system (2.1.5) in the rst
octant of R3 locates on the plane S + I + R = B=. Hence, the dynamics of system (2.1.5) in the rst
octant of R3 is equivalent to the following limit system:8>>><>>>:
dS(t)
dt
=
B(+ )

  (+ )S(t)  S(t)
Z h
0
f()G(I(t  ))d   I(t);
dI(t)
dt
= S(t)
Z h
0
f()G(I(t  ))d   (+ )I(t):
(2.1.29)
For (2.1.29), we consider the following Lyapunov functional:
V1(t) = V E0 (t): (2.1.30)
Similar to (2.1.21) and (2.1.22), we obtain
d
dt

g

S(t)
S

=
1
S

1  S

S(t)

B(+ )

  (+ )S(t)  S(t)
Z h
0
f()G(I(t  ))d   I(t)

:
By the relation B(+) = (+ )S
 + SG(I) + I, we obtain
d
dt

g

S(t)
S

=
1
S

1  S

S(t)

(+ )S + SG(I) + I   (+ )S(t)  S(t)
Z h
0
f()G(I(t  ))d   I(t)

=
1
S

1  S

S(t)

 (+ )(S(t)  S) + 
Z h
0
f() fSG(I)  S(t)G(I(t  ))g d   (I(t)  I)

=  S
(+ )(xt   1)2
S(t)
+ G(I)
Z h
0
f()

1  1
xt

(1  xt~yt; )d   I

S(t)
(xt   1)(yt   1): (2.1.31)
With the help of (2.1.5), we obtain
dV1(t)
dt
=  S
(+ )(xt   1)2
G(I)S(t)
  I

G(I)S(t)
(xt   1)(yt   1)  (g(yt)  g(~yt))
 
Z h
0
f()

g

1
xt

+ g

xt~yt 
yt

d
  S
(+ )(xt   1)2 + I(xt   1)(yt   1) + G(I)S(t)C1C2I(yt   1)2
G(I)S(t)
:
By Lemma 2.1.3, for any 0 < " < v1, there exists a T" > 0 such that S(t) > v1   " for all t > T". From
the condition (II), we may restrict this " > 0 suciently small such that
2   4C1C2(+ )(+ )(v1   ") < 0:
Then, for all t > T", it follows
(I)2   4C1C2SG(I)(+ )IS(t) = (I)2

2   4C1C2(+ )(+ )S(t)
	
< (I)2

2   4C1C2(+ )(+ )(v1   ")
	
< 0;
from which we obtain dV1(t)dt  0 for all t > T". We recall that dV1(t)dt = 0 if xt = 1 and yt = 1, or
equivalently, if S(t) = S and I(t) = I for all t > T". It follows from LaSalle's invariance principle that
~E of system (2.1.29) is globally asymptotically stable. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1.3. In addition to (2.1.19), we put
zt =
R(t)
R
; nt =
N(t)
N
; N = S + I +R: (2.1.32)
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We consider the following Lyapunov functional for R0 > 1:
V E (t) = V
E
0 (t) +

2S
(R(t) R)2 + 
8S
(N(t) N)2 ; (2.1.33)
where V E0 (t) is dened in (2.1.19). First, the time derivative of V
E
0 (t) along the solution of system
(2.1.5) becomes as follows.
dV E0 (t)
dt
=  S (xt   1)
2
xt
+ R

1  1
xt

(zt   1)
 
Z h
0
f()

g

1
xt

+ g

xt~yt;
yt

+ g(yt)  g(~yt)

d: (2.1.34)
Second, by I(t) = N(t)  S(t) R(t), calculating the time derivatives of 2S (R(t) R)2 gives
d
dt


2S
(R(t) R)2

=

S
(R(t) R) fI(t)  (+ )R(t)g
=

S
(R(t) R) f (N(t)  S(t) R(t))  (+ )R(t)g
=

S
(R(t) R) f(N(t) N)  (S(t)  S)  (+  + )(R(t) R)g
=
RN
S
(zt   1)(nt   1)  R(zt   1)(xt   1)  (+  + )(R
)2
S
(zt   1)2: (2.1.35)
By N = B=, we obtain
d
dt


8S
(N(t) N)2

=

4S
(N(t) N)(B   N(t)) =   
4S
(N(t) N)2: (2.1.36)
Combining (2.1.34), (2.1.35) and (2.1.36), we have
dV E (t)
dt
=  S (xt   1)
2
xt
+ R

1  1
xt

(zt   1)  R(zt   1) (xt   1)
  (R
)2
S
(zt   1)2 + R
N
S
(zt   1)(nt   1)  (N
)2
4S
(nt   1)2
  SG(I)
Z h
0
f()

g

1
xt

+ g

xtyt;
yt

+ g (yt)  g (~yt)

d
  (R
)2
S
(+ )(zt   1)2:
By the condition (2.1.25) and the following relation:
1  1
xt

(zt   1)  (zt   1)(xt   1) =

1  1
xt

(1  xt)(zt   1) =   (xt   1)
2
xt
(zt   1); (2.1.37)
we obtain
dV E (t)
dt
=  (S + (R(t) R)) (xt   1)
2
xt
  
S

R(zt   1)  N

2
(nt   1)
2
 
Z h
0
f()

g

1
xt

+ g

xt~yt;
yt

+ g(yt)  g(~yt)

d   (R
)2
S
(+ )(zt   1)2
   
S

R(zt   1)  N

2
(nt   1)
2
 
Z h
0
f()

g

1
xt

+ g

xt~yt;
yt

d   (R
)2
S
(+ )(zt   1)2  0
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for all t > 0 and dV
E
 (t)
dt = 0 holds if and only if S(t) = S
, R(t) = R and N(t) = N. This implies
limt!+1 S(t) = S, limt!+1R(t) = R and limt!+1N(t) = N, that is limt!+1 I(t) = I holds. By
LaSalle invariance principle (see also Kuang [35, Corollary 5.2]) and Lemma 3.2.4, the endemic equilibrium
E of system (2.1.5) is globally asymptotically stable. From Lemma 2.1.7, the proof is complete. 
2.1.4 Monotone iterative technique for SIRS epidemic models
In this subsection, we improve the monotone iterative technique oered by Xu and Ma [71, Theorem 3.1]
for system (2.1.5). Let us dene the following strictly monotone increasing function of I  0 such that
h(I) =
 I
G(I) ; if I > 0;
1; if I = 0;
(2.1.38)
Moreover, for any 0  I  I, put
G(I; I) = max
III
G(I) =
8<:
G(I); if G(I) is monotone increasing on [I; I];
G(I^); if there exists a maximal point I^ on [I; I];
G(I); if G(I) is monotone decreasing on [I; I];
(2.1.39)
and
G(I; I) = min
III
G(I) =
8<:
G(I); if G(I) is monotone increasing on [I; I];
G(I^); if there exists a minimal point I^ on [I; I];
G(I); if G(I) is monotone decreasing on [I; I];
(2.1.40)
and
h(I; I) =
I
G(I; I)
; and h(I; I) =
I
G(I; I)
: (2.1.41)
Theorem 2.1.4. Let R0 > 1. Assume that there exist two nonnegative constants I < I such that8><>:
I  lim inf
t!+1 I(t)  I
  lim sup
t!1
I(t)  I;

+ 
< 1 +
+ 

h(I; I)  h(I; I)
I   I ;
(2.1.42)
and that 0BBB@
I  I  I  I  I;
I

+ + h(I
; I

) = B   + I;
I + + h(I
; I

) = B   + I

;
1CCCA imply I = I = I: (2.1.43)
Then, the positive equilibrium E = (S; I; R) of system (2.1.5) is globally asymptotically stable. In
particular, if 8>>>><>>>>:
I  lim inf
t!+1 I(t)  I
  lim sup
t!1
I(t)  I;

+ 
< 1 +
+ 

h(~I; ~I)  h(~I; ~I)
~I   ~I
;
for any ~I < ~I such that I  ~I  I  ~I  I;
(2.1.44)
then, (2.1.42) and (2.1.43) is satised.
Corollary 2.1.2. For R0 > 1, if
 < + ; (2.1.45)
then the endemic equilibrium E of system (2.1.5) is globally asymptotically stable.
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By Lemma 2.1.3, we put8><>:
lim inf
t!+1 S(t) = S^  v1; lim inft!+1 I(t) = I^  v2; lim inft!+1 R(t) = R^  v3;
lim sup
t!+1
S(t) = S^  B

; lim sup
t!+1
I(t) = I^  B

; lim sup
t!+1
R(t) = R^  B

:
(2.1.46)
By Lemma 2.1.1, hereafter, we may restrict our attention to the case that S(t) + I(t) +R(t) = B for all
t suciently large. Then, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1.8.
B

  I^   R^ > 0; and B

  I^   R^ > 0: (2.1.47)
Proof. Suppose that B   I^   R^  0. Then, there is a sequence ftng1n=1 such that limn!+1 I(tn) = I^.
Since lim infn!+1R(tn)  R^ and we have
0 < lim sup
n!+1
S(tn)  B

  lim inf
n!+1 I(tn)  lim infn!+1R(tn) 
B

  I^   R^  0;
which is a contradiction. Thus, we have B   I^   R^ > 0. Similarly, we can prove that B   I^   R^ > 0. 
Lemma 2.1.9. 8>>>><>>>>:
0  B   S^   S^G(I^ ; I^) + (B   S^   I^);
0  (B   I^   R^)G(I^ ; I^)  (+ )I^ ;
0  I^   (+ )R^;
(2.1.48)
and 8>>>><>>>>:
0  B   S^   S^G(I^ ; I^) + (B   S^   I^);
0  (B   I^   R^)G(I^ ; I^)  (+ )I^ ;
0  I^   (+ )R^;
(2.1.49)
Proof. Assume that I(t) is eventually monotone decreasing for t  0. Then, by Lemma 2.1.3, there exists
limt!+1 I(t) = I^ = I^ > 0. Then, by the third equation of (2.1.5), that there exists limt!+1R(t) = R^ =
R^ > 0. Then, by the rst equation of (2.1.5), there exists limt!+1 S(t) = S^ = S^ > 0. Since the positive
equilibrium E = (S; I; R) is unique, we have that S^ = S^ = S^, I^ = I^ = I^ and R^ = R = R^. Thus,
by (2.1.10), (2.1.49) holds.
Now, suppose that I(t) is not eventually monotone decreasing for t  0. Then, there exists a sequence
ftng1n=1 such that limn!+1 I 0(tn)  0 and limn!+1 I(tn) = I^. Since
lim sup
n!+1
S(tn)  B

  lim
n!+1 I(tn)  lim infn!+1R(tn) 
B

  I^   R^;
we can immediately derive (2.1.49). Similarly, we can obtain (2.1.48). This completes the proof. 
Then, we obtain that 8>>>>><>>>>>:
S^  B(1+

 ) I^
(+)+G(I^;I^)
;
I^ + + h(I^ ; I^)  B   + I^ ;
R^  + I^ ;
(2.1.50)
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and 8>>>>><>>>>>:
S^  B(1+

 ) I^
(+)+G(I^;I^)
;
I^ + + h(I^ ; I^)  B   + I^ ;
R^  + I^ :
(2.1.51)
We now consider the following six sequences fSng1n=1; fIng1n=1; fRng1n=1; fSng1n=1, fIng1n=1 and
fRng1n=1, (n = 1; 2;    ) as follows (cf. Xu and Ma [71, (3.3)]).8>>>>><>>>>>:
0  I0  lim inf
t!+1 I(t);
K(In 1; In) =
B

  
+ 
In 1;
K(In; In) =
B

  
+ 
In; n = 1; 2; 3    :
(2.1.52)
and 8<: Sn =
B(+)= In
(+)+G(In;In)
; Rn =

+ In;
Sn =
B(+)= In
(+)+G(In;In)
; Rn = + In;
(2.1.53)
where K(I; I) and K(I; I) are dened such that for any 0  I  I,
K(I; I) = I +
+ 

h(I; I); and K(I; I) = I +
+ 

h(I; I): (2.1.54)
Then, by Lemma 2.1.3, (2.1.51) and (2.1.52), we have that
I0  lim inf
t!+1 I(t)  lim supt!+1 I(t)  I1: (2.1.55)
Lemma 2.1.10. For the sequences fIng1n=1, fIng1n=1, fSng1n=1, fSng1n=1, fRng1n=1 and fRng1n=1 de-
ned by (2.1.52) and (2.1.53), assume I0 < I1. Then,
I0 < I1 < I1; (2.1.56)
if and only if,

+ 
< 1 +
+ 

h(I0; I1)  h(I1; I1)
I1   I1
: (2.1.57)
In this case, the three sequences fIng1n=1, fSng1n=1 and fRng1n=1 are strongly monotone increasing se-
quences and converge to I, S and R, respectively, and the three sequences fIng1n=1, fSng1n=1 and
fRng1n=1 are strongly monotone decreasing sequences and converge to I

, S

and R

, respectively, as n
tends to +1, and8>>><>>>:
lim
n!+1 In = I
  lim inf
t!+1 I(t)  lim supt!+1 I(t)  limn!+1 In = I

;
lim
n!+1Sn = S
  lim inf
t!+1 S(t)  lim supt!+1 S(t)  limn!+1Sn = S

;
lim
n!+1Rn = R
  lim inf
t!+1 R(t)  lim supt!+1 R(t)  limn!+1Rn = R

;
(2.1.58)
and 8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
I

+ + I
 + + h(I
; I

) = B ;
I + + I

+ + h(I
; I

) = B ;
and
1 + +
h(I;I) h(I;I)
I
 I =

+ ; if I
 < I

;
I  I^ ; if I = I = I:
(2.1.59)
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Moreover, if (2.1.42) and (2.1.43) hold, then
I = I

= I  I^ ; S = S = S and R = R = R: (2.1.60)
In particular, if

+ 
 1; (2.1.61)
then (2.1.60) holds.
Proof. By (2.1.52) and (2.1.54),8><>: In +
+
 h(In 1; In) =
B
   + In 1;
In +
+
 h(In; In) =
B
   + In; n = 1; 2; 3;    ;
(2.1.62)
from which we have that for In < In and n = 1; 2; 3;    , 
1 +
+ 

h(In 1; In)  h(In; In)
In   In
!
(In   In) =

+ 
(In   In 1):
Hence, we obtain that for In < In,
In   In =

+
1 + +
h(In 1;In) h(In;In)
In In
(In   In 1); n = 1; 2; 3;    ; (2.1.63)
from which one can see that (2.1.74) holds, if and only if, (2.1.57) holds. Then, by the monotonicity and
inductions in (2.1.62), we can prove that In 1 < In < In < In 1, n = 2; 3;    , (2.1.58) and (2.1.59) hold.
Moreover, suppose that (2.1.42) and (2.1.43) hold. Then, I  I^ and by (2.1.63), we obtain (2.1.60).
Hence, by (2.1.50) and (2.1.51), we obtain the conclusion of this lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1.4. By Lemma 2.1.10, we obtain the conclusion of Theorem 2.1.4. 
2.1.5 Combination of Lyapunov functional and monotone iterative techniques
In this subsection, we oer an example in which the combination of Lyapunov functional and monotone
iterative techniques is applicable based on the Subsections 2.1.3 and 2.1.4. Huo and Ma [26] proposed
the following SIRS epidemic model:8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
dS(t)
dt
= b  dS(t)  k exp ( d)S(t)I(t  )
1 + I2(t  ) + R(t);
dI(t)
dt
=
k exp ( d)S(t)I(t  )
1 + I2(t  )   (d+ )I(t);
dR(t)
dt
= I(t)  (d+ )R(t);
(2.1.64)
where S(t), I(t) and R(t) denote the numbers of susceptible to the disease, infective and recovered
individuals at time t, respectively. b is the recruitment rate of the population, d is the natural death
rate of the population. The positive constant k and  is the average number of contacts per infective per
day and latent period, respectively.  is the natural recovery rare of the infective individuals,  is the
rate at which recovered individuals lose immunity and return to the susceptible class,  is the parameter
measures the psychological or inhibitory eect. One can see that system (2.1.64) always has a disease-free
equilibrium E0 = (b=d; 0; 0). The basic reproduction number of system (2.1.64) is
R0 =
bk exp ( d)
d(d+ )
: (2.1.65)
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If R0 > 1 (i.e. 0   <  :=   ln d(d+)bk =d), then system (2.1.64) has a unique endemic equilibrium
E = (S; I; R), where
S =
1
d

b 

d+   
d+ 

I

; I =
 k exp ( d)

d+   d+

+
p4
2d(d+ )
; R =

d+ 
I:(2.1.66)
The known results in Huo and Ma [26] are as follows.
Theorem 2.1.5. If R0 < 1 (i.e.  > ), then the disease-free equilibrium E0 of system (2.1.64) is
globally asymptotically stable. If R0 > 1 (i.e. 0   < ), E0 becomes unstable.
Theorem 2.1.6. If R0 = 1 (i.e.  = ), then the disease-free equilibrium E0 of system (2.1.64) is
globally attractive.
Theorem 2.1.7. If R0 > 1 (i.e. 0   < ), then the endemic equilibrium E of system (2.1.64) is
locally stable.
Theorem 2.1.8. If R0 > 1 (i.e. 0   < ), then the disease of system (2.1.64) is permanent.
Applying Lyapunov functional and monotone iterative techniques is applicable based on the Subsections
2.1.3 and 2.1.4, we obtain the following results:
Theorem 2.1.9. Assume R0 > 1. If
k exp( d)
(d+ )
p

+ 2 > R0 and
d+ 


1 +
d+ 
k exp( d)I


 1; (2.1.67)
then, the endemic equilibrium E = (S; I; R) of system (2.1.64) is globally asymptotically stable.
Remark 2.1.1. We solve an open question for an example oered by Huo and Ma [26, Example], because
the parameter values (b = 4, k = 0:8, d =  =  =  = 1 and 1 < R0 = 1:6 exp ( 0:8) < 2) satisfy the
condition (2.1.67) in Theorem 2.1.9.
Let us consider two functions G(I) and h(I) of I such that
G(I) =
I
1 + I2
; 0  I < +1; and h(I) = I
G(I)
= 1 + I2; 0 < I < +1 (2.1.68)
and I^ = 1p

be a local maximal point of G, where G0(I^) = 0 and G(I)  G(I^) = 1
2
p

for any 0  I < +1.
For any 0  I  I, put
G(I; I) = max
III
G(I) =
8<:
G(I); if I < I^;
G(I^); if I  I^  I;
G(I); if I^ < I;
(2.1.69)
and (
K(I; I) = I + d+k exp( d)h(I; I); h(I; I) =
I
G(I;I)
;
K(I) = I + d+k exp( d)h(I);
(2.1.70)
and consider three constants I0, I1 and I1 such that8><>:
0  I0  lim inf
t!+1 I(t);
K(I0; I1) =
b
d
  
d+ 
I0;K(I1) =
b
d
  
d+ 
I1;
(2.1.71)
and three constants a,  and c such that
a =
d+ 

d+ 
k exp( d);  =
d+ 


1 +
d+ 
k exp( d)2I


; c =
   1 +p(   1)( + 3)
2
: (2.1.72)
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For (2.1.72), we have
 =
d+ 

+ 2aI; c2 = (   1)(c+ 1); c >    1 > 0; if  > 1: (2.1.73)
Then, the second main theorem is obtained by applying the best possible lower bound I and upper
bounds I

of I(t) for a suciently large t obtained by our new monotone iterative techniques to Lyapunov
functional techniques to the SIRS epidemic model by perturbation.
Theorem 2.1.10. Assume that R0 > 1 and I  I^, and for three constants I0, I1 and I1 dened by
(2.1.71), suppose that
I0 < I1 < I1; (2.1.74)
and consider three constants a,  and c dened by (2.1.72).
i) If 8<:
  1;
or
 > 1; and c > a(I   I0) or c  (   1) + a(I^   I);
(2.1.75)
then the endemic equilibrium E = (S; I; R) of system (2.1.64) is globally asymptotically stable in the
interior of R3+.
ii) For the constants I  0, I  bd and S such that
I  lim inf
t!+1 I(t)  lim supt!+1 I(t)  I

; S =
(d+ )=d  I
(d+ ) + k exp( d)G(I) ; (2.1.76)
if
2 < 4(d+ )(d+ )S
(I + I)(1  II)
(1 + (I

)2)(1 + (I)2)
; (2.1.77)
then the endemic equilibrium E of system (2.1.64) exists and is globally asymptotically stable.
In particular, if
 > 1; c  a(I   I0) and c < (   1) + a(I^   I); (2.1.78)
then the following I and I

such that
I = I   c
a
; and I

= I +
c  (   1)
a
; (2.1.79)
satisfy (2.1.76).
Numerical Examples
In this section, we provide two numerical examples which is applicable to one of Theorems 2.1.9 and
2.1.10. Set
f1 =
k exp ( d)
(d+ )
p

+ 2 R0; f2 = d+ 


1 +
d+ 
k exp ( d)I


  1; (2.1.80)
and
f3 = 4(d+ )(d+ )S
(I + I)(1  II)
(1 + (I

)2)(1 + (I)2)
  2: (2.1.81)
If f1 > 0 and f2 > 0, then the condition (2.1.67) in Theorems 2.1.9 holds true and if I  I^ and f3 > 0,
then the condition (2.1.77) in Theorem 2.1.10 holds true.
First, consider an example of (2.1.64) with
b = 4; k = 6;  = 0:1; d =  =  = 1; and  = 1; (2.1.82)
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Figure 2.1: A graph trajectory of In 1 and In for n  1 (0 = I0 ! I1 ! I1 !    ) of (2.1.62) for the
case (2.1.82).
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Figure 2.2: A graph trajectory of S(t), I(t) and R(t) of (2.1.64) for the case (2.1.82).
and consider (2.1.71) with I0 = 0. Then, I1  b=d = 4. For this case, we obtain R0 = 4:4145    > 1 and
E = (1:2178    ; 1:8547    ; 0:9273    ). Then, it holds that f1 = 1:0754    > 0, f2 = 4:3612    > 0.
By Theorem 2.1.10, the endemic equilibrium E is globally asymptotically stable. Figure 2.1 indicates
that the both sequences fIng+1n=1 and fIng+1n=1 dened by (2.1.52), converge to I for the case (2.1.82).
Figures 2.2 shows us a graph trajectory of S(t), I(t) and R(t) of (2.1.64) for the case (2.1.82) which
indicates that the endemic equilibrium E is globally asymptotically stable for the case (2.1.82).
Second, we give an another example of (2.1.64) with
b = 4; k = 9;  = 0:2; d =  =  = 1; and  = 1: (2.1.83)
For this case, R0 = 6:6218    > 1 and E = (1:0662    ; 1:9558    ; 0:9779    ) with I < I^ = 2:2360,
but f1 =  0:9201    < 0, f2 = 3:3629    > 0. If we chose that I = I0 = 0 and I

= b=d = 4, then
1   aI0I   0:5646    < 0. Thus, the conditions in Theorems 2.1.9 and (2.1.77) in Theorem 2.1.10
are not satised. On the other hand, by monotone iterations (2.1.52), we use that I = I4 = 1:9552   
and I

= I4 = 1:9568    , from which we obtain 1   aI4I = 0:2345    > 0 and f3  0:0039    > 0.
Therefore, by applying Theorem 2.1.10, we obtain that the endemic equilibrium E of system (2.1.64)
is globally asymptotically stable. Note that for the case (2.1.83), Figure 2.3 indicates that the both
sequences fIng+1n=1 and fIng+1n=1 dened by (2.1.52), seems to converge numerically to I, as n ! 1.
Figures 2.4 shows us a graph trajectory of S(t), I(t) and R(t) of (2.1.64) for the case (2.1.83) which
indicates that the endemic equilibrium E of system (2.1.64) is globally asymptotically stable for the case
(2.1.83).
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Figure 2.3: A graph trajectory of In 1 and In for n  1 (0 = I0 ! I1 ! I1 !    ) of (2.1.62) for the
case (2.1.83).
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Figure 2.4: A graph trajectory of S(t), I(t) and R(t) of (2.1.64) for the case (2.1.83).
2.2 Delayed SIS epidemic models
Cooke et al. [8] derived a population growth model for single-species with multiple life stages as follows.
N 0(t) = B(N(t  T ))N(t  T )e d1T   dN(t); (2.2.1)
where 0 = ddt , N(t) is the adult (matured) population size at time t, d > 0 is the death rate at the adult
stage, B(N) is a birth rate function, T is the developmental or maturation time and d1 is the death rate
for each life stage prior to the adult stage. Typical examples of the birth rate functions are
(B1) B1(N) = be aN ; a > 0;
(B2) B2(N) =
p
q +Nn
; p > 0; q > 0; n > 0;
(B3) B3(N) =
A
N
+ c; A > 0; c > 0:
Functions B1(N) and B2(N) with n = 1 are known as the Ricker type and the Beverton-Holt type,
respectively. B3(N)N denotes a constant immigration rate with a linear birth term cN . Cooke et al. [8]
investigated the dynamics of (2.2.1). They established global asymptotic stability of a unique positive
equilibrium if it exists by assuming that the birth rate function satises suitable monotone properties.
The maturation delay changes dynamics and periodic solution was observed when the birth rate function
is the Ricker type. Population model, which has taken the maturation delay into the consideration, has
been studied by many authors (see [19, 67, 36] and the references therein).
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Moreover, Cooke et al. [8] introduced an infectious disease into (2.2.1) and divided the population
into two classes: susceptible and infective individuals. They obtained the following SIS epidemic model.8>><>>:
S0(t) = B(N(t  T ))N(t  T )e d1T   dS(t)  S(t)I(t)
N(t)
+ I(t);
I 0(t) =
S(t)I(t)
N(t)
  (d+ + )I(t);
(2.2.2)
where S(t) is the susceptible population, I(t) is the infective population and N(t) = S(t) + I(t) is the
total population.   0 is the disease induced death rate,   0 is the recovery rate and  > 0 is the
contact rate. (2.2.2) can be written as the following system:8<: I 0(t) = (N(t)  I(t))
I(t)
N(t)
  (d+ + )I(t);
N 0(t) = B(N(t  T ))N(t  T )e d1T   dN(t)  I(t):
(2.2.3)
If we assume
(H2-2-1) B(N) 2 C1((0;+1); (0;+1)) with B0(N) < 0 for all N 2 (0;+1); B(0+) > (d+ )ed1T
 ded1T > B(+1) and there exists a G(N) 2 C1((0;+1); (0;+1)) such that G(N) = B(N)N
for all N > 0;
then (2.2.3) has two possible equilibria. To characterize existence of the equilibria, we dene the basic
reproduction number of (2.2.3) by
R0() :=

d+ + 
: (2.2.4)
R0() gives the average number of new infectives produced by one infective during the mean death
adjusted infective period (see also [8, Theorem 4.2]). System (2.2.3) always has a disease-free equilibrium
E0 := (0; B 1
 
ded1T

). If R0() > 1 then there exists an endemic equilibrium E := (I
(); N()),
where
N() := B 1

d+ 

1  1
R0()

ed1T

; I() :=

1  1
R0()

N(); (2.2.5)
To investigate the global dynamics of (2.2.3), we set a suitable phase space. We denote by C =
C
 
[ T; 0] ;R2 the Banach space of continuous functions mapping the interval [ T; 0] into R2 equipped
with the sup-norm. The nonnegative cone of C is dened as C+ = C
 
[ T; 0];R2+

. From the biological
meanings, the initial conditions of (2.2.1) is I() = 1(), N() = 2() for  2 [ T; 0], where (1; 2) 2
C+. We set
X = f(1; 2) 2 C+ : 2()  1() for all  2 [ T; 0]g ;
X0 = f(1; 2) 2 X : 1(0) > 0g
and assume that the initial conditions satisfy (I(; ); N(; )) = () for all  2 [ T; 0] and  =
(1; 2) 2 X0.
Furthermore, if we assume
(H2-2-2) G0(N) = ddN (B(N)N) > 0 for all N 2 (0;+1) or G(N) = B(N)N is bounded on (0;+1)
and positive equilibrium N(0) = B 1(ded1T ) of (2.2.1) is globally asymptotically stable
for initial values in C([ T; 0];R+)n f0g ;
then the equilibrium N(0) = B 1(ded1T ) of (2.2.1) is globally asymptotically stable in the absence of
disease (see [8, Theorems 3.1, 3.3]). Thus, the population is stable at the equilibrium, if there is no
disease in the host population.
For (2.2.3) Cooke et al. [8] showed that R0() works as a global threshold parameter for the cases i)
T = 0 and   0 (there is no maturation delay and disease may induce the death of the infective) and ii)
T > 0 and  = 0 (there is maturation delay and disease does not induce the death of the infective) under
the hypotheses (H2-2-1) and (H2-2-2) (see [8, Theorems 4.1, 4.3 and 4.4]). More precisely, if R0() < 1,
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then the disease-free equilibrium E0 is globally asymptotically stable and if R0() > 1, then the endemic
equilibrium E exists and is globally asymptotically stable in these cases. Furthermore, they showed the
local asymptotic stability of the endemic equilibrium E for  > 0 with two specic birth rate functions,
B2(N) = pq+N and B3(N) =
A
N + c (see [8, Theorem 4.5]).
Zhao and Zou [74] also studied the global dynamics of (2.2.3). By a combination of the theory of
monotone dynamical systems and uniform persistence theory, they established that the basic reproduction
number R0() works as a threshold parameter which determines the extinction of the disease, even if the
disease causes the death of the population ( > 0). They obtained the following threshold type result.
Theorem 2.2.1. (See Zhao and Zou [74, Theorem 2.1]) Assume that (H2-2-1) and (H2-2-2) hold. If
R0() < 1, then every solution (I(t; ); N(t; )) of system (2.2.3) with  2 X0 satises
lim
t!+1 I(t; ) = 0; limt!+1N(t; ) = N
(0):
If R0() > 1, then there is a  > 0 such that every solution (I(t; ); N(t; )) of system (2.2.3) with  2 X0
satises
lim inf
t!+1 N(t; )  lim inft!+1 I(t; )  :
From their result, it is shown that if R0() > 1, then the disease persists in the host population. Moreover,
they studied the global attractivity of the endemic equilibrium E by using a perturbation theory. They
showed that if  > 0 is small enough, then the endemic equilibrium E is still globally attractive.
Theorem 2.2.2. (See Zhao and Zou [74, Theorem 2.2].) Assume that (H2-2-1) with  = 0 and (H2-2-2)
hold. If R0(0) = d+ > 1, then there exists an  > 0 such that for any  2 [0; ], system (2.2.3) admits
an endemic equilibrium E = (I
(); N()) which is globally attractive in X0.
However, how to determine  in Theorem 2.2.2 is still an open problem and the dynamics of (2.2.3) is not
completely understood. Is the endemic equilibrium E globally asymptotically stable for the large value
of ? Such a question also can be found in Zhao and Zou [74] with their numerical simulations.
2.2.1 Permanence
In this section, we show that (2.2.3) is permanent for R0() > 1. Indeed, uniform persistence of the system
is established in Theorem 2.2.1 by Zhao and Zou [74]. However, we need to introduce the following result
to derive (2.2.7) and (2.2.8). (2.2.7) will be used as an initial data of the monotone iterative method in
the next section.
Theorem 2.2.3. Assume that (H2-2-1) and (H2-2-2) hold. If R0() > 1, then for any solution of (2.2.3)
in X0, it holds that 8<:0 < N   lim inft!+1N(t)  lim supt!+1N(t)  N  < +1;0 < I  lim inf
t!+1 I(t)  lim supt!+1 I(t)  I < +1;
(2.2.6)
where
N  := B
 1  (d+ )ed1T  ; N  := B 1  ded1T  ; (2.2.7)
I :=

1  1
R0()

N ; I :=

1  1
R0()

N : (2.2.8)
Proof. From the second equation of (2.2.3),
N 0(t)  B(N(t  T ))N(t  T )e d1T   dN(t);
holds. We consider the following auxiliary equation
N
0
(t) = B(N(t  T ))N(t  T )e d1T   dN(t):
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Since limt!+1N(t) = B 1(ded1T ) = N(0) = N  follows from (H2-2-1) and (H2-2-2), we see
lim sup
t!+1
N(t)  N ;
by using the comparison theorem.
From the second equation of (2.2.3),
N 0(t)  B(N(t  T ))N(t  T )e d1T   (d+ )N(t);
holds. We consider the following auxiliary equation
N 0(t) = B(N(t  T ))N(t  T )e d1T   (d+ )N(t):
Since limt!+1N(t) = B 1((d+ )ed1T ) = N  follows, we obtain lim inft!+1N(t)  N  by the compar-
ison theorem.
For any 1 > 0, there exists a t1 such that N(t)  N  + 1 for t  t1. Then, from the rst equation
of (2.2.3) and R0() > 1, we obtain that
I 0(t) = I(t)


N(t)  I(t)
N(t)
  (d+ + )

= I(t)

1  1
R0()

  I(t)
N(t)

 I(t)

1  1
R0()

  I(t)
N  + 1

for t  t1:
We consider the following auxiliary equation
I
0
(t) = I(t)

1  1
R0()

  I(t)
N  + 1

:
Then, it holds limt!+1 I(t) =

1  1R0()
  
N  + 1

. Hence, lim supt!+1 I(t)  I follows, since 1 can
be chosen arbitrarily. Similarly, we obtain lim inft!+1 I(t)  I. Hence the proof is complete. 
Remark 2.2.1. Since B(N) is monotone decreasing with respect to N from (H2-2-1), it holds N   N .
2.2.2 Global stability of the endemic equilibrium
In this subsection, using monotone iterative techniques, we investigate the global asymptotic stability of
the endemic equilibrium E of (2.2.3) for R0() > 1. We assume  > 0, because our aim is to derive a
sucient condition for the global stability of the endemic equilibrium E for the case  > 0, that is, the
disease causes death of the infective individuals.
We can observe that G(N) = B(N)N is monotone increasing function of N for the birth rate functions
B3(N) = A=N+c and B2(N) = pq+N . On the other hand, G(N) is a unimodal function for the birth rate
function B1(N) = be aN . Hence, to obtain global stability results for these cases, we divide this section
into two parts, dependently on the property of G(N). First, we study the global stability when G(N) is
monotone increasing. We can apply Theorem 2.2.4 to the case that the birth rate function B(N) satises
a suitable monotone property, for example, B3(N) = AN + c and B2(N) =
p
q+N . Second, we study the
global stability when G(N) is monotone decreasing. We apply Theorem 2.2.5 to the case that G(N) has
a unimodal property, for example, B1(N) = be aN .
Case II-1: G(N) is a monotone increasing function
We observe that the birth rate functions B2(N)N = pNq+N and B3(N)N = A+cN are monotone increasing
on [0;+1). Thus, in this subsection, we study the case that G(N) = B(N)N is monotone increasing on
N ; N 

. We assume that
0  G0(N) for N 2 N ; N  :
Let
H1(N) = B(N)Ne d1T   dN = G(N)e d1T   dN for N 2

N ; N 

: (2.2.9)
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If we further assume that
0  G0(N)e d1T < d for N 2 N ; N  ; (2.2.10)
then H1(N) is strictly monotone decreasing on

N ; N 

and hence, its inverse function H 11 (N) is well
dened and is also strictly monotone decreasing. From (2.2.5) and (2.2.7), the following hold
H1(N ) = N ; (2.2.11)
H1(N()) = 

1  1
R0()

N(); (2.2.12)
H1(N ) = 0: (2.2.13)
Thus,
H1(N) :

N ; N 
! [0; N ] and H 11 (N) : [0; N ]! N ; N  :
Let us introduce the following four sequences fNng+1n=0 ;

Nn
	+1
n=1
; fIng+1n=1 and

In
	+1
n=1
such that8>><>>:
Nn = H 11
 
~Nn 1

; In =

1  1
R0()

Nn;
Nn = H
 1
1
 
~Nn

; In =

1  1
R0()

Nn;
(2.2.14)
where N0 = N  and
~ = 

1  1
R0()

: (2.2.15)
These sequences will be used as an estimation of upper and lower bounds of the solution. We introduce
the following result.
Lemma 2.2.1. Assume that (H2-2-1), (H2-2-2) and (2.2.10) hold. If
N  

1  1
R0()

N ; (2.2.16)
holds, then 0 < N  = N0  Nn  N()  Nn  N  < +1 for n = 1; 2; 3;    .
Proof. By (2.2.10), H1(N) is monotone decreasing on

N ; N 

. From (2.2.12) and (2.2.14), it holds
H1
 
N1

= ~N0 = ~N   ~N() = H1 (N()) :
Since H1(N) is monotone decreasing, we see
N1  N(): (2.2.17)
On the other hand, from (2.2.13), it follows
H1
 
N1

= ~N0 = ~N   0 = H1
 
N 

:
Since H1(N) is monotone decreasing, we have
N1  N : (2.2.18)
From (2.2.12), (2.2.14) and (2.2.17), it holds that
H1 (N1) = ~N1  ~N() = H1 (N()) :
Since H1(N) is monotone decreasing, we see
N1  N(): (2.2.19)
On the other hand, from (2.2.16), we have
N   ~N : (2.2.20)
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Then, from (2.2.11), (2.2.18) and (2.2.20), it holds that
H1 (N1) = ~N1  ~N   N  = H1 (N ) :
Since H1(N) is monotone decreasing, we see
N1  N : (2.2.21)
Consequently, from (2.2.17), (2.2.18), (2.2.19) and (2.2.21), we obtain
N  = N0  N1  N()  N1  N :
We show that the conclusion holds by using the mathematical induction. Suppose that N   Nn 
N() for some n  1. From (2.2.12), (2.2.14) and the assumption, we have
H1
 
Nn+1

= ~Nn  ~N() = H1 (N()) :
Since H1(N) is monotone decreasing, we see
Nn+1  N(): (2.2.22)
On the other hand, from the assumption and (2.2.13), it follows
H1
 
Nn+1

= ~Nn  ~N   0 = H1
 
N 

:
Since H1(N) is monotone decreasing, we see
Nn+1  N : (2.2.23)
From (2.2.12), (2.2.14) and (2.2.22), we see
H1
 
Nn+1

= ~Nn+1  ~N() = H1 (N()) :
Since H1(N) is monotone decreasing, we see
Nn+1  N(): (2.2.24)
From (2.2.11), (2.2.20) and (2.2.23), it holds that
H1
 
Nn+1

= ~Nn+1  ~N   N  = H1 (N ) :
Since H1(N) is monotone decreasing, we see
Nn+1  N : (2.2.25)
Consequently, from (2.2.22), (2.2.23), (2.2.24) and (2.2.25), we obtain
N  = N0  Nn+1  N()  Nn+1  N :
Thus, we obtain the conclusion by the mathematical induction. Hence, the proof is complete. 
Let us dene
F1() :=

1  1
R0()

N 
N 
for  2 (0;   (d+ )): (2.2.26)
Since
lim
!+0
F1() = 1  1
R0(0)
< 1; lim
! (d+)
F1() = 0;
if R0(0) > R0() > 1, we see that if  2 (0;    (d + )) is suciently close to 0 or    (d + ), then
F1() < 1 and hence, (2.2.16) holds. We dene

1 := f 2 (0;   (d+ ))jF1()  1g : (2.2.27)
Therefore, if  2 
1, then F1()  1 which implies that (2.2.16) holds.
Now we consider the situation where Nn and Nn converge to N
() as n! +1.
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Lemma 2.2.2. Assume that (H2-2-1), (H2-2-2) and (2.2.10) hold. If  2 
1 dened by (2.2.27) and
0 < ~ < min
N2[N;N]
f H 01(N)g ; (2.2.28)
hold, then
lim
n!+1Nn = limn!+1Nn = N
():
Proof. From (2.2.14), we have the following relation
H 11 (~Nn) = Nn+1; H
 1
1
 
~Nn+1

= Nn+1; n = 0; 1; 2;    ;
which is equivalent to the following
~Nn = H1
 
Nn+1

; ~Nn+1 = H1
 
Nn+1

; n = 0; 1; 2;    : (2.2.29)
Let ln = N
()  Nn for n = 0; 1; 2;    and ln = Nn  N() for n = 1; 2; 3;    . Then we have ln  0
and ln  0 by Lemma 2.2.1. There exist n 2 [Nn; N()] ; n = 0; 1; 2;    and n 2

N(); Nn

; n =
1; 2; 3;    such that (
~ln = H1 (N
()) H1
 
Nn+1

=  H 01(n+1)ln+1;
~ln+1 = H1
 
Nn+1
 H1 (N()) =  H 01(n+1)ln+1; (2.2.30)
by (2.2.12), (2.2.29) and the mean value theorem. Then, from (2.2.30), we obtain
ln+1 =
~
 H 01(n+1)
ln+1 =
 
~
 H 01(n+1)
!
~
 H 01(n+1)

ln:
Moreover,
ln+1 
 
~
minN2[N;N] f H
0
1(N)g
!2
ln < ln;
follows by (2.2.28). Thus, limn!+1 ln = 0 follows and hence, we obtain limn!+1Nn = N
(). Similarly,
limn!+1Nn = N() holds. Hence, the proof is complete. 
Let us consider the following auxiliary equation with a xed n, before giving the main result in this
subsection.
~N 0(t) = G( ~N(t  T ))e d1T   d ~N(t)  ~Nn; (2.2.31)
with the initial conditions ~N() =  ~N () for  2 [ T; 0] where  ~N 2 C
 
[ T; 0] ; N ; N .
For (2.2.31), we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2.2.3. Assume that (H2-2-1), (H2-2-2) and (2.2.10) hold. Then,
N   lim inf
t!+1
~N(t)  lim sup
t!+1
~N(t)  N ;
for (2.2.31).
Proof. Suppose that there exists a t1 such that ~N(t1) = N  and ~N(t) < N  for t < t1. Then we see
~N 0(t1) = G( ~N(t1   T ))e d1T   dN    ~Nn:
From (2.2.10), G(N) is monotone increasing and hence, it follows
~N 0(t1)  G(N )e d1T   dN    ~Nn = H1(N )  ~Nn =  ~Nn < 0;
by (2.2.13). This implies that lim supt!+1 ~N(t)  N .
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On the other hand, suppose that there exists a t2 such that ~N(t2) = N  and ~N(t) > N  for t < t2.
Then we see
~N 0(t2) = G( ~N(t2   T ))e d1T   dN    ~Nn:
From (2.2.10), G(N) is monotone increasing and hence, it follows
~N 0(t2)  G(N )e d1T   dN    ~Nn = H1(N )  ~Nn = N    ~Nn  (  ~)N  > 0;
by (2.2.11). This implies that N   lim inft!+1 ~N(t). The proof is complete. 
Eq. (2.2.31) has a positive equilibrium ~N which satises
G( ~N)e d1T   d ~N   ~Nn = H1( ~N)  ~Nn = 0:
Then,
~N = H 11 (~Nn) = Nn+1:
From the following lemma, every solution converges to the positive equilibrium ~N.
Lemma 2.2.4. Assume that (H2-2-1), (H2-2-2) and (2.2.10) hold. Then,
lim
t!+1
~N(t) = ~N;
for (2.2.31).
Proof. There exists a positive sequence fthg+1h=1 such that limh!+1 th = +1 and
~N 0(th)  0; ~N(t)  ~N(th); for t  th; h = 1; 2;    and lim
h!+1
~N(th) = lim sup
t!+1
~N(t):
Then, we have that
0  ~N 0(th) = G( ~N(th   T ))e d1T   d ~N(th)  ~Nn:
Since ~N(th T )  ~N(th) and, from (2.2.10), G(N) is monotone increasing of N , we have G( ~N(th T )) 
G( ~N(th)). Then, it holds that
0  G( ~N(th))e d1T   d ~N(th)  ~Nn = H1( ~N(th))  ~Nn:
We have Nn+1 = H 11 (~Nn) from (2.2.14) and H1(N) is monotone decreasing of N by (2.2.10). Then
~N(th)  Nn+1 follows. Thus, lim supt!+1 ~N(t)  ~N = H 11 (~Nn) = Nn+1.
Similarly, we obtain lim inft!+1 ~N(t)  ~N = H 11 (~Nn) = Nn+1. Consequently, limt!+1 ~N(t) =
~N holds and the proof is complete. 
We establish the following result.
Theorem 2.2.4. Assume that (H2-2-1) and (H2-2-2) hold. If R0() > 1 then (2.2.3) admits an endemic
equilibrium E = (I
(); N()). In addition, assume that (2.2.10) holds. Then, for any  2 
1 dened
by (2.2.27) such that
0 < 

1  d+ + 


<   max
N2[N;N]

G0(N)e d1T
	
+ d; (2.2.32)
the endemic equilibrium E = (I
(); N()) is globally asymptotically stable in X0.
Proof. At rst, by Theorem 2.2.3, we have lim inft!+1N(t)  N0 and lim inft!+1 I(t)  I0, if
R0() > 1. Then we obtain the following limiting equation
N 0(t)  G(N(t  T ))e d1T   dN(t)  I0 = G(N(t  T ))e d1T   dN(t)  ~N0:
By Lemma 2.2.4 and the comparison theorem, we obtain
lim sup
t!+1
N(t)  H 11 (~N0) = N1:
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Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.2.3, we see lim supt!+1 I(t)  I1.
Then, we obtain the following limiting equation
N 0(t)  G(N(t  T ))e d1T   dN(t)  I1 = G(N(t  T ))e d1T   dN(t)  ~N1:
By Lemma 2.2.4 and the comparison theorem, we obtain
lim inf
t!+1 N(t)  H
 1
1
 
~N1

= N1:
Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.2.3, we see lim inft!+1 I(t)  I1.
Repeating the above arguments, we obtain
Nn  lim inf
t!+1 N(t)  lim supt!+1 N(t)  Nn; n = 1; 2; 3;    :
We see that (2.2.28) in Lemma 2.2.2 holds from (2.2.32). Then, by letting n! +1, it follows
N()  lim inf
t!+1 N(t)  lim supt!+1 N(t)  N
();
which implies the conclusion of this theorem. The proof is complete. 
Case II-2: G(N) is a unimodal function
In this subsection, we study the case that G(N) = B(N)N is monotone decreasing on

N ; N 

. There-
fore, we assume that
0  G0(N); for any N 2 N ; N  : (2.2.33)
Let
H2(N) = B(N)Ne d1T   ~N = G(N)e d1T   ~N for N 2

N ; N 

: (2.2.34)
then H2(N) is strictly monotone decreasing on

N ; N 

from (2.2.33). From (2.2.5) and (2.2.7), it holds
H2(N ) = (d+   ~)N ; (2.2.35)
H2(N()) = dN(); (2.2.36)
H2(N ) = (d  ~)N : (2.2.37)
Now we introduce the following four sequences fNng+1n=0,

Nn
	+1
n=1
, fIng+1n=1 and

In
	+1
n=1
such that8>><>>:
Nn =
1
d
H2
 
Nn 1

; In =

1  1
R0()

Nn;
Nn =
1
d
H2
 
Nn

; In =

1  1
R0()

Nn;
for n = 1; 2; 3;    ; (2.2.38)
with N0 = N .
These sequences will be used as an estimation of upper and lower bounds of the solution. We introduce
the following result.
Lemma 2.2.5. Assume that (H2-2-1), (H2-2-2) and (2.2.33) hold. If ~ < d and
dN   (d  ~)N ; (d+   ~)N   dN ; (2.2.39)
hold, then
0 < N  = N0  Nn  N()  Nn  N  < +1;
for n = 1; 2; 3;    .
Proof. By (2.2.33), H2(N) is monotone decreasing on

N ; N 

. From (2.2.36) and (2.2.38), it holds
dN1 = H2 (N0) = H2 (N )  H2 (N()) = dN();
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since H2(N) is monotone decreasing. Then,
N1  N(); (2.2.40)
follows. On the other hand, from (2.2.39), we have
(d+   ~)N   dN : (2.2.41)
Then, from (2.2.35), it follows that
dN1 = H2 (N0) = H2 (N ) = (d+   ~)N   dN 
and hence, we obtain
N1  N : (2.2.42)
From (2.2.36), (2.2.38) and (2.2.40), it holds
dN1 = H2
 
N1
  H2 (N()) = dN();
since H2(N) is monotone decreasing. Then, we see
N1  N(): (2.2.43)
On the other hand, from (2.2.39), we have
(d  ~)N   dN : (2.2.44)
Then, from (2.2.42) and (2.2.37), it holds
dN1 = H2
 
N1
  H2  N  = (d  ~)N   dN ;
since H2(N) is monotone decreasing. Then, we see
N1  N : (2.2.45)
Consequently, from (2.2.40), (2.2.42), (2.2.43) and (2.2.45), it holds
N   N1  N()  N1  N :
We show that the conclusion holds by using the mathematical induction. Suppose that N   Nn 
N() for some n  1. From (2.2.36) and (2.2.38), it holds
dNn+1 = H2 (Nn)  H2 (N()) = dN();
since H2(N) is monotone decreasing. Then, we see
Nn+1  N(): (2.2.46)
Since we have (2.2.41), from the assumption and (2.2.35), we see
dNn+1 = H2 (Nn)  H2 (N ) = (d+   ~)N   dN :
Then, we see
Nn+1  N : (2.2.47)
From (2.2.36), (2.2.38) and (2.2.46), it holds
dNn+1 = H2
 
Nn+1
  H2 (N()) = dN();
since H2(N) is monotone decreasing. Then, we see
Nn+1  N(): (2.2.48)
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Since we have (2.2.44), from (2.2.37) and (2.2.47), it holds
dNn+1 = H2
 
Nn+1
  H2  N  = (d  ~)N   dN ;
since H2(N) is monotone decreasing. Then, we see
Nn+1  N : (2.2.49)
Consequently, from (2.2.46), (2.2.47), (2.2.48) and (2.2.49), we obtain
N  = N0  Nn+1  N()  Nn+1  N :
Thus, we obtain the conclusion by the mathematical induction. Hence, the proof is complete. 
For  2 (0;   (d+ )) we dene
F2() :=
dN 
(d  ~)N 
; (2.2.50)
F3() :=
(d+   ~)N 
dN 
; (2.2.51)
under the condition ~ < d. We see from (2.2.15)
lim
!+0
Fj() = 1; j = 2; 3;
if R0(0) > R0() > 1. We assume
(F1) If  is suciently small, then Fj()  1 for j = 2; 3
and dene

2 := f 2 (0;   (d+ ))jFj()  1; j = 2; 3g : (2.2.52)
We see that if  2 
2 then, Fj()  1; j = 2; 3, which implies that (2.2.39) holds. In Section 4, we discuss
on a sucient condition which ensure (F1) for B1(N) = be aN .
Now we consider the situation where Nn and Nn converge to N
() as n! +1.
Lemma 2.2.6. Assume that (H2-2-1), (H2-2-2), (2.2.33) and (F1) hold. If  2 
2 dened by (2.2.52)
and
max
N2[N;N]
f H 02 (N)g < d; (2.2.53)
hold, then
lim
n!+1Nn = limn!+1Nn = N
():
Proof. Let (
ln = N
() Nn; n = 0; 1; 2;    ;
ln = Nn  N(); n = 1; 2; 3;    :
We have ln  0 and ln  0 by Lemma 2.2.5. There exist n 2

N(); Nn

and 
n
2 [Nn; N()],
n = 1; 2; 3;    such that8<:dln+1 = H2 (Nn) H2 (N
()) =  H 02


n

ln; n = 0; 1; 2;    ;
dln+1 = H2 (N
()) H2
 
Nn+1

=  H 02


n+1

ln+1; n = 1; 2; 3;    ;
(2.2.54)
by (2.2.36), (2.2.38) and the mean value theorem. Then, from (2.2.54) we obtain
ln+1 =
 H 02


n

d
ln =
0@ H 02


n

d
1A0@ H 02


n+1

d
1A ln:
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Moreover,
ln+1 
 
maxN2[N;N] f H
0
2 (N)g
d
!2
ln < ln;
follows by (2.2.53). Thus, limn!+1 ln = 0 follows and hence, we obtain limn!+1Nn = N(). Similarly,
limn!+1Nn = N
() holds. Hence, the proof is complete. 
Then, we give the following result.
Theorem 2.2.5. Assume that (H2-2-1) and (H2-2-2) hold. If R0() > 1 then (2.2.3) admits an endemic
equilibrium E = (I
(); N()). In addition, assume that (2.2.33) and (F1) hold. Then, for any  2 
2
dened by (2.2.52) such that
0 < 

1  d+ + 


< min
N2[N;N]

G0(N)e d1T
	
+ d; (2.2.55)
the endemic equilibrium E = (I(); N()) is globally asymptotically stable in X0.
Proof. At rst, by Theorem 2.2.3, we havelim inft!+1N(t)  N0 and lim inft!+1 I(t)  I0. Since
G(N) is monotone decreasing on

N ; N 

under the condition (2.2.33), we obtain the following limiting
equation
N 0(t)  G(N0)e d1T   dN(t)  I0
= G(N0)e
 d1T   dN(t)  ~N0 = H2(N0)  dN(t):
By the comparison theorem, we obtain
lim sup
t!+1
N(t)  1
d
H2 (N0) = N1:
Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.2.3, we see lim supt!+1 I(t)  I1 follows.
Since G(N) is monotone decreasing on

N ; N 

under the condition (2.2.33), we obtain the following
limiting equation
N 0(t)  G(N1)e d1T   dN(t)  I1
= G(N1)e d1T   dN(t)  ~N1 = H2(N1)  dN(t):
By the comparison theorem, we obtain
lim inf
t!+1 N(t) 
1
d
H2
 
N1

= N1:
Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.2.3, we have lim inft!+1 I(t)  I1.
Repeating the above arguments, we obtain
Nn  lim inf
t!+1 N(t)  lim supt!+1 N(t)  Nn; n = 1; 2; 3;    :
We see that (2.2.53) in Lemma 2.2.6 holds from (2.2.55). Then, by letting n! +1, it follows
N()  lim inf
t!+1 N(t)  lim supt!+1 N(t)  N
();
which implies the conclusion of this theorem. The proof is complete. 
From Theorems 2.2.4 and 2.2.5, we can determine  which guarantees the global stability of the
endemic equilibrium E , respectively. This allows us to nd  in Theorem 2.2.2 by Zhao and Zou [74].
2.2.3 Applications
In this subsection, we consider (2.2.3) with two specic birth rate functions B3(N) = AN +c and B1(N) =
be aN . For the convienience of the readers, we illustrate the graph trajectory of G(N) = B3(N)N for
the birth rate function (Figure 2.5). For the case B3(N) = AN + c in (2.2.3), we establish Theorem 2.2.6
from Theorem 2.2.4, because G(N) = A+ cN is increasing of N . For the case B1(N) = be aN in (2.2.3),
G(N) = be aNN is increasing on (0; 1a ] and decreasing on [
1
a ;+1). We obtain two global stability results,
Theorems 2.2.7 and 2.2.8, from Theorems 2.2.4 and 2.2.5, respectively.
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Figure 2.5: Graph trajectory of G(N) = B(N)N = be aNN with b = 3:5 and a = 0:3.
Case III-1: B3(N) = A=N + c
In this subsection, we study the asymptotic behavior of (2.2.3) with B3(N) = AN + c. We consider the
following system 8<: I 0(t) = (N(t)  I(t))
I(t)
N(t)
  (d+ + )I(t);
N 0(t) = [A+ cN(t  T )] e d1T   dN(t)  I(t):
(2.2.56)
For (H2-2-1), we assume
lim
N!+0
B3(N) = +1 > (d+ )ed1T  ded1T > lim
N!+1
B3(N) = c > 0: (2.2.57)
Then, (2.2.56) has the disease-free equilibrium E0 = (0; B 13
 
ded1T

) and the endemic equilibrium E =
(I(); N()) if R0() = d++ > 1. Since G
0(N) = c > 0; (H2-2-2) also holds.
From Theorem 2.2.3, it holds
0 < N   lim inf
t!+1 N(t)  lim supt!+1 N(t)  N  < +1;
where
N  =
A
(d+ )ed1T   c ; N  =
A
ded1T   c ;
if R0() > 1.
Then, we establish the following result which is obtained from Theorem 2.2.4.
Theorem 2.2.6. Assume that (2.2.57) and R0() > 1 then (2.2.56) admits an endemic equilibrium
E = (I
(); N()). In addition, the following holds.
i) If + ce d1T   (2d+ )  0 then, for any  2 (0;   (d+ )) such that
0 < 

1  d+ + 


<  ce d1T + d; (2.2.58)
holds, the endemic equilibrium E = (I
(); N()) is globally asymptotically stable in X0.
ii) If + ce d1T   (2d+ ) > 0 and F1(M )  1, where
F1() =

1  d+ + 


(d+ )ed1T   c
ded1T   c ; for  2 (0;   (d+ )) (2.2.59)
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and
M =
1
2
 
+ ce d1T   (2d+ ) ;
then, for any  2 (0;    (d + )) such that (2.2.58) holds, the endemic equilibrium E = (I(); N())
is globally asymptotically stable in X0.
iii) If  + ce d1T   (2d+ ) > 0 and F1(M ) > 1, then, there exist two positive solutions, 0 < 1 <
2 <   (d+ ), of F1()  1 = 0 and for any  2 (0; 1] [ [2;   (d+ )) such that (2.2.58) holds, the
endemic equilibrium E = (I(); N()) is globally asymptotically stable in X0.
Proof. At rst, we have G0(N)e d1T = ce d1T < d by (2.2.57). Hence, (2.2.10) in Theorem 2.2.4 holds.
Now we determine 
1 dened by (2.2.27) in Theorem 2.2.4 for the cases i)- iii).
i) We consider the function F1() dened by (2.2.59). It holds that lim!+0 F1() = 1  1R0(0) < 1 if
R0(0) > R0() > 1 and lim! (d+) F1() = 0. Moreover, direct calculation gives
F 01() =  
1

(d+ )ed1T   c
ded1T   c +

1  d+ + 


ed1T
ded1T   c =
 
+ ce d1T   (2d+ 2+ ) ed1T
 (ded1T   c)
(2.2.60)
and hence,
lim
!+0
F 01() =
 
+ ce d1T   (2d+ ) ed1T
 (ded1T   c) ;
follows. If  + ce d1T   (2d+ )  0 then we see that F1() is nonincreasing from (2.2.60). Hence,
F1() < 1 for  2 (0;   (d+ )). Thus, 
1 = (0;   (d+ )).
ii) From (2.2.60), if + ce d1T   (2d+ ) > 0, then F1() attains a maximum at M 2 (0;   (d+)).
It is easy to see that if F1(M )  1, then F1() < 1 for  2 (0;   (d+ )). Thus, 
1 = (0;   (d+ )).
iii) If F1(M ) > 1, then F1()  1 holds for any  2 (0; 1] [ [2;    (d + )). Thus, 
1 = (0; 1] [
[2;   (d+ )).
Finally, it follows
  max
N2[N;N]
G0(N)e d1T + d =  ce d1T + d > 0;
and hence, by Theorem 2.2.4, we obtain the conclusion. The proof is complete. 
We can determine  which guarantees the global asymptotic stability of the endemic equilibrium
E = (I
(); N()) by (2.2.58). We also see that if  is suciently small or R0() > 1 is suciently close
to 1 (that is,  <    (d + ) is suciently close to    (d + )) then (2.2.58) holds. From (2.2.58), we
also determine  in Theorem 2.2.2.
Case III-2: B1(N) = be aN
In this subsection, we consider the SIS epidemic model with B(N) = be aN , that is,8<: I 0(t) = (N(t)  I(t))
I(t)
N(t)
  (d+ + )I(t);
N 0(t) = be aN(t T )N(t  T )e d1T   dN(t)  I(t):
(2.2.61)
For (H2-2-1), we assume
lim
N!+0
B1(N) = b > (d+ )ed1T > ded1T > lim
N!+1
B1(N) = 0: (2.2.62)
Then, (2.2.61) has the disease-free equilibrium E0 = (0; B 11
 
ded1T

) and the endemic equilibrium E =
(I(); N()) if R0() = d++ > 1.
From Kuang [36, Corollary 4.3], the positive equilibrium N(0) = N  of
N 0(t) = be aN(t T )N(t  T )e d1T   dN(t);
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is globally asymptotically stable if
ln
b
ded1T
< 2: (2.2.63)
Hence, we assume (2.2.63) to ensure that (H2-2-2) holds. Other conditions for the global stability were
investigated by Cooke et al. [8].
On the other hand, by Theorem 2.2.3, if R0() > 1, then it holds
0 < N   lim inf
t!+1 N(t)  lim supt!+1 N(t)  N  < +1;
where
N  =
1
a
ln
b
(d+ )ed1T
; N  =
1
a
ln
b
ded1T
: (2.2.64)
To present global stability results for (2.2.61), we introduce the following lemma without proof.
Lemma 2.2.7. Let G(N) = B1(N)N dened on (0;+1), where B1(N) = be aN , b > 0, a > 0. Then
G0(N) = B1(N) +B01(N)N = (1  aN)B1(N); (2.2.65)
G00(N) = 2B01(N) +B
00
1 (N)N = (aN   2) aB1(N): (2.2.66)
In particular, G(N) is monotone increasing on (0; 1a ] and decreasing on [
1
a ;+1).
We see that if N   1a , then G0(N)  0 for N 2

N ; N 

. In this case, we establish the following
result from Theorem 2.2.4.
Theorem 2.2.7. Assume that (2.2.62) holds. If R0() > 1, then (2.2.61) admits an endemic equilibrium
E = (I
(); N()). Let ^1 be a unique positive solution of g() = 0, where
g() = (d+ ) ln
b
(d+ )ed1T
   for  > 0 (2.2.67)
and M 2 (0;   (d+ )) be a unique positive solution of f()  1 = 0, where
f() =   ln b
(d+ )ed1T
+
  (d+ + )
d+ 
;
if lim!+0 f() =   ln bded1T +  (d+)d > 0. In addition, suppose that
ln
b
ded1T
 1 (2.2.68)
and  < ^1, then the following holds.
i) If   ln b
ded1T
+  (d+)d  0, then for any  2 (0;   (d+ )) \ (0; ^1) such that
0 < 

1  d+ + 


< (d+ ) ln
b
(d+ )ed1T
  ; (2.2.69)
the endemic equilibrium E = (I
(); N()) is globally asymptotically stable in X0.
ii) If   ln b
ded1T
+  (d+)d > 0 and F1(M )  1, where
F1() =

1  d+ + 


ln b
ded1T
ln b
(d+)ed1T
for  2 (0;   (d+ )); (2.2.70)
then, for any  2 (0;    (d + )) \ (0; ^1) such that (2.2.69) holds, the endemic equilibrium E =
(I(); N()) is globally asymptotically stable in X0.
iii) If   ln b
ded1T
+  (d+)d > 0 and F1(M ) > 1, then there there exist two positive solutions 0 < 3 <
4 <    (d + ) of F1()   1 = 0 and for any  2 ((0; 3] [ [4;   (d+ ))) \ (0; ^1) such that (2.2.69)
holds, the endemic equilibrium E = (I
(); N()) is globally asymptotically stable in X0.
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Proof. Assume that (2.2.68) holds and  < ^1. We show  maxN2[N;N]G
0(N)+d > 0 to verify (2.2.10)
in Theorem 2.2.4. From (2.2.66) in Lemma 2.2.7, G0(N) is monotone decreasing on

N ; N 

. Then, it
holds that
  max
N2[N;N]

G0(N)e d1T
	
+ d =  G0(N )e d1T + d =   (1  aN )B(N )e d1T + d
=  

1  ln b
(d+ )ed1T

(d+ ) + d
= (d+ ) ln
b
(d+ )ed1T
  :
Consider g() dened by (2.2.67). Since we have lim!+0 g() > 0 and, from (2.2.68), it follows
g0() = ln
b
(d+ )ed1T
  2 < 0;
there exists ^1 such that g(^1) = 0 and g() > 0 for  < ^1. Hence,  maxN2[N;N]G
0(N) + d > 0 for
 < ^1 and (2.2.10) in Theorem 2.2.4 holds.
Now we determine 
1 dened by (2.2.27) in Theorem 2.2.4 for i), ii) and iii).
i) We claim 
1 is (0;    (d + )). To determine 
1, we consider F1() dened by (2.2.70). It holds
that lim!+0 F1() = 1   1R0(0) < 1 if R0(0) > R0() > 1 and lim! (d+) F1() = 0. Moreover, direct
calculation gives
F 01() =
ln b
ded1T
ln b
(d+)ed1T
2   1 ln b(d+ )ed1T +

1  d+ + 


1
d+ 

=
ln b
ded1T


ln b
(d+)ed1T
2 f():
We see
f 0() =
1
d+ 
+
 (d+ )  (  (d+ + ))
(d+ )2
=
  (  (d+ + ))
(d+ )2
< 0;
if R0() = d++ > 1. Since we have
lim
!+0
F 01() =
ln b
ded1T


ln b
(d+)ed1T
2   ln bded1T +   (d+ )d

 0; (2.2.71)
there does not exist ^ > 0 such that F 01(^) = 0 and F1() is nonincreasing. Hence, F1() < 1 for
 2 (0;   (d+ )). Thus, 
1 = (0;   (d+ )).
ii) Since we have lim!+0 f() > 0 and lim! (d+) f() < 0, there exists M such that F1(M ) =
max0<< (d+) F1(). Therefore, if F1(M )  1, then F1() < 1 for  2 (0;    (d + )). Thus, 
1 =
(0;   (d+ )).
iii) If F1(M ) > 1, then we see that F1()  1 for any  2 (0; 3] [ [4;    (d + )). Thus, 
1 =
(0; 3] [ [4;   (d+ )).
By Theorem 2.2.4, we obtain the conclusion and the proof is complete. 
If N   1a , then G0(N)  0 for N 2

N ; N 

. In this case, we establish the following result from
Theorem 2.2.5.
Theorem 2.2.8. Assume that (2.2.62) and R0() > 1 then (2.2.61) admits an endemic equilibrium
E = (I
(); N()). In addition, suppose that
1 < ln
b
ded1T
< 2; (2.2.72)
  ^2 = be 1 d1T   d (2.2.73)
and
ln
b
ded1T
 min
(
1
1  d+
;

d+ 
)
: (2.2.74)
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Then there exists 
2 = f 2 (0;   (d+ ))jFj()  1; j = 2; 3g, where
F2() =
d 1a ln
b
(d+)ed1T
(d  ~) 1a ln bded1T
; F3() =
(d+   ~) 1a ln b(d+)ed1T
d 1a ln
b
ded1T
for  2 (0;   (d+ )); (2.2.75)
with ~ < d and, for any  2 
2 \ (0; ^2] such that
0 < 

1  d+ + 


< d

2  ln b
ded1T

for ln
b
ded1T
< 2;
the endemic equilibrium E = (I(); N()) is globally asymptotically stable in X0.
Proof. From (2.2.72), we see b > ded1T+1, from which be 1 d1T   d > 0 follows. Assume that   ^2 =
be 1 d1T   d. Then, from (2.2.72), it holds
1  ln b
(d+ )ed1T
< ln
b
ded1T
< 2:
This gives N   1a and hence, we see G0(N)  0 for N 2

N ; N 

from (2.2.65) in Lemma 2.2.7. Thus,
(2.2.33) in Theorem 2.2.5 holds.
Next we show the existence of 
2 in Theorem 2.2.5. We see lim!0 Fj() = 1; j = 2; 3. Now we
compute F 0j(). By direct calculation, we obtain
F 02() =
d
ln b
ded1T
24

  1d+

(d  ~)  ln b
(d+)ed1T

d+2+
   1

(d  ~)2
35
and
lim
!+0
F 02() =
1
d ln b
ded1T

ln
b
ded1T

1  d+ 


  1

:
Similarly, we obtain
F 03() =
1
d ln b
ded1T

d+ 2+ 


ln
b
(d+ )ed1T
  (d+   ~) 1
d+ 

and
lim
!+0
F 03() =
1
d ln b
ded1T

d+ 

ln
b
ded1T
  1

:
Therefore, (F1) in Theorem 2.2.5 holds from (2.2.74) and we see 
2 6= ;.
Next, we calculate minN2[N;N]

G0(N)e d1T
	
+d in Theorem 2.2.5. We have thatG0(N) is monotone
decreasing on

N ; N 

by (2.2.66) in Lemma 2.2.7. Hence, it holds that
min
N2[N;N]

G0(N)e d1T
	
+ d =
 
1  aN 

be aNe d1T + d
=
 
1  aN 

d+ d = d
 
2  aN 

= d

2  ln b
ded1T

> 0:
Finally, by Theorem 2.2.5, we obtain the conclusion. 
From Theorems 2.2.7 and 2.2.8, it is possible that the endemic equilibrium E = (I(); N())
is globally asymptotically stable for the corresponding case of (2.2.63). In fact, we obtain the global
stability results for N  < 2a ; that is, (2.2.63). From some numerical simulations, every solution seems
to converge to the endemic equilibrium E if R0() > 1 and (2.2.63) holds. If (2.2.63) does not holds,
periodic solution may arise (see also Cooke et al. [8]). Bifurcation analysis was carried out by Wei and
Zou [67].
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Figure 2.6: Graph trajectories of F2() and F3().
Finally, as a numerical example for Theorem 2.2.8, we consider (2.2.61) with b = 1:5; a = 0:3;  =
1:4; d = 0:3;  = 0:3 and d1T = 0. We vary the parameter . We see
R0() =

d+ + 
=
1:4
0:3 + + 0:3
> 1; if  < 0:8;
from (2.2.4). If  < 0:8, then (2.2.62) holds, since b = 1:5 > d +  = 0:3 +  if  < 0:8 follows. Hence,
there exists an endemic equilibrium E = (I
(); N()) for (2.2.61).
Since we have
1 < ln
b
d
= ln
1:5
0:3
 1:6094    < 2:
(2.2.72) holds. For (2.2.73), we have ^2 = be 1   d = 1:5e 1   0:3 = 0:2518    . Hence, we restrict
  0:2518. Furthermore, it holds that
ln
b
d
 1:6094  min
(
1
1  d+
;

d+ 
)
=
1:4
0:8
= 1:75;
which implies (2.2.74) holds.
Consider the following functions Fj(); j = 2; 3.
F2() =
0:3 ln 1:50:3+ 
0:3    1  0:3++0:31:4  ln 1:50:3 ; F3() =
 
0:3 +     1  0:3++0:31:4  ln 1:50:3+
0:3 ln 1:50:3
:
We present the graph for Fj(); j = 2; 3 in Figure 2.6. We see Fj()  1; j = 2; 3 for  2 (0;   (d+ ))
and hence, 
2 = (0;   (d+ )).
Finally it follows that
max
2(0;0:2518]
~ = 0:2518

1  0:3 + 0:2518 + 0:3
1:4

 0:0985 < d

2  ln b
d

 0:1171:
Consequently, by Theorem 2.2.8, if   0:2518, then the endemic equilibrium E is globally asymptotically
stable.
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2.3 Delayed SIR epidemic models with the logistic population
growth
Recently, Wang et al. [66] considered the asymptotic behavior of the following delayed SIR epidemic
model: 8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
dS(t)
dt
= r

1  S(t)
K

S(t)  S(t)I(t  );
dI(t)
dt
= S(t)I(t  )  (1 + )I(t);
dR(t)
dt
= I(t)  2R(t):
(2.3.1)
S(t), I(t) and R(t) denote the fractions of susceptible, infective and recovered host individuals at time
t, respectively. In system (2.3.1), it is assumed that the population growth in susceptible host individuals
is governed by the logistic growth with a carrying capacity K > 0 as well as intrinsic birth rate constant
r > 0.  > 0 is the average number of constants per infective per unit time and   0 is the incubation
time, 1 > 0 and 2 > 0 represent the death rates of infective and recovered individuals, respectively.
 > 0 represents the recovery rate of infective individuals.
Wang et al. [66] obtained stability results of equilibria of (2.3.1) in terms of the basic reproduction
number R0: the disease-free equilibrium is globally asymptotically stable if R0 < 1 while a unique endemic
equilibrium can be unstable if R0 > 1. More precisely, if 1 < R0  3, then the endemic equilibrium is
asymptotically stable for any delay  and if R0 > 3, then there exists a critical length of delay such
that the endemic equilibrium is asymptotically stable for delay which is less than the value while it is
unstable for delay which is greater than the value. It is also shown that Hopf bifurcation at the endemic
equilibrium occurs when the delay crosses a sequence of critical values.
Since nonlinearity in the incidence rates has been observed in disease transmission dynamics, it has
been suggested that the standard bilinear incidence rate shall be modied into a nonlinear incidence rate
by many authors (see, e.g., [5, 32]). In this paper we replace the incidence rate in (2.3.1) by a nonlinear
incidence rate of the form S(t)G(I(t   )). We assume that the function G is continuous on [0;+1)
and continuously dierentiable on (0;+1) satisfying the following hypotheses.
(H2-3-1) G(I) is strictly monotone increasing on [0;+1) with G(0) = 0;
(H2-3-2) I=G(I) is monotone increasing on (0;+1) with lim
I!+0
I=G(I) = 1:
Then we obtain the following system:8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
dS(t)
dt
= r

1  S(t)
K

S(t)  S(t)G(I(t  ));
dI(t)
dt
= S(t)G(I(t  ))  (1 + )I(t);
dR(t)
dt
= I(t)  2R(t):
(2.3.2)
The incidence function G includes some special incidence rates. For instance, if G(I) = I, then the
incidence rate with a distributed delay is used in [42, 62] and if G(I) = I1+I , then the incidence rate,
describing saturated eects of the prevalence of infectious diseases, is used in [43, 71, 70].
For simplicity, we nondimensionalize system (2.3.2) by dening
~S(~t) =
S(t)
K
; ~I(~t) =
I(t)
K
; ~R(~t) =
R(t)
K
and
~t = Kt; ~r =
r
K
; ~h = Kh; ~ = K; ~G(~I(~t)) =
G(I(t))
K
; ~1 =
1
K
; ~2 =
2
K
; ~ =

K
:
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We note that ~G also satises the hypotheses (H2-3-1) and (H2-3-2). Dropping the "~" for convenience
of readers, system (2.3.2) can be rewritten into the following form:8>>>>><>>>>>:
dS(t)
dt
= r(1  S(t))S(t)  S(t)G(I(t  ));
dI(t)
dt
= S(t)G(I(t  ))  (1 + )I(t);
dR(t)
dt
= I(t)  2R(t):
(2.3.3)
We hereafter restrict our attention to system (2.3.3). The initial conditions of system (2.3.3) take the
following form
S() = 1(); I() = 2(); R() = 3();
i()  0;  2 [ h; 0]; i(0) > 0; i 2 C([ h; 0];R+); i = 1; 2; 3: (2.3.4)
By the fundamental theory of functional dierential equations, system (2.3.3) has a unique positive
solution (S(t); I(t); R(t)) satisfying the initial conditions (2.3.4). We dene the basic reproduction number
by
R0 =
1
1 + 
: (2.3.5)
In this paper we analyze the stability of equilibria by investigating location of the roots of associated
characteristic equation and constructing a Lyapunov functional. System (2.3.3) always has a trivial
equilibrium E0 = (0; 0; 0) and a disease-free equilibrium E1 = (1; 0; 0). If R0 > 1, then system (2.3.3) has
a unique endemic equilibrium E = (S; I; R), S > 0, I > 0, R > 0 (see Lemma 2.3.1).
2.3.1 Stability of the trivial equilibrium and the disease-free equilibrium
In this section, we analyze the stability of the trivial equilibrium E0. By constructing a Lyapunov
functional, we further establish the global asymptotic stability of the disease-free equilibrium E1 for
R0  1. At an arbitrary equilibrium (S^; I^; R^) of (2.3.3), the characteristic equation is given by
(+ 2)[f+G(I^)  r(1  2S^)gf+ 1 +    S^G0(I^)e g+ S^G0(I^)e G(I^)] = 0: (2.3.6)
Theorem 2.3.1. The trivial equilibrium E0 of system (2.3.3) is always unstable.
Proof. For (S^; I^; R^) = (0; 0; 0) the characteristic equation (2.3.6) becomes as follows.
(+ 2)(  r)(+ 1 + ) = 0: (2.3.7)
Since (2.3.7) has a positive root  = r, E0 is unstable. 
Constructing a Lyapunov functional, we prove that the global asymptotic stability of the disease-free
equilibrium E1 is determined by the basic reproduction number R0.
Theorem 2.3.2. The disease-free equilibrium E1 of system (2.3.3) is globally asymptotically stable if
and only if R0  1 and it is unstable if and only if R0 > 1.
Proof. First we assume R0  1. We dene a Lyapunov functional by
V (t) = g(S(t)) + I(t) +
Z t
t 
G(I(s))ds: (2.3.8)
Then the time derivative of V (t) along the solution of (2.3.3) becomes as follows.
dV (t)
dt
=

1  1
S(t)

fr(1  S(t))S(t)  S(t)G(I(t  )g
+ S(t)G(I(t  ))  (1 + )I(t) +G(I(t)) G(I(t  ))
=  r(S(t)  1)2 +G(I(t))  (1 + )I(t):
=  r(S(t)  1)2 +

G(I(t))
I(t)
  (1 + )

I(t):
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From the hypothesis (H2-3-2), noting that 0 < G(I)I  1 for I > 0, we have
dV (t)
dt
  r(S(t)  1)2 +

1  1
R0

I(t)  0: (2.3.9)
By Lyapunov-LaSalle asymptotic stability theorem, we have that limt!+1 S(t) = 1 if R0  1. By the
rst and third equations of (2.3.3), limt!+1 S(t) = 1 implies limt!+1 I(t) = 0 and limt!+1R(t) = 0.
Since it follows that E1 is uniformly stable from the relation V (t)  g(S(t)) + I(t), we obtain that E1 is
globally asymptotically stable.
Second we assume R0 > 1. For (S^; I^; R^) = (1; 0; 0) the characteristic equation (2.3.6) becomes as
follows.
(+ 2)(+ r)
 
+ 1 +    e 

= 0: (2.3.10)
One can see that  =  r and  =  2 are negative real roots of (2.3.10). Moreover, (2.3.10) has roots of
p() := + 1 +    e  = 0:
From p(0) < 0 and lim!+1 p() = +1, p() = 0 has at least one positive root. Hence E1 is unstable.
The proof is complete. 
2.3.2 Permanence and local asymptotic stability of the endemic equilibrium
In this subsection, for R0 > 1, we obtain the permanence of system (2.3.3). In addition, we establish
local asymptotic stability of the endemic equilibrium E by investigating location of the roots of the
characteristic equation.
Existence and uniqueness of the endemic equilibrium E for R0 > 1
We give the result on the unique existence of the endemic equilibrium for R0 > 1.
Lemma 2.3.1. System (2.3.3) has a unique endemic equilibrium E = (S; I; R) if and only if R0 > 1.
Proof. We assume R0 > 1. In order to nd the endemic equilibrium of system (2.3.3), for S > 0, I > 0
and R > 0, we consider the following equations:8<: r(1  S)S   SG(I) = 0;SG(I)  (1 + )I = 0;
I   2R = 0:
(2.3.11)
Substituting the second equation of (2.3.11) into the rst equation of (2.3.11), we have
F (I) := r

1  (1 + )I
G(I)

 G(I) = 0:
By the hypothesis (H2-3-2), we obtain
lim
I!+0
F (I) = r f1  (1 + )g = r

1  1
R0

> 0:
Since F (I) is a strictly monotone decreasing function on (0;+1), it suces to show that F (I) < 0 holds
for I suciently large. From (H2-3-1), G(I) is either unbounded above or bounded above on [0;+1).
First we suppose that G(I) is unbounded above. Then there exists an I1 > 0 such that G(I1) = r, from
which we have F (I) < 0 for I > I1. Second we suppose that G(I) is bounded above. Then, from (H2-3-2),
I
G(I) is unbounded above on [0;+1), that is, there exists an I2 > 0 such that such that I2G(I2) = 11+ .
This yields F (I) < 0 for I > I2. Therefore, for the both cases, there exists a unique I > 0 such that
F (I) = 0. By the second and third equations of (2.3.11), there exists a unique endemic equilibrium E
of system (2.3.3) if R0 > 1. Second we assume R0  1. Then it is obvious that system (2.3.3) has no
endemic equilibria. Hence the proof is complete. 
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Permanence of the system for R0 > 1
We obtain the permanence of the system (2.3.3). We introduce the following lemma without proof.
Lemma 2.3.2. For system (2.3.3) with the initial conditions (2.3.4),
lim sup
t!+1
(S(t) + I(t) +R(t))  1

;
where  = min(1; 2; 1).
Similar as in the proof of Wang et al. [66, Theorem 3.2], we obtain the following theorem. We omit the
proof.
Theorem 2.3.3. There exist positive constants vi (i = 1; 2; 3) such that for any initial conditions of
system (2.3.3),
lim inf
t!+1 S(t)  v1; lim inft!+1 I(t)  v2; lim inft!+1 R(t)  v3;
if and only if R0 > 1.
Combining Lemma 2.3.2 and Theorem 2.3.3, we obtain the permanence of system (2.3.3) for R0 > 1.
Local asymptotic stability of E for R0 > 1
We study local asymptotic stability of the endemic equilibrium E = (S; I; R) for system (2.3.3). Let
us assume that R0 > 1 holds. For (S^; I^; R^) = (S; I; R) the characteristic roots of (2.3.6) are the root
 =  2 and the roots of
2 + a+ b  e  (c+ d) = 0; (2.3.12)
where
a = S

G(I)
I
+ r

; b =
r(S)2G(I)
I
; c = SG0(I); d = SG0(I)(rS  G(I)):
First we analyze the characteristic equation (2.3.12) with  = 0. We prove that all the roots of (2.3.12)
have negative real part.
Proposition 2.3.1. Assume R0 > 1. Then all the roots of (2.3.12) have negative real part for  = 0.
Proof. When  = 0, (2.3.12) yields
2 + (a  c)+ (b  d) = 0: (2.3.13)
Noting from the hypotheses (H2-3-1) and (H2-3-2) that G(I)  IG0(I)  0, we have
a  c = S

G(I)
I
 G0(I) + r

> 0
and
b  d = r(S)2

G(I)
I
 G0(I)

+ SG0(I)G(I) > 0;
which implies that all the roots of equation (2.3.13) have negative real part. The proof is complete. 
Next we analyze the characteristic equation (2.3.12) with  > 0. Let us dene
R0 = 2
I
G(I)
+
1
G0(I)
: (2.3.14)
Then we prove that R0 = R0 is a threshold condition which determines the existence of purely imaginary
roots of (2.3.12).
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Proposition 2.3.2. Assume R0 > 1. Then the following statement holds true.
(i) If R0  R0, then all the roots of (2.3.12) have negative real part for any  > 0.
(ii) If R0 < R0, then there exists a monotone increasing sequence fng1n=0 with 0 > 0 such that (2.3.12)
has a pair of imaginary roots for  = n (n = 0; 1; : : :).
Proof. From Proposition 2.3.1, all the roots of equation (2.3.12) have negative real part for suciently
small  . Suppose that  = i!, ! > 0 is a root of (2.3.12). Substituting  = i! into the characteristic
equation (2.3.12) yields equations, which split into its real and imaginary parts as follows:  !2 + b = d cos! + c! sin!;
a! = c! cos!   d sin!: (2.3.15)
Squaring and adding both equations in (2.3.15), we have
!4 + (a2   2b  c2)!2 + (b+ d)(b  d) = 0: (2.3.16)
By the relations r(1  S) = G(I) and
2SG0(I) +
1
R0
=
2IG0(I)
R0G(I)
+
1
R0
=
G0(I)
R0

2
I
G(I)
+
1
G0(I)

=
R0G
0(I)
R0
;
we obtain
a2   2b  c2 =

G(I)
I
+ r
2
(S)2   2rG(I
)
I
(S)2   (S)2G0(I)2 = (S)2

G(I)
I
2
 G0(I)2 + r2

and
b+ d = rS

2SG0(I) +
1
R0
 G0(I)

=
rSG0(I)
R0
(R0  R0):
First we assume R0  R0. Then we have a2   2b  c2 > 0 and b+ d  0, that is, there is no positive
real ! satisfying (2.3.16). This leads to a contradiction and all the roots of (2.3.12) have negative real
part for any   0. Hence we obtain the rst part of this proposition.
Second we assume R0 < R0. Then it follows from the relations a2   2b   c2 > 0 and b + d < 0 that
there is a unique positive real !0 satisfying (2.3.16), where
!0 =
(
 (a2   2b  c2) +p(a2   2b  c2)2   4(b+ d)(b  d)
2
) 1
2
: (2.3.17)
Noting from (2.3.15) that  =  i!0 is also a root of (2.3.12), this implies that (2.3.16) has a single pair
of purely imaginary roots i!0. By the relation
(ac  d)!20 + bd = (c2!20 + d2) cos!0;
n corresponding to !0 can be obtained as follows:
n =
1
!0
arccos
(ac  d)!20 + bd
c2!20 + d2
+
2n
!0
; n = 0; 1; 2; : : : : (2.3.18)
Hence we obtain the second part of this proposition. The proof is complete. 
The following proposition indicates that a conjugate pair of the characteristic roots  = i!0 of
(2.3.6) cross the imaginary axis from the left half complex plane to the right half complex plane when 
crosses n (n = 0; 1; : : :) if 1 < R0 < R0.
Proposition 2.3.3. Assume R0 > 1. If R0 < R0, then the transversality condition
dRe(())
d

=n
> 0
holds for n = 0; 1; : : :.
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Proof. Dierentiating (2.3.12) with respect to  , we obtain
(2+ a)
d
d
= fe  c  e  (c+ d)gd
d
  e  (c+ d);
that is, 
d
d
 1
=
(2+ a)  e  c+ e  (c+ d)
 e  (c+ d)
=
2+ a
 e  (c+ d) +
c
(c+ d)
  

=   (2+ a)
2(2 + a+ b)
+
c
2(c+ d)
  

=   (
2 + a+ b) + 2   b
2(2 + a+ b)
+
(c+ d)  d
2(c+ d)
  

=   
2   b
2(2 + a+ b)
+
 d
2(c+ d)
  

:
By the relation
d
d
=
dRe()
d
+ i
dIm()
d
=

dRe()
d
2
+

dIm()
d
2
dRe()
d
  idIm()
d
 1
;
we have
dRe()
d
= Re

d
d
 1
dRe()
d
2
+

dIm()
d
2
and
Re

d
d
 1
=n
=
( !20   b)(b  !20)
!20f(b  !20)2 + a2!20g
+
d2
!20(c2!
2
0 + d2)
=
!40   b2 + d2
!20(c2!
2
0 + d2)
=
!40   (b  d)(b+ d)
!20(c2!
2
0 + d2)
> 0:
Hence we obtain dRe()d j=n > 0 for n = 0; 1; : : :. The proof is complete. 
By Proposition 2.3.1 and the rst part of Proposition 2.3.2, all the roots of (2.3.12) have negative
real part for any   0 if 1 < R0  R0. By Proposition 2.3.1, the second part of Proposition 2.3.2 and
Proposition 2.3.3, all the roots of (2.3.12) have negative real part for 0   < 0 and there exists at least
2 roots having positive real part for  > 0 if 1 < R0 < R0. We then establish the stability condition for
the endemic equilibrium as follows.
Theorem 2.3.4. Assume R0 > 1. Then the following statement holds true.
(i) If R0  R0, then the endemic equilibrium E of system (2.3.3) is locally asymptotically stable for
any   0.
(ii) If R0 < R0, then the endemic equilibrium E of system (2.3.3) is locally asymptotically stable for
0   < 0 and it is unstable for  > 0.
Remark 2.3.1. System (2.3.3) undergoes Hopf bifurcation at the endemic equilibrium E when  crosses
n (n = 0; 1; : : :) for 1 < R0 < R0.
2.3.3 Example
In this subsection, we consider the following model as an example.8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
dS(t)
dt
= r(1  S(t))S(t)  S(t) I(t  )
1 + I(t  ) ;
dI(t)
dt
= S(t)
I(t  )
1 + I(t  )   (1 + )I(t);
dR(t)
dt
= I(t)  2R(t)
(2.3.19)
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with   0. Since G(I) = I1+I satises the hypotheses (H2-3-1) and (H2-3-2), system (2.3.19) always
has the trivial equilibrium E0 and the disease-free equilibrium E1. Applying Theorems 2.3.1 and 2.3.2
we obtain the following results.
Corollary 2.3.1. The trivial equilibrium E0 of system (2.3.19) is always unstable.
Corollary 2.3.2. The disease-free equilibrium E1 of system (2.3.19) is globally asymptotically stable if
and only if R0  1 and it is unstable if and only if R0 > 1.
By Lemma 2.3.1, system (2.3.19) has a unique endemic equilibrium E = (S; I; R) if and only if
R0 > 1. Applying Theorem 2.3.4, we obtain the following result.
Corollary 2.3.3. Assume R0 > 1. Then the following statement holds true.
(i) If R0  R0, then the endemic equilibrium E of system (2.3.19) is locally asymptotically stable for
any   0.
(ii) If R0 < R0, then the endemic equilibrium E of system (2.3.19) is locally asymptotically stable for
0   < 0 and it is unstable for  > 0.
The condition R0 = 1 is a threshold condition which determines stability of the disease-free equilibrium
and the existence of the endemic equilibrium. Moreover, if R0 > 1 then the condition R0 = R0 works
as a condition which determines delay-dependent stability or delay-independent stability for the endemic
equilibrium. In the following we visualize these conditions by plotting them in a two-parameter plane.
We choose  and R0 as free parameters and x r. Since it is straightforward to plot the condition R0 = 1
in (;R0) parameter plane, we explain how to visualize the condition R0 = R0 in the same parameter
plane.
Let us assume that R0 > 1 holds. The component of the endemic equilibrium for I can be given as
I(;R0) =
r(R0   2) R0 +
pfr(R0   2) R0g2 + 42r2(R0   1)
22r
(2.3.20)
for  > 0 and
I(0; R0) = r

1  1
R0

: (2.3.21)
We note that lim!+0 I(;R0) = I(0; R0) > 0. Then from the denition (2.3.14) R0 is computed as
R0(;R0) = 2(1 + I(;R0)) + (1 + I(;R0))2 = (1 + I(;R0))(3 + I(;R0)): (2.3.22)
We dene the following function.
H(;R0) := R0  R0(;R0): (2.3.23)
We note that H(0; 3) = 0 holds true. The following proposition indicates that H(;R0) = 0 for  > 0
has exactly one solution  for each R0 > 3.
Proposition 2.3.4. There exists a unique continuously dierentiable function ~ : (3;+1)  ! (0;+1)
such that H(~(R0); R0) = 0. In addition, it holds that limR0!3+0 ~(R0) = 0.
Proof. From (2.3.23), we have H(0; R0) = R0 R0(0; R0) = R0  3 > 0 for any R0 > 3. Moreover, from
(2.3.20), we get
lim
!+1I
(;R0) = lim
!+1
R0   2 +
q
(R0   2)2 + 4(R0   1)
2
= R0   1;
which yields
lim
!+1H(;R0) = R0   lim!+1R0(;R0) = R0   lim!+1(1 + I
(;R0))(3 + I(;R0))
= R0  R0(R0 + 2)
=  R0(R0 + 1) < 0
for a xed R0 > 3. Moreover,
@H(;R0)
@ < 0 holds for all  > 0 and R0 > 1 and H is continuously
dierentiable on (0;+1)  (1;+1) Therefore, by the implicit function theorem, for any R0 > 3 there
exists a unique  > 0 such that the following statement holds true.
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Figure 2.7: Delay dependent/independent stability boundary for the endemic equilibrium and the stability
boundary for the disease-free equilibrium in (;R0) parameter plane. The dashed curve and the dotted
line denotes H(;R0) = 0 with r = 0:1 and R0 = 1, respectively. In the region (I) there exists a
0 := 0(;R0) such that the endemic equilibrium E is asymptotically stable for 0   < 0 and it is
unstable for  > 0. In the region (II) the endemic equilibrium E is asymptotically stable for any  . In
the region (III) the disease-free equilibrium E1 is globally asymptotically stable.
(i) H(;R0) = 0.
(ii) There exist neighborhood 
  (3;+1) of R0 and a unique C1-function ~ : 
  ! (0;+1) such
that  = ~(R0) and H(~(R0); R0) = 0.
Since the parameter R0 > 3 can be arbitrarily chosen, the function ~ is continuously dierentiable on
(3;+1). Hence we obtain the conclusion of the rst part of this proposition.
Finally we prove limR0!3+0 ~(R0) = 0. From (2.3.22) and (2.3.23) the following equation holds for
R0 > 3.
R0   (1 + ~(R0)I(~(R0); R0))(3 + ~(R0)I(~(R0); R0)) = 0:
Since it follows from (2.3.20) and (2.3.21) that
(1 + ~(R0)I(~(R0); R0))(3 + ~(R0)I(~(R0); R0))  3
holds with equality if and only if ~(R0) = 0, ~ has a right-hand limit 0 as R0 approaches 3. Hence we
obtain the conclusion of the second part of this proposition. The proof is complete. 
In Figure 2.7 we plot the line R0 = 1 and the curve H(;R0) = 0 in (;R0) parameter plane for a xed r.
Figure 2.7 suggests that the parameter  has a positive eect for the stability of the endemic equilibrium:
if  is large enough then the endemic equilibrium is stable for any delay. On the other hand, if R0 is
large enough then for small  there is a possibility that the stability of the endemic equilibrium depends
on the delay.

Chapter 3
Dierence schemes preserving global
stability of equilibria
There occur situations such that constructing discrete epidemic models is more appropriate approach to
understand disease transmission dynamics because they permit arbitrary time-step units. For example,
Zhou et al. [76] formulated a discrete mathematical model to investigate the transmission of severe acute
respiratory syndrome (SARS) and their simulation results match the statistical data well and indicate
that early quarantine and a high quarantine rate are crucial to the control of SARS.
The need for a discretization of continuous models also arises from the fundamental realization. Since
nonlinear ordinary dierential equations generally do not have analytic solutions expressible in terms of
a nite representation of the elementary functions, technical discretization is required to calculate good
analytic approximations of the solutions [46].
Jang and Elaydi [30] showed that a nonstandard discretization scheme preserves the global stabil-
ity of a disease-free equilibrium and the local stability of an endemic equilibrium of the corresponding
continuous-time SIS epidemic model.
In addition, Izzo and Vecchio [28] and Izzo et al. [29] introduced a variation of the backward Euler
discretization called \mixed type" formula and showed that their scheme preserves the positivity and
boundedness of the corresponding continuous-time population dynamics model. Based on their ideas,
Sekiguchi [59] studied the permanence of a special class of discrete SIR epidemic models and some dis-
crete epidemic models with delays by applying techniques in Wang [64].
However, how to choose the discrete schemes which preserve the global asymptotic stability for equi-
libria of the corresponding continuous-time epidemic models was an open problem. In fact, it is known
that the stability of a xed point (equilibrium) sometime changes depending on the scheme (see, e.g.,
Roeger and Barnard [57] and the references therein).
Later, Enatsu et al. [13] established the complete global stability analysis for a discrete SIR epidemic
model with a bilinear incidence rate. Their results agree with those for a corresponding continuous SIR
epidemic models in McCluskey [42].
In this paper, we establish the global asymptotic stability of equilibria for a discrete SIR epidemic
model with a class of nonlinear incidence rates in which a variation of the backward Euler method is
adopted. The main idea of the discretization comes from Enatsu et al. [13] and an application of non-
standard nite method given in Mickens [46]. Moreover, for the model, we can formulate a discrete-time
analogue of Lyapunov functionals which are used for a class of continuous-time SIR epidemic models in
[27, 32, 33, 42, 43]. This is the critical reason why a variation of the backward Euler method is applied
and this discretization scheme is dierent from that of [28, 29, 59].
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3.1 A variation of backward Euler method for the SIR epidemic
model
In this section, by applying a variation of backward Euler discretization, we consider the following model.8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
S(n+ 1)  S(n) =   1S(n+ 1)  (S(n+ 1))
mX
j=0
f(j) (I(n  j));
I(n+ 1)  I(n) = (S(n+ 1))
mX
j=0
f(j) (I(n  j))  (2 + )I(n+ 1);
R(n+ 1) R(n) = I(n+ 1)  3R(n+ 1); n  0;
(3.1.1)
where ;  2 C0(R+;R+), (0) =  (0) = 0 and limI!+0(I= (I)) = 1. The initial conditions of system
(3.1.1) is as follows.
S(j) = '1;j  0; I(j) = '2;j  0; R(j) = '3;j  0; j =  m;    ; 0: (3.1.2)
From a biological meaning, we further assume that 'i;0 > 0 (i = 1; 2; 3). The parameters i (i = 1; 2; 3)
represent the death rates of susceptible, infective and recovered individuals, respectively and  represents
the recovery rate of infectives. The infection rate is given by
(S(n+ 1))
mX
j=0
f(j) (I(n  j));
where
Pm
j=0 f(j) = 1, f(j)  0 for 0  j  m and the meaning of f(j) is derived from the fraction of
vector population in which the maximum time taken to become infectious is m. All the coecients , 
and i (i = 1; 2; 3) are assumed to be positive.
For system (3.1.1), Enatsu et al. [13] established a complete stability analysis for a special case
(S) = S and  (I) = I. We note that system (3.1.1) is a discrete analog of continuous system given in
Huang et al. [27] with distributed delays.
We dene the basic reproduction number R0 of system (3.1.1) as follows:
R0 =
(=1)
2 + 
:
1
2+
denotes the average infection period and the relation that limI!+0
(=1) (I)
I = (=1) implies
that (=1) denotes the number of new cases infected per unit time by one infective individual at an
initial infection state. Thus, R0 denotes the expected number of secondary infectious cases generated by
one typical primary case in an entirely susceptible and suciently large population. R0 works well as the
basic reproduction number for the corresponding continuous epidemic model (see Huang et al. [27]).
System (3.1.1) always has a disease-free equilibrium E0 = (S0; 0; 0), S0 = 1 and if R0 > 1, system
(3.1.1) may admit a unique endemic equilibrium E = (S; I; R), S > 0, I > 0, R > 0 (see Theorem
2.1.2 for details).
Our main results are as follows.
Theorem 3.1.1. Assume that the following conditions hold true.
(H3-1-1) (S) is strictly monotone increasing on S  0;
(H3-1-2) I= (I) is monotone increasing on I > 0:
Then, for system (3.1.1), there is no endemic equilibrium and the disease-free equilibrium E0 is globally
asymptotically stable, if and only if, R0  1.
Theorem 3.1.2. Assume that the hypotheses (H3-1-1) and (H3-1-2) hold true. Then, there exists a
unique endemic equilibrium E for system (3.1.1) if and only if R0 > 1. Furthermore, if the following
condition holds true,
(H3-1-3)  (I) is monotone increasing on I  0;
then system (3.1.1) is permanent and the endemic equilibrium E of system (3.1.1) is globally asymptot-
ically stable, if and only if, R0 > 1.
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The above results indicate that the global asymptotic stability of the equilibria of system (3.1.1) is
determined for any length of time delay under the hypotheses (H3-1-1)-(H3-1-3). It is shown that the
disease can be eradicated if and only if R0  1 and the disease persists in a host population if and only
if R0 > 1. We further remark that the hypotheses (H3-1-1)-(H3-1-3), under which the global dynamics
of system (3.1.1) are determined by the basic reproduction number R0, are less restrictive than those in
Huang et al. [27, Theorem 1].
3.1.1 Basic properties
For system (3.1.1), since the variable R does not appear in the rst and the second equations, it is
sucient to consider the following 2-dimensional system.8>>>><>>>>:
S(n+ 1)  S(n) =   1S(n+ 1)  (S(n+ 1))
mX
j=0
f(j) (I(n  j));
I(n+ 1)  I(n) = (S(n+ 1))
mX
j=0
f(j) (I(n  j))  (2 + )I(n+ 1):
(3.1.3)
For the reduced system (3.1.3), at rst, we show that the solution has positivity for n > 0 and bounded
above for suciently large n.
Lemma 3.1.1. Let (S(n); I(n)) be a solution of system (3.1.3) with the initial conditions (3.1.2). Then
S(n) > 0 and I(n) > 0 for all n > 0. Furthermore, any solution (S(n); I(n)) of system (3.1.3) satises
lim supn!+1(S(n) + I(n))  =, where  = minf1; 2 + g.
Proof. From the initial conditions (3.1.2) and the rst equation of system (3.1.3), we have
S(1) + 1S(1) + (S(1))
mX
j=0
f(j) ('2; j) = + '1;0 > 0:
Then, we easily obtain that S(1) > 0. By the second equation of system (3.1.3),
(1 + 2 + )I(1) = '2;0 + (S(1))
mX
j=0
f(j) ('2; j) > 0;
which implies that I(1) > 0. By repeating the above discussion, we obtain that S(n) > 0 and I(n) > 0
for all n > 0.
We now dene V (n) = S(n) + I(n). From system (3.1.3), we have that
V (n+ 1)  V (n) =   1S(n+ 1)  (2 + )I(n+ 1)    V (n+ 1);
from which we have that lim supn!+1 V (n)   . Hence, the proof is complete. 
Remark 3.1.1. For any nonnegative initial values 'i;j , for i = 1; 2 and j =  m; : : : ; 0, by a similar
method as that used in Lemma 3.1.1, the following statements are true.
(i) The solution (S(n); I(n)) of (3.1.3) exists and S(n) > 0 (n > 0), I(n)  0 (n  0).
(ii) If '2;0+
Pm
j=0 f(j)'2; j > 0, then the solution (S(n); I(n)) of (3.1.3) exists and S(n) > 0 (n > 0),
I(n) > 0 (n > 0).
(iii) If '2;0+
Pm
j=0 f(j)'2; j = 0, then the solution (S(n); I(n)) of (3.1.3) exists and S(n) > 0 (n > 0),
I(n) = 0 (n  0).
System (3.1.3) always has a disease-free equilibrium ~E0 = (S0; 0). Under the hypotheses (H3-1-1) and
(H3-1-2), if R0 > 1, then system (3.1.1) has a unique endemic equilibrium ~E = (S; I).
Theorem 3.1.3. Assume that the hypotheses (H3-1-1) and (H3-1-2) hold true. If R0 > 1, then system
(3.1.3) has a unique endemic equilibrium ~E = (S; I) satisfying
  1S   (S) (I) = 0; (S) (I)  (2 + )I = 0: (3.1.4)
Moreover, if R0  1, then the disease-free equilibrium is the only equilibrium of system (3.1.3).
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Proof. At a xed point (S; I) of system (3.1.3), the following equations hold.
  1S   (2 + )I = 0; (S) (I)  (2 + )I = 0: (3.1.5)
Substituting the rst equation of (3.1.5) into the second equation of (3.1.5), for I > 0, we consider the
following equation:
H(I) := 


1
  2 + 
1
I

 (I)
I
  (2 + ) = 0:
By the hypothesis (H3-1-2), H is strictly monotone decreasing on (0;+1) satisfying
lim
I!+0
H(I) = 


1

  (2 + ) = (2 + )(R0   1) > 0;
and H( 12+ ) =  (2 + ) < 0 holds. Hence, there exists a unique 0 < I <
1
2+
such that H(I) = 0.
By the rst equation of (3.1.5), we obtain S = 1   2+1 I > 0. This implies that (3.1.3) has a unique
positive equilibrium ~E. 
3.1.2 Global stability of the disease-free equilibrium
In this section, in order to prove Theorem 3.1.1, we show the global stability of the disease-free equilibrium
~E0 of the reduced system (3.1.3) for R0  1. First, we introduce the following lemma which plays a key
role such that Lyapunov functional techniques for continuous-time SIR epidemic models in Huang et al.
[27], Korobeinikov [33, 32] and McCluskey [42, 43] are applicable.
Lemma 3.1.2. Under the hypothesis (H3-1-1), it holds thatZ x2
x1
1
(s)
ds  x2   x1
(x2)
;
for any x1 > 0 and x2 > 0.
Proof For the rst case x2  x1, we immediately see that
R x2
x1
1
(s)ds 
R x2
x1
1
(x2)
ds = x2 x1(x2) . For the
second case x2 < x1, we obtain thatZ x2
x1
1
(s)
ds =  
Z x1
x2
1
(s)
ds   
Z x1
x2
1
(x2)
ds =
x2   x1
(x2)
;
which completes the proof. 
Remark 3.1.2. By Lemma 3.1.2, if (s) = s, then we obtain ln x2x1  x2 x1x2 .
Theorem 3.1.4. Assume that the hypotheses (H3-1-1) and (H3-1-2) hold true. If R0  1, then it holds
that
lim
n!+1S(n) =

1
; lim
n!+1 I(n) = 0; (3.1.6)
and ~E0 of system (3.1.3) is globally asymptotically stable.
Proof. From a Lyapunov functional for a continuous-time SIR epidemic model in Huang et al. [27],
consider the following sequence fU0(n)g+1n=0 dened by
U0(n) = U01 (n) + I(n) + U
0
+(n); (3.1.7)
where
U01 (n) = S(n)  S0  
Z S(n)
S0
(S0)
(s)
ds; U0+(n) = (S0)
mX
j=0
f(j)
nX
k=n j
 (I(k)):
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We now show that U0(n+1) U0(n)  0 for any n  0. First, we calculate U01 (n+1) U01 (n). By using
Lemma 3.1.2, we obtain that
U01 (n+ 1)  U01 (n) = S(n+ 1)  S(n) 
Z S(n+1)
S(n)
(S0)
(s)
ds
 S(n+ 1)  S(n)  (S0)S(n+ 1)  S(n)
(S(n+ 1))
=
(S(n+ 1))  (S0)
(S(n+ 1))
(S(n+ 1)  S(n))
=

1  (S0)
(S(n+ 1))

  (S(n+ 1))
mX
j=0
f(j) (I(n  j))  1S(n+ 1)

:
(3.1.8)
Substituting  = 1S0 into (3.1.8), we see that
U01 (n+ 1)  U01 (n) 

1  (S0)
(S(n+ 1))

1S0   (S(n+ 1))
mX
j=0
f(j) (I(n  j))  1S(n+ 1)

=

1  (S0)
(S(n+ 1))

 1(S(n+ 1)  S0)  (S(n+ 1))
mX
j=0
f(j) (I(n  j))

:
Second, calculating U0+(n+ 1)  U0+(n), we get
U0+(n+ 1)  U0+(n) = (S0)
mX
j=0
f(j)
 n+1X
k=n+1 j
 (I(k)) 
nX
k=n j
 (I(k))

= (S0)
mX
j=0
f(j)f (I(n+ 1))   (I(n  j))g:
Therefore, it holds that
U0(n+ 1)  U0(n)
  

1  (S0)
(S(n+ 1))

1(S(n+ 1)  S0) + (S(n+ 1))
mX
j=0
f(j) (I(n  j))

+ (S(n+ 1))
mX
j=0
f(j) (I(n  j))  (2 + )I(n+ 1)
+ (S0)
mX
j=0
f(j)f (I(n+ 1))   (I(n  j))g
=  1S(n+ 1)

1  (S0)
(S(n+ 1))

1  S0
S(n+ 1)

+ (S0) (I(n+ 1))  (2 + )I(n+ 1)
=  1S(n+ 1)

1  (S0)
(S(n+ 1))

1  S0
S(n+ 1)

+ (2 + )

R0
 (I(n+ 1))
I(n+ 1)
  1

I(n+ 1):
By the hypothesis (H3-1-2), we nally obtain
U0(n+ 1)  U0(n)   1S(n+ 1)

1  (S0)
(S(n+ 1))

1  S0
S(n+ 1)

+ (2 + )(R0   1)I(n+ 1):
By the hypothesis (H3-1-1), we have (1  (S0)(S(n+1)) )(1  S0S(n+1) )  0 with equality if and only if S(n+1) =
S0 and hence U0(n + 1)   U0(n)  0 holds for any n  0 since we have R0  1. Then, fU0(n)g+1n=0
is monotone decreasing sequence which implies that there exists a ~u0 := limn!+1 U0(n)  0. Then,
limn!+1(U0(n+1) U0(n)) = 0 holds. For the case R0 < 1, we immediately see that limn!+1 S(n+1) =
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S0 and limn!+1 I(n+1) = 0. On the other hand, for the case R0 = 1, we see that limn!+1 S(n+1) =
S0, from which we obtain limn!+1 I(n   j) = 0 for 0  j  m by (3.1.3). Hence, it holds that
limn!+1(S(n); I(n)) = ( 1 ; 0) if R0  1. Since U0(n)  U0(0) for all n  0 holds, we see that ~E0 is
uniformly stable. This completes the proof. 
Lemma 3.1.3. (3.1.6) implies R0  1.
Proof. Suppose that R0 > 1. By Theorem 3.1.3, there exists a positive constant solution (S(n); I(n)) =
(S; I) of system (3.1.3), which contradicts the fact that (3.1.6) holds. Hence, we obtain the conclusion
of this lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1.1. By Theorems 3.1.3 and 3.1.4 and Lemma 3.1.3, we immediately obtain the
conclusion of Theorem 3.1.1. 
3.1.3 Global stability of the endemic equilibrium
In this section, in order to prove Theorem 3.1.2, we show the global stability of the endemic equilibrium
~E of the reduced system (3.1.3) for R0 > 1. First, by applying techniques in Enatsu et al. [13] and
Sekiguchi [59], we show the permanence for R0 > 1.
Permanence for R0 > 1
For 0 < q <  (I
)
I , we put S
4 > S satisfying
S4(1 + 1) + (S4)qI = S(1 + 1) + (S) (I): (3.1.9)
Setting F (s) := s(1 + 1) + (s)qI, it follows that F (S) = S(1 + 1) + (S)qI < S(1 + 1) +
(S) (I) and lims!+1 F (s) = +1. The above discussion guarantees the existence of S4.
We now prove the permanence of (3.1.3). From Theorem 3.1.5 below, the disease eventually persists
in the host population if R0 > 1.
Theorem 3.1.5. Assume that the hypotheses (H3-1-1)-(H3-1-3) hold true. If R0 > 1, for any solution
of system (3.1.3), it holds that
lim inf
n!+1 S(n)  v1 > 0; lim infn!+1 I(n)  v2 :=

1
1 + 2 + 
m+l0
qI > 0; (3.1.10)
where v1 > 0 satises   1v1   (v1) ( 1 ) = 0 and 0 < q <
 (I)
I , l0  1 satisfy
S  1
1
(
1 

1
1 + 1
m+l0)
f  (S)qIg : (3.1.11)
Proof. The existence of q and l0 is guaranteed, because it follows from (3.1.4) that 11 f  (S)qIg =
S + (S
)
1
( (I)  qI) > S. By the rst equation of (3.1.3) and Lemma 3.1.1, for any " > 0, there is
an integer N"  0 such that
S(n+ 1)  S(n) =   1S(n+ 1)  (S(n+ 1))
mX
j=0
f(j) (I(n  j))
   1S(n+ 1)  (S(n+ 1)) 


1
+ "

; (3.1.12)
for n  N"+m. Let us now consider the auxiliary equation S(n+1) S(n) =  1S(n+1) (S(n+
1)) ( 1 ). Then, by the hypothesis (H3-1-1), one can immediately obtain that limn!+1 S(n) = v1 > 0.
Since (3.1.12) holds for arbitrary " > 0 suciently small, it follows that lim infn!+1 S(n)  v1 > 0.
We now show that lim infn!+1 I(n)  v2 > 0 holds. First, we claim that it is impossible that, for any
solution (S(n); I(n)) of system (3.1.3), there exists a nonnegative integer p0  m such that I(n)  qI
for all n  p0 m. Suppose to the contrary that there exist a solution (S(n); I(n)) of system (3.1.3) and
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a nonnegative integer p0  m such that I(n)  qI for all n  p0 m. From the rst equation of system
(3.1.3), one can obtain that,
S(n+ 1) =
1
1 + 1

S(n) +   (S(n+ 1))
mX
j=0
f(j) (I(n  j))

=
1
1 + 1

1
1 + 1

S(n  1) +   (S(n))
mX
j=0
f(j) (I(n  1  j))

+

1 + 1
  (S(n+ 1))
Pm
j=0 f(j) (I(n  j))
1 + 1
=

1
1 + 1
2
S(n  1) + 
(
1
1 + 1
+

1
1 + 1
2)
 (S(n+ 1))
Pm
j=0 f(j) (I(n  j))
1 + 1
  (S(n))
Pm
j=0 f(j) (I(n  1  j))
(1 + 1)2
:
By repeating the above discussion, for n  p0, we have
S(n+ 1) =

1
1 + 1
n p0+1
S(p0) +

1
(
1 

1
1 + 1
n p0+1)
 
n p0+1X
l=1

1
1 + 1
l
(S(n+ 2  l))
mX
j=0
f(j) (I(n+ 1  l   j)): (3.1.13)
Here, we suppose that S(n)  S, for any p0 + 1  n  p0 +m + l0. Then, noting that 0 <  (I)  I
holds for I > 0 under the hypothesis (H3-1-2), we have
S(p0 +m+ l0) >

1
(
1 

1
1 + 1
m+l0)
 
m+l0X
l=1

1
1 + 1
l
(S) (qI)
=
1
1
(
1 

1
1 + 1
m+l0)
f  (S) (qI)g
 1
1
(
1 

1
1 + 1
m+l0)
f  (S)qIg  S;
which is a contradiction. Therefore, there exists an integer ~p such that p0 + 1  ~p  p0 +m + l0 and
S(~p) > S. By the rst equation of (3.1.3), we have that
(1 + 1)S + (S) (I) = + S
< + S(~p)
= (1 + 1)S(~p+ 1) + (S(~p+ 1))
mX
j=0
f(j) (I(~p  j))
 (1 + 1)S(~p+ 1) + (S(~p+ 1)) (qI)
 (1 + 1)S(~p+ 1) + (S(~p+ 1))qI;
which is equivalent to S(~p + 1) > S4 > S. Hence, we obtain that S(n)  S4 > S, for any n 
p0 +m+ l0 + 1. Noting that I(n)  qI for all n  p0  m, dene the sequence fw(n)g+1n=p0 as
w(n) = I(n) +
mX
j=0
f(j)
nX
k=n j
(S(j + k + 1)) (I(k)):
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By the hypotheses (H3-1-1) and (H3-1-2), we have that
w(n+ 1)  w(n) = I(n+ 1)  I(n)
+
mX
j=0
f(j)
8<:
n+1X
k=n+1 j
(S(j + k + 1)) (I(k)) 
nX
k=n j
(S(j + k + 1)) (I(k))
9=;
= (S(n+ 1))
mX
j=0
f(j) (I(n  j))  (2 + )I(n+ 1)
+
mX
j=0
f(j) f(S(n+ 2 + j)) (I(n+ 1))  (S(n+ 1)) (I(n  j))g :
Then, we obtain that
w(n+ 1)  w(n) =
mX
j=0
f(j)(S(n+ 2 + j)) (I(n+ 1))  (2 + )I(n+ 1)
>

(S4)  (2 + ) I(n+ 1)
 (I(n+ 1))

 (I(n+ 1))


(S4)  (2 + ) I

 (I)

 (I(n+ 1))
=

(S4)  (S)	 (I(n+ 1)); (3.1.14)
for n  p0 +m+ l0   1. Now, we set i^ = min2[ m;0] I( + p0 + 2m+ l0) and claim that I(n)  i^ for all
n  p0+m+ l0. Otherwise, if there is a T1  0 such that I(n)  i^ for p0+m+ l0  n  p0+2m+ l0+T1
and 0 < i := I(p0+2m+ l0+T1+1) < i^, it follows from the hypothesis (H3-1-1), (3.1.11) and the second
equation of system (3.1.3) that, for n1 = p0 + 2m+ l0 + T1,
I(n1 + 1)  I(n1) = (S(n1 + 1))
mX
j=0
f(j) (I(n1   j))  (2 + )I(n1 + 1)
 (S(n1 + 1)) (I(n1 + 1))  (2 + )I(n1 + 1)
=

(S(n1 + 1))  (2 + ) I(n1 + 1)
 (I(n1 + 1))

 (I(n1 + 1))


(S4)  (2 + ) I

 (I)

 (I(n1 + 1))
=

(S4)  (S)	 (i) > 0: (3.1.15)
Therefore, I(n)  i^ holds for all n  p0 +m + l0. It follows from (3.1.14) and the hypothesis (H3-1-3)
that
w(n+ 1)  w(n) > (S4)  (S)	 (^i) > 0; for n  p0 +m+ l0;
which implies that limn!+1 w(n) = +1. However, by Lemma 3.1.1, there is a positive constant p 
p0 +m + l0 and w such that w(n)  w for any n  p, which leads to a contradiction. Hence, the claim
holds.
By the above claim, we are left to consider two possibilities.
(i) I(n)  qI for all n > 0 suciently large,
(ii) I(n) oscillates about qI for all n > 0 suciently large.
We now show that I(n)  v2 for all n suciently large. If the rst case holds, then we immediately get
the conclusion of the theorem. If the second case holds, let p1 < p2 be suciently large such that
I(p1) > qI; I(p2) > qI; and I(n)  qI; for any p1 < n < p2:
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Since, from the second equation of system (3.1.1), it follows that I(n + 1)   I(n)   (2 + )I(n + 1),
n  p1, we have
I(n+ 1)  1
1 + 2 + 
I(n); for any n  p1;
from which we have that
I(n+ 1) 

1
1 + 2 + 
n+1 p1
I(p1) 

1
1 + 2 + 
n+1 p1
qI; for any n  p1:
Therefore, if p2  p1 +m+ l0, one can easily obtain that
I(n+ 1) 

1
1 + 2 + 
m+l0
qI = v2; for any p1  n  p2:
If p2 > p1 + m + l0, suppose to the contrary that there exists a p1 + m + l0 < T2  p2 such that
I(T2 + 1) < v2  I(T2) holds. Then, by the similar discussion to (3.1.15), this leads to a contradiction.
Thus, we obtain that I(n+ 1)  v2 for p1 +m+ l0  n  p2.
Hence, we prove that I(n + 1)  v2 for p1  n  p2. Since the interval [p1; p2] is arbitrarily chosen,
we conclude that I(n + 1)  v2 for all n  p1, which implies that lim infn!+1 I(n)  v2 holds. This
completes the proof. 
Global asymptotic stability of E for R0 > 1
Similar to Lemma 2.1.5, we derive the following lemma which plays a crucial role to establish Theorem
3.1.2.
Lemma 3.1.4. Assume that the hypotheses (H3-1-2) and (H3-1-3) hold true. If R0 > 1, then g(
I(n)
I ) 
g( (I(n)) (I) )  0 for all n  0.
We now establish the global asymptotic stability of the endemic equilibrium ~E of system (3.1.3).
Theorem 3.1.6. Assume that the hypotheses (H3-1-1)-(H3-1-3) hold true. If R0 > 1, then it holds that
lim
n!+1S(n) = S
; lim
n!+1 I(n) = I
; (3.1.16)
and ~E of system (3.1.3) is globally asymptotically stable.
Proof. Let
~sn =
(S(n))
(S)
; in =
I(n)
I
; and ~in =
 (I(n))
 (I)
:
Based on Lyapunov functionals for continuous-time SIR epidemic models in Huang et al. [27], Ko-
robeinikov [33, 32] and McCluskey [42, 43], consider the following sequence fU(n)g+1n=m dened by
U(n) =
1
(S) (I)
U1 (n) +
I
(S) (I)
U2 (n) + U

+(n): (3.1.17)
where
U1 (n) =
Z S(n)
S

1  (S
)
(s)

ds; U2 (n) = g

I(n)
I

; U+(n) =
mX
j=0
f(j)
nX
k=n j
g

 (I(k))
 (I)

: (3.1.18)
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Let us show that U(n+ 1)  U(n)  0 for any n  m. First, we calculate U1 (n+ 1)  U1 (n). By
using the relation in Lemma 3.1.2, we obtain
U1 (n+ 1)  U1 (n) = S(n+ 1)  S(n) 
Z S(n+1)
S(n)
(S)
(s)
ds
 S(n+ 1)  S(n)  (S)S(n+ 1)  S(n)
(S(n+ 1))
=

1  (S
)
(S(n+ 1))

(S(n+ 1)  S(n))
=

1  (S
)
(S(n+ 1))

  (S(n+ 1))
mX
j=0
f(j) (I(n  j))  1S(n+ 1)

:
(3.1.19)
Substituting  = 1S + (S) (I) into (3.1.19), we see that
U1 (n+ 1)  U1 (n) 

1  (S
)
(S(n+ 1))

 f1S + (S) (I)  (S(n+ 1))
mX
j=0
f(j) (I(n  j))  1S(n+ 1)g
=  1

1  (S
)
(S(n+ 1))

(S(n+ 1)  S)
+ (S) (I)
mX
j=0
f(j)

1  (S
)
(S(n+ 1))

1  (S(n+ 1))
(S)
  (I(n  j))
 (I)

=  1S(n+ 1)

1  (S
)
(S(n+ 1))

1  S

S(n+ 1)

+ (S) (I)
mX
j=0
f(j)

1  1
~sn+1

(1  ~sn+1~in j):
Second, we similarly calculate U2 (n+1) U2 (n). By using the relation given in Remark 3.1.2, we obtain
U2 (n+ 1)  U2 (n) =
I(n+ 1)  I(n)
I
  ln I(n+ 1)
I(n)
 I(n+ 1)  I(n)
I
  I(n+ 1)  I(n)
I(n+ 1)
=
1
I

1  I

I(n+ 1)

(I(n+ 1)  I(n))
=
1
I

1  I

I(n+ 1)

f(S(n+ 1))
mX
j=0
f(j) (I(n  j))  (2 + )I(n+ 1)g:
Since we have 2 +  =
(S) (I)
I , it follows that
U2 (n+ 1)  U2 (n)
 1
I

1  I

I(n+ 1)

(S(n+ 1))
mX
j=0
f(j) (I(n  j))  (S
) (I)
I
I(n+ 1)

=
(S) (I)
I
mX
j=0
f(j)

1  I

I(n+ 1)

(S(n+ 1))
(S)
  (I(n  j))
 (I)
  I(n+ 1)
I

=
(S) (I)
I
mX
j=0
f(j)

1  1
in+1

(~sn+1~in j   in+1):
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Finally, calculating U+(n+ 1)  U+(n), we get that
U+(n+ 1)  U+(n) =
mX
j=0
f(j)
 n+1X
k=n+1 j
g

 (I(k))
 (I)

 
nX
k=n j
g

 (I(k))
 (I)

=
mX
j=0
f(j)

g

 (I(n+ 1))
 (I)

  g

 (i(n  j))
 (i)

=
mX
j=0
f(j)g(~in+1) 
mX
j=0
f(j)g(~in j):
Then, we have
U(n+ 1)  U(n)
  1S(n+ 1)
(S) (I)

1  (S
)
(S(n+ 1))

1  S

S(n+ 1)

 
mX
j=0
f(j)

 

1  1
~sn+1

(1  ~sn+1~in j) 

1  1
in+1

(~sn+1~in j   in+1)  g(~in+1) + g(~in j)

:
Since
 

1  1
~sn+1

(1  ~sn+1~in j) 

1  1
in+1

(~sn+1~in j   in+1)  g(~in+1) + g(~in j)
=  

1  ~sn+1~in j   1~sn+1 +
~in j

 

~sn+1~in j   in+1   ~sn+1
~in j
in+1
+ 1

 ~in+1 +~in j + ln~in+1   ln~in j
=  2 + 1
~sn+1
+
~sn+1~in j
in+1
+ ln~in+1   ln~in j ;
we obtain that
U(n+ 1)  U(n)    1S(n+ 1)
(S) (I)

1  (S
)
(S(n+ 1))

1  S

S(n+ 1)

 
mX
j=0
f(j)

 2 + 1
~sn+1
+
~sn+1~in j
in+1
+ ln~in+1   ln~in j

=   1S(n+ 1)
(S) (I)

1  (S
)
(S(n+ 1))

1  S

S(n+ 1)

 
mX
j=0
f(j)

g

1
~sn+1

+ g

~sn+1~in j
in+1

+ g(in+1)  g(~in+1)

:
By the hypothesis (H3-1-1), we have (1  (S)(S(n+1)) )(1  S

S(n+1) )  0 with equality if and only if S(n+1) =
S and it follows from Lemma 3.1.4 that U(n + 1)   U(n)  0 for any n  m. Since fU(n)g+1n=m is
monotone decreasing sequence, there exists a ~u := limn!+1 U(n)  0. Then, limn!+1(U(n + 1)  
U(n)) = 0, from which we obtain limn!+1 S(n+ 1) = S and limn!+1
~in j
in+1
= 1, that is,
lim
n!+1
 (I(n  j))
I(n+ 1)
=
 (I)
I
:
if f(j) > 0, j = 0; 1;    ;m. Then, by the rst equation of (3.1.3), we have that for n  m,
S(n+ 1)  S(n) =   1S(n+ 1)  (S(n+ 1))
mX
j=0
f(j) (I(n  j))
=   1S(n+ 1)  (S(n+ 1))
Pm
j=0 f(j) (I(n  j))
I(n+ 1)
I(n+ 1);
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which implies
I(n+ 1) =
  (1 + 1)S(n+ 1) + S(n)
(S(n+ 1))
∑m
j=0 f(j) (I(n j))
I(n+1)
:
Using the relations
lim
n!+1(  (1 + 1)S(n+ 1) + S(n)) =   1S
 = (S) (I) > 0;
and
lim
n!+1(S(n+ 1))
Pm
j=0 f(j) (I(n  j))
I(n+ 1)
= (S)
 (I)
I
> 0;
we obtain that limn!+1 I(n + 1) = I. Thus, limn!+1(S(n); I(n)) = (S; I). Since U(n)  U(m)
for all n  m and g(x)  0 with equality if and only if x = 1, ~E is uniformly stable. Hence, the proof is
complete. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1.2. By Theorems 3.1.3, 3.1.5 and 3.1.6, we obtain the conclusion of Theorem 3.1.2.

3.2 Backward Euler method for the continuous SIS epidemic
model
In this section, applying the backward Euler method, we consider the following dierence equation;8<: Sn+1 =
(1 p)A+Sn+In+1
1+d+In+1
;
In+1 =
  ~Bn+
p
~B2n+4
~A ~Cn
2 ~A
= 2 ~Cn
~Bn+
p
~B2n+4
~A ~Cn
; n = 0; 1; 2;    ; (3.2.1)
with the initial condition
S0 > 0; and I0 > 0; (3.2.2)
where
~A = (1 + d+ ); ~Bn = (1 + d)(1 + d+ + )  (A+ Sn + In); ~Cn = (1 + d)(pA+ In):
For the initial conditions (3.2.2), let (Sn; In) (n > 0) be the solutions of system (3.2.1). Then Sn > 0,
In > 0 holds for any n > 0 (see Lemma 3.2.1). Moreover, (3.2.1) is equivalent to the following discrete
SIS epidemic model:
Sn+1   Sn = (1  p)A  Sn+1In+1   dSn+1 + In+1;
In+1   In = pA+ Sn+1In+1   (d+ + )In+1; and In+1 > 0; (3.2.3)
which is derived from the following system:8><>:
dS(t)
dt
= (1  p)A  S(t)I(t)  dS(t) + I(t);
dI(t)
dt
= pA+ S(t)I(t)  (d+ + )I(t);
(3.2.4)
by applying the backward Euler method.
Note that for any positive solution (Sn; In), there exist just two solutions (Sn+1; In+1) of (3.2.3)
without the condition In+1 > 0, one is In+1 < 0 and the other is In+1 > 0. Therefore, for any positive
solution (Sn; In), we need the restriction In+1 > 0 to consider only the positive solution (Sn+1; In+1) in
(3.2.3).
Similar to the case of continuous system (3.2.4), for the case p = 0, system (3.2.3) always has a
disease-free equilibrium E0 = (A=d; 0). Furthermore, if p = 0 and R0 > 1, or 0 < p  1, then system
(3.2.3) has a unique endemic equilibrium E = (S; I), where
S =
A+ I
I + d
; I =
 +
p
2 + 4dpA(d+ )
2(d+ )
;  = (1  p)A  d(d+  + ): (3.2.5)
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Remark 3.2.1. To prove the positivity of Sn and In for n > 0 and apply key properties of Lyapunov
functional techniques in Enatsu et al. [15], we need to use the backward Euler discretization instead of
the forward Euler discretization which is a dierent discretization from that in Jang and Elaydi [30].
Using the same threshold R0 = Ad(d++) and 0  p  1, we establish that the following global
stability result:
Theorem 3.2.1. For the case p = 0 in system (3.2.3), there exists a unique disease-free equilibrium
E0 which is globally asymptotically stable, if and only if, R0  1. For the case p = 0 and R0 > 1,
or 0 < p  1 in system (3.2.3), then there exists a unique endemic equilibrium E which is globally
asymptotically stable.
Remark 3.2.2. Theorem 3.2.1 for system (3.2.3) is just a discrete analogue of Theorem A for system
(3.2.4).
3.2.1 Basic properties
In this section, we introduce basic lemmas as follows.
Lemma 3.2.1. Let (Sn; In) be the solutions of system (3.2.3) with the initial conditions (3.2.2). Then
Sn > 0, In > 0 for any n > 0.
Proof. Assume that there exists a nonnegative integer n0  0 such that Sn, In > 0; n = 0; 1;    ; n0.
Then, for Sn > 0 and In > 0, In+1 is a unique positive solution of the following quadratic equation:
P (x) = f(1 + d+ + )x  (pA+ In)g (1 + d+ x)   f(1  p)A+ Sn + xgx
= (1 + d+ )x2 + f(1 + d)(1 + d+ + )  (A+ Sn + In)gx  (1 + d)(pA+ In); (3.2.6)
and we have (3.2.1). Moreover, by the rst equation of (3.2.1), we have Sn0+1 > 0, and by the second
equation of (3.2.1), we have In0+1 > 0. Hence, by induction, we prove this lemma. 
Lemma 3.2.2. Any solution (Sn; In) of system (3.2.3) satises
lim sup
n!+1
(Sn + In)  S0 = A=d: (3.2.7)
Proof. Let Nn = Sn + In. From system (3.2.3), we have that
Nn+1  Nn = A  d(Sn+1 + In+1)  In+1  A  dV (n+ 1)  In+1;
from which we have lim supn!+1 V (n)  S0 = Ad . Hence, the proof is complete. 
Lemma 3.2.3. Assume that p = 0 and R0 > 1. If In+1 < In, then Sn+1 < S. Inversely, if Sn+1  S,
then In+1  In.
Proof. By the second equation of (3.2.3), we have that
In+1 =
In   In+1
d+ + 
+
Sn+1
S
In+1:
Therefore, if In+1 < In, then we have that
In+1 >
Sn+1
S
In+1;
from which we obtain Sn+1 < S. The remained part of this lemma is evident. 
By Lemma 3.2.3, we obtain the following lemma which implies the permanence of system (3.2.3).
Lemma 3.2.4. The following statements hold true.
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(i) Let 0 < p  1. Then, for any solution (Sn; In) of system (3.2.3), it holds that
0 <
(1  p)A
1 + d+ A=d
 lim inf
n!+1 Sn  lim supn!+1 Sn 
(1  p)A+ (1 + )A=d
1 + d
;
0 < I^  lim inf
n!+1 In  lim supn!+1 In  I^ ;
where 8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
I^ =
2C
B +
q
B
2
+ 4 ~AC
; I^ =
2C
B +
q
B2 + 4 ~AC
;
~A = (1 + d+ );
B = (1 + d)(1 + d+ + )  (A+A=d);
B = (1 + d)(1 + d+ + )  A;
C = (1 + d)pA; C = (1 + d)(pA+A=d):
(3.2.8)
(ii) Let p = 0 and R0 > 1. Then, for any solution (Sn; In) of system (3.2.3), it holds that
0 <
A
1 + d+ Ad
 lim inf
n!+1 Sn  lim supn!+1 Sn 
A+ (1 + )A=d
1 + d
; (3.2.9)
0 <

1
1 + (d+ + )
l0
qI  lim inf
n!+1 In  lim supn!+1 In  I^ ; (3.2.10)
where 0 < q < 1 and l0  1 satisfy S < S4 := Ak f1  ( 11+k )l0g for k = d+ qI.
Proof. Since for p(x) = x+
p
x2 + c with c > 0, it holds that p0(x) = 1+ xp
x2+c
> 0, the function p(x)
is an increasing function of x on (0  x < +1). Thus, by (3.2.1) and (3.2.7), we obtain the conclusion
of (i) in this lemma.
From the proof of (i), it suces to show that lim infn!+1 In  ( 11+(d++) )l0qI holds. For any 0 < q <
1, one can see that S = Ad+I <
A
d+qI . We rst prove the claim that any solution (Sn; In) of system
(3.2.3) does not have the following property: there exists a nonnegative integer n1 such that In  qI for
all n  n1. Suppose on the contrary that there exist a nonnegative integer n1 such that In  qI for all
n  n1. From system (3.2.3), one can obtain that
Sn+1  Sn1 + k +
A
1 + k
for any n  n1;
which yields that
Sn+1 

1
1 + k
n+1 n1
Sn +
A
1 + k
n n1X
l=0

1
1 + k
l
 A
1 + k
1  ( 11+k )n+1 n1
1  11+k
 A
k

1 

1
1 + k
n+1 n1
:
for any n  n1. Therefore, we have that
Sn+1  A
k

1 

1
1 + k
l0
= S4 > S for any n  n1 + l0   1: (3.2.11)
Then, by the second part of Lemma 3.2.3, we obtain that there exists a positive constant i^ such that
In  i^ for any n  n1 + l0   1. Hence, one can see that
In+1   In = Sn+1In+1   (d+ + )In+1
> fS4   (d+ + )gIn+1
> fS4   (d+ + )g^i for any n  n1 + l0   1;
which implies by S4   (d +  + ) = (S4   S) > 0, that limn!+1 In = +1. However, by Lemma
3.2.2, this leads a contradiction. Hence, the claim is proved.
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By the claim, we are left to consider two possibilities. First, In  qI holds for all n suciently large.
Second, In oscillates about qI for all n suciently large. We now show that In  ( 11+(d++) )l0qI for
all n suciently large for the both cases. If the rst case that In  qI holds for all suciently large,
then we immediately get the conclusion of the proof. For the second case that In oscillates about qI for
all suciently large, let n2 < n3 be suciently large such that
In2 ; In3  qI; and In < qI for any n2 < n < n3:
Then, by the second equation of system (3.2.3), we have that
In+1   In   (d+ + )In+1; that is; In+1  11 + d+ +  In
for any n  n2, from which we have that
In+1 

1
1 + d+ + 
n+1 n2
In2 

1
1 + d+ + 
n+1 n2
qI
for any n  n2. Therefore, we obtain
In+1 

1
1 + d+ + 
l0
qI (3.2.12)
for any n2  n  n2+ l0 1. If n3  n2+ l0, then by applying the similar discussion to (3.2.11), we obtain
that In+1  ( 11+d++ )l0qI for n2+ l0  n  n3. Hence, we prove that In+1  ( 11+d++ )l0qI for n2 
n  n3. Since the interval n2  n  n3 is arbitrarily chosen, we conclude that In+1  ( 11+d++ )l0qI for
all n suciently large for the second case and obtain the conclusion of (ii) in this lemma. This completes
the proof. 
3.2.2 Global stability
In this section, by applying Lyapunov function techniques, we prove Theorem 3.2.1. By the relation
Sn = Nn   In, (3.2.3) is equivalent to the following system:
In+1   In = pA+ (Nn+1   In+1)In+1   (d+ + )In+1; In+1 > 0;
Nn+1  Nn = A  dNn+1   In+1; (3.2.13)
with the initial conditions I0 > 0 and N0 > 0. If p = 0, then system (3.2.13) always has a disease-free
equilibrium ~E0 = (0; N0), N0 = Ad and if p = 0 and R0 > 1, or 0 < p  1, then system (3.2.13) has
a unique endemic equilibrium ~E = (I; N). Therefore, in order to prove Theorem 3.2.1, it suces to
show the global stability of the disease-free equilibrium ~E0 for p = 0 and R0  1 (see Section 3.2.2) and
the global stability of the endemic equilibrium ~E for p = 0 and R0 > 1, or 0 < p  1 (see Section 3.2.2).
i) The case p = 0 and R0 > 1, or 0 < p  1
We prove the second part of Theorem 3.2.1.
Proof of the second part of Theorem 3.2.1. For the endemic equilibrium ~E of system (3.2.13), we
consider the following discrete time analogue of Lyapunov function:
U(n) =
I
N
U1 (n) +
1
N
U2 (n); (3.2.14)
with
U1 (n) = g

In
I

; and U2 (n) =
1
2
(Nn  N)2: (3.2.15)
From the equilibrium condition of (3.2.13), we have
d+ +  =
pA
I
+ (N   I): (3.2.16)
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By applying Remark 3.1.2 and the relation (3.2.16), we obtain
U1 (n+ 1)  U1 (n) =
1
I

1  I

In+1

fpA+ Sn+1In+1   (d+ + )In+1g
 1
I

1  I

In+1

pA+ (Nn+1   In+1)In+1  

pA
I
+ (N   I)

In+1

=
1
I

1  I

In+1

pA

1  In+1
I

  In+1(In+1   I) + In+1(Nn+1  N)

=
pA
I

1  I

In+1

1  In+1
I

  I

In+1
I
  1
2
+ N

In+1
I
  1

Nn+1
N
  1

:
Moreover, it holds that
U2 (n+ 1)  U2 (n) =
1
2
(Nn+1 +Nn   2N) (Nn+1  Nn)
= (Nn+1  N) (Nn+1  Nn)  12 (Nn+1  Nn)
2
 (Nn+1  N) (Nn+1  Nn)
= (Nn+1  N) fA  dNn+1   In+1g
= (Nn+1  N) f d(Nn+1  N)  (In+1   I)g
=  d (Nn+1  N)2    (Nn+1  N) (In+1   I)
=  d(N)2

1  Nn+1
N
2
  NI

Nn+1
N
  1

In+1
I
  1

:
Therefore, we have
U(n+ 1)  U(n)  pA
N

1  I

In+1

1  In+1
I

  (I
)2
N

In+1
I
  1
2
+ I

Nn+1
N
  1

In+1
I
  1

  dN



1  Nn+1
N
2
  I

Nn+1
N
  1

In+1
I
  1

=
pA
N

1  I

In+1

1  In+1
I

  (I
)2
N

In+1
I
  1
2
  dN



1  Nn+1
N
2
 0
for any n  0. Since U(n)  0 is monotone decreasing sequence, there is a limit limn!+1 U(n) 
0. Then, we have limn!+1(U(n + 1)   U(n)) = 0, which implies that limn!+1 In+1 = I and
limn!+1Nn+1 = N. Since U(n)  U(0) for all n  0, ~E is uniformly stable. Hence, ~E is globally
asymptotically stable and the proof is complete. 
ii) The case p = 0 and R0  1
We prove the rst part of Theorem 3.2.1.
Proof of the rst part of Theorem 3.2.1. For the disease-free equilibrium ~E0 of system (3.2.13), we
consider the following discrete time analogue of Lyapunov function:
U0(n) =
1
N0
In +
1
N0
U01 (n); (3.2.17)
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with U01 (n) =
1
2 (Nn  N0)2. Then, from In+1   In = (Nn+1   In+1)In+1   (d+ + )In+1 and
U01 (n+ 1)  U01 (n) 
 
Nn+1  N0

(Nn+1  Nn)
=
 
Nn+1  N0
  d(Nn+1  N0)  In+1	
=  d(N0)2

1  Nn+1
N0
2
  In+1
 
Nn+1  N0

;
we have
U0(n+ 1)  U0(n)  1
N0
(Nn+1   In+1)In+1   d+ + 
N0
In+1
  dN
0


1  Nn+1
N0
2
  In+1

Nn+1
N0
  1

=  I
2
n+1
N0
+

1  d+ + 
N0

In+1   dN
0


1  Nn+1
N0
2
=  I
2
n+1
N0
+

1  1
R0

In+1   dN
0


1  Nn+1
N0
2
 0
for any n  0. Since U0(n)  0 is monotone decreasing sequence, there is a limit limn!+1 U0(n) 
0. Then, limn!+1(U0(n + 1)   U0(n)) = 0, from which we obtain that limn!+1 In+1 = 0 and
limn!+1Nn+1 = N0. Since U0(n)  U0(0) for all n  0, ~E0 is uniformly stable. Hence, ~E0 is
globally asymptotically stable and the proof is complete. 
3.3 Backward Euler method for the SIR epidemic model
In this section, by applying the backward Euler method, we propose the following dierence equations:8>>>><>>>>:
s(p+ 1) = s(p) +B   s(p+ 1)  s(p+ 1)yn+1(p+ 1) + yn+1(p+ 1);
y1(p+ 1) = y1(p) + c(s(p+ 1))yn+1(p+ 1)  dy1(p+ 1);
yj(p+ 1) = yj(p) + dyj 1(p+ 1)  dyj(p+ 1); j = 2; 3; : : : ; n;
yn+1(p+ 1) = yn+1(p) + dyn(p+ 1)  (e+ )yn+1(p+ 1);
i(p+ 1) = yn+1(p+ 1) > 0; p = 0; 1; 2; : : : ;
(3.3.1)
with the initial conditions
s(0) > 0; yj(p) > 0; and j = 1; : : : ; n+ 1: (3.3.2)
The model (3.3.1) is derived by the continuous-time SIR epidemic model with latency spreading in a
heterogeneous host population in Yuan and Zhou [73] based on linear-chain trick. One can see that
system (3.3.1) always has a disease-free equilibrium E0 = (S0; 0; 0;    ; 0; 0) and if R0 > 1, then system
(3.3.1) has a unique endemic equilibrium E = (S; y1 ; y

2 ;    ; yn; I) (see Lemma 3.2.3). Applying
Lyapunov function techniques in Pruss et al. [56] to both cases for R0  1 and R0 > 1, we establish a
complete analysis of the global asymptotic stability of (3.3.1). In particular, we also apply techniques of
Lyapunov functionals in McCluskey [43] (see Lemma 3.3.8) to prove the global asymptotic stability of the
endemic equilibrium of (3.3.1) for the case R0 > 1 which no longer needs any of the theory of non-negative
matrices and graph theory (cf. Guo et al. [21]). Moreover, we give a proof of the permanence of (3.3.1)
for R0 > 1, which is more simplied than that in Sekiguchi [59] and Sekiguchi and Ishiwata [60].
Our main result is as follows.
Theorem 3.3.1. The disease-free equilibrium E0 of system (3.3.1) is globally asymptotically stable if
and only if R0  1. Moreover, the endemic equilibrium E is globally asymptotically stable, if and only
if, R0 > 1.
3.3.1 Basic properties
The following lemma is a basic result in this paper (cf. Izzo and Vecchio [28] and Izzo et al. [29]).
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Lemma 3.3.1. Let s(p), yj(p), j = 1; : : : ; n, and yn+1(p) = i(p) be the solutions of system (3.3.1) with
the initial conditions (3.3.2). Then s(p) > 0 and yj(p) > 0, j = 1; : : : ; n + 1 for any p  0, and (3.3.1)
is equivalent to the following iteration system.
8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:
s(p+ 1) =
B + s(p) + i(p+ 1)
1 +  + i(p+ 1)
;
y1(p+ 1) =
c(s(p+ 1))i(p+ 1) + y1(p)
1 + d
;
yj(p+ 1) =
dyj 1(p+ 1) + yj(p)
1 + d
; j = 2; 3; : : : ; n;
i(p+ 1) =
dyn(p+ 1) + i(p)
1 + e+ 
; and i(p+ 1) > 0; p = 0; 1; 2; : : : ;
(3.3.3)
which is equivalent to
i(p+ 1) =
  ~Bp +
q
~B2p + 4 ~A ~Cp
2 ~A
=
2 ~Cp
~Bp +
q
~B2p + 4 ~A ~Cp
; (3.3.4)
where
~A = f(1 + e+ )(1 + b)n(1 + d)n+1   dng;
~Bp =

(1 + )(1 + e+ )(1 + b)n(1 + d)n+1
  

dn(B + s(p)) + (1 + b)n(1 + d)n+1

dny1(p)
(1 + d)n
+
dn 1y2(p)
(1 + d)n 1
+   + dyn(p)
1 + d
+ i(p)

;
~Cp = (1 + )(1 + b)n(1 + d)n+1

dny1(p)
(1 + d)n
+
dn 1y2(p)
(1 + d)n 1
+   + dyn(p)
1 + d
+ i(p)

:
Proof. It is evident that the rst (n + 1) equations of (3.3.1) are equivalent to the second (n + 2)-th
equations of (3.3.3). The (n + 2)-th equation with the rst (n + 1) equations of (3.3.1) is equivalent to
the rst (n+ 1) equations of (3.3.3) and
(1 + e+ )i(p+ 1) = dyn(p+ 1) + i(p)
= d
dyn 1(p+ 1) + yn(p)
1 + d
+ i(p)
=
d2yn 1(p+ 1)
1 + d
+
dyn(p)
1 + d
+ i(p)
  
=
dny1(p+ 1)
(1 + d)n 1
+
dn 1y2(p)
(1 + d)n 1
+   + dyn(p)
1 + d
+ i(p)
=
dnc(s(p+ 1))i(p+ 1)
(1 + d)n+1
+
dny1(p)
(1 + d)n
+
dn 1y2(p)
(1 + d)n 1
+   + dyn(p)
1 + d
+ i(p)
=
dn
(1 + b)n(1 + d)n+1
B + s(p) + i(p+ 1)
1 +  + i(p+ 1)
i(p+ 1)
+
dny1(p)
(1 + d)n
+
dn 1y2(p)
(1 + d)n 1
+   + dyn(p)
1 + d
+ i(p)
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and i(p+1) > 0 for p = 0; 1; 2; : : :, which is equivalent to the following quadratic equation P (x) = 0 with
x = i(p+ 1) > 0 such that
P (x) = (1 + e+ )(1 + b)n(1 + d)n+1(1 +  + x)x  dn(B + s(p) + x)x
  (1 + b)n(1 + d)n+1

dny1(p)
(1 + d)n
+
dn 1y2(p)
(1 + d)n 1
+   + dyn(p)
1 + d
+ i(p)

(1 +  + x)
= f(1 + e+ )(1 + b)n(1 + d)n+1   dngx2 +

(1 + )(1 + e+ )(1 + b)n(1 + d)n+1
  

dn(B + s(p)) + (1 + b)n(1 + d)n+1

dny1(p)
(1 + d)n
+
dn 1y2(p)
(1 + d)n 1
+   + dyn(p)
1 + d
+ i(p)

x
  (1 + )(1 + b)n(1 + d)n+1

dny1(p)
(1 + d)n
+
dn 1y2(p)
(1 + d)n 1
+   + dyn(p)
1 + d
+ i(p)

:
For s(p) > 0 and i(p) > 0, it is evident that i(p + 1) dened by the rst equation of (3.3.3) is a unique
positive solution of the quadratic equation P (x) = 0.
Assume that s(p) > 0 and yj(p) > 0 j = 1; : : : ; n + 1 for some p  0. Suppose that s(p + 1) < S0.
Then, we have B   s(p+ 1) > 0. Then, system (3.3.1) becomes8>><>>:
(1 + yn+1(p+ 1))s(p+ 1) = s(p) + fB   s(p+ 1)g+ yn+1(p+ 1) > 0;
(1 + d)y1(p+ 1) = y1(p) + c(s(p+ 1))yn+1(p+ 1) > 0:
(1 + d)yj(p+ 1) = yj(p) + dyj 1(p+ 1) > 0; j = 2; 3; : : : ; n;
(1 + e+ )yn+1(p+ 1) = yn+1(p) + dyn(p+ 1) > 0:
(3.3.5)
Then, from the rst equation of (3.3.5), s(p+ 1) > 0. For the other case s(p+ 1)  S0, it is evident that
s(p+ 1) > 0. Then, from the second equation of (3.3.5), we have y1(p+ 1) > 0, and similarly we obtain
y2(p+ 1), y3(p+1),    , yn+1(p+1) = i(p+1) > 0. Hence by induction of p  0, we complete the proof
of this lemma. 
Hereafter, in order to simplify the proofs of remaining sections, let us set y0(p) = yn+2(p) = s(p) and8<:
s = y
0
= y
n+2
= lim inf
p!+1 s(p); s = y0 = yn+2 = lim supp!+1
s(p);
y
j
= lim inf
p!+1 yj(p); yj = lim supp!+1
yj(p); j = 1; 2; : : : ; n+ 1;
(3.3.6)
and put
 = (1 + b)n;  =
1
1 + b
; V (p) = s(p) + fy1(p) + y2(p) +   + nyn+1(p)g: (3.3.7)
Then, we have
 > 1 >  > 0; n = 1; (1  )d = ; and e >  (3.3.8)
and
V (p+ 1)  V (p) = B   s(p+ 1) + yn+1(p+ 1)
  f(1  )dy1(p+ 1)  (1  )dy2(p+ 1) +   + n 1(1  )dyn(p+ 1)g
  n(e+ )yn+1(p+ 1)
 B   V (p+ 1): (3.3.9)
Then, we obtain the following basic lemma of the boundedness of s(p+1) and yj(p+1), j = 1; 2; : : : ; n+1.
Lemma 3.3.2. Let s(p) and yj(p), j = 1; : : : ; n + 1 be the solutions of system (3.3.1) with the initial
conditions (3.3.2). Then, it holds that
lim sup
p!+1
V (p)  S0 = B

; (3.3.10)
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Proof. Let V = lim supp!+1 V (p). First, we suppose that V = +1. Then, there exists a sequence
fplg1l=1 such that pl < pl+1, l = 1; 2; : : :, liml!+1 pl = +1 and
V (p) < V (pl); for any p < pl; and lim
l!+1
V (pl) = +1: (3.3.11)
By (3.3.9), we have
0 < V (pl)  V (pl   1)  B   V (pl);
from which it holds V (pl) < B = S
0 for any l  1. This is a contradiction. Thus, we have V < +1. If
there exists a sequence fqlg1l=1 such that ql < ql+1; l = 1; 2; : : :, liml!+1 ql = +1 and
V (ql   1)  V (ql); for any l = 1; 2; : : : ; and lim
l!+1
V (ql) = V : (3.3.12)
Then, similarly, we obtain that
B   V (ql)  V (ql)  V (ql   1)  0;
from which we obtain V  S0. For the other case that V (p)  0 is eventually monotone decreasing,
there exists a limp!+1 V (p) = V  0, and hence, limp!+1(V (p+1)  V (p)) = 0. By (3.3.9), we obtain
0  B   V and V  S0, from which we get (3.3.10). Hence, the proof of this lemma is complete. 
Lemma 3.3.3. System (3.3.1) has an equilibrium E0 = (S0; 0; 0;    ; 0), and if R0  1, then E0 is a
unique equilibrium, but if R0 > 1, then there exists an another equilibrium E = (S; y1 ; y

2 ;    ; yn+1),
where S    > 0 and (
0 < S = (1+b)
n(e+)
 < S
0; c(S) = e+ ;
y1 = y

2 =    = yn = e+d yn+1; yn+1 = B S

S  :
(3.3.13)
Proof. By Lemma 3.3.1, positivity of the sequences fs(p)g1p=1 and fyj(p)g1p=1, j = 1; 2; : : : ; n + 1 is
assured. Then, the equilibrium E^ = (S^; y^1; y^2;    ; y^n+1) of (3.3.1) satises the following equations.
B   S^ = (S^   )y^n+1; c(S^)y^n+1 = dy^1;
y^1 = y^2 =    = y^n; and dy^n = (e+ )y^n+1; (3.3.14)
that is,
B   S^ = (S^   )y^n+1; and (c(S^)  e  )y^n+1 = 0: (3.3.15)
Then,
y^n+1 = 0; or c(S^) = e+ : (3.3.16)
If y^n+1 = 0, then by (3.3.14), we have that
S^ = S0; and y^1 = y^2 =    = y^n+1 = 0: (3.3.17)
If R0 =
c(S0)
e+ < 1, then y^n+1 = 0, and by (3.3.14), we have (3.3.17). If R0 = 1, then c(S
0) = e + .
Then, we have S^ = S0 and by (3.3.14), we also have (3.3.17). If R0 > 1, then c(S0) > e + . Then,
there exists a 0 <  < S^ = S
 = (1+b)
n(e+)
 < S
0 such that c(S) = e + , and by (3.3.14), it holds
that y^n+1 = yn+1 =
B S
S  and y^j = y

j =
(e+)(B S)
d(S ) ; j = 1; 2; ; n. Therefore, system (3.3.1) has an
equilibrium E0. If R0  1, then E0 is a unique equilibrium, but if R0 > 1, then there exists an another
equilibrium E. This completes the proof of this lemma. 
3.3.2 Global stability of the disease-free equilibrium
In this section we assume R0  1. By applying the similar Lyapunov function techniques in Pruss et al.
[56], we prove the rst part of Theorem 3.3.1.
Proof of the rst part of Theorem 3.3.1. First, we consider the case S0     0. We dene
W (p) =
(s(p)  S0)2
2
+
S0
e+ 

S0   

 n+1X
j=1
yj(p): (3.3.18)
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Then, we obtain
W (p+ 1) W (p) = (s(p+ 1)  S
0)2
2
  (s(p)  S
0)2
2
+
S0
e+ 

S0   


c(s(p+ 1))yn+1(p+ 1)  dy1(p+ 1)
+ d
nX
j=2
(yj 1(p+ 1)  yj(p+ 1)) + dyn(p+ 1)  (e+ )yn+1(p+ 1)

=
(s(p+ 1)  S0)2
2
  (s(p)  S
0)2
2
+
S0
e+ 

S0   


fc(s(p+ 1))yn+1(p+ 1)  (e+ )yn+1(p+ 1)g:
By the relations R0 = S
0
(1+b)n(e+)  1 and
c(s(p+ 1)) =
s(p+ 1)
(1 + b)n
=
(e+ )R0s(p+ 1)
S0
;
we have
W (p+ 1) W (p)
=
f(s(p+ 1)  S0) + (s(p)  S0)g(s(p+ 1)  s(p))
2
+ 

S0   


(s(p+ 1)  S0)yn+1(p+ 1)
   (s(p+ 1)  s(p))
2
2
+ (s(p+ 1)  S0)(s(p+ 1)  s(p)) + 

S0   


(s(p+ 1)  S0)i(p+ 1)
=   (s(p+ 1)  s(p))
2
2
+ (s(p+ 1)  S0)(B   s(p+ 1)i(p+ 1)  s(p+ 1) + i(p+ 1))
+ 

S0   


(s(p+ 1)  S0)i(p+ 1)
=   (s(p+ 1)  s(p))
2
2
  (s(p+ 1)  S0)2   (s(p+ 1)  S0)

s(p+ 1)  


i(p+ 1)
+ 

S0   


(s(p+ 1)  S0)i(p+ 1)
=   (s(p+ 1)  s(p))
2
2
  (s(p+ 1)  S0)2
  (s(p+ 1)  S0)

(s(p+ 1)  S0) +

S0   


i(p+ 1) + 

S0   


(s(p+ 1)  S0)i(p+ 1)
=   (s(p+ 1)  s(p))
2
2
  ( + i(p+ 1))(s(p+ 1)  S0)2  0
for all p  0. Thus, W (p+ 1) W (p) W (0) for all p  0 and limp!+1W (p) = 0.
If S0    > 0, then limp!+1W (p) = 0, if and only if limp!+1 s(p) = S0 = B= and yj(p+ 1) = 0,
j = 1; 2; : : : ; n+1. If S0    = 0, then limp!+1W (p) = 0, if and only if limp!+1 s(p) = S0 = B=. By
(3.3.7) and (3.3.9), we obtain that V (p+ 1)  S0  11+ (V (0)  S0), V (p+ 1)  ( 11+ )p(V (0)  S0) and
n+1X
j=1
j 1yj(p) 

1
1 + 
p
(V (0)  S0)  1

(s(p)  S0):
Therefore, for the case S0    0, the disease-free equilibrium E0 = (S0; 0; 0;    ; 0) is uniformly stable,
and hence, it is globally asymptotically stable in Rn+2+ .
Second, we consider the other case S0    < 0. By Lemma 3.3.2, s  S0, and hence, there exists a
suciently large p0 > 0 such that s(p)   < 0 for any p  p0. For lim infp!+1 s(p) = s, we rst suppose
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that s = 0. Then, there exists a sequence fplg1l=1 such that p0  pl < pl+1, l = 1; 2; : : :, liml!+1 pl = 0
and
s(p) > s(pl); for any p < pl; and lim
l!+1
s(pl) = 0;
and by (3.3.1), we have
0 > s(pl)  s(pl   1)  B   s(pl)  (s(pl)  )i(pl)  B   s(pl);
from which it holds s(pl) > B = S
0 for any l  1. This is a contradiction. Thus, we have s > 0. If there
exists a sequence fqlg1l=1 such that ql < ql+1; l = 1; 2; : : :, liml!+1 ql = +1 and
s(ql   1)  s(ql); for any l = 1; 2; : : : ; and lim
l!+1
s(ql) = s:
Then, similarly, we obtain that
B   s(ql)  s(ql)  s(ql   1)  0;
from which we obtain s  S0  s. Thus, limp!+1 s(p) = S0. Next, consider the other case that s(p) > 0
is eventually monotone increasing. Then, by Lemma 3.3.2, there exists a limp!+1 s(p) = s > 0, and
hence, limp!+1(s(p+ 1)  s(p)) = 0. By (3.3.1), we obtain 0  B   s and s  S0  s, from which we
also get limp!+1 s(p) = S0. By (3.3.10), we obtain limp!+1 yj(p) = 0, j = 1; 2; : : : ; n+1, which implies
that the disease-free equilibrium E0 = (S0; 0; 0;    ; 0) is globally asymptotically stable in Rn+2+ . Hence,
the proof of the rst part of Theorem 3.3.1 is complete. 
3.3.3 Permanence
In this section, we assume that R0 > 1 and prove the permanence of system (3.3.1) for R0 > 1. By Lemma
3.3.3, the endemic equilibrium E = (S; y1 ; y

2 ;    ; yn+1) exists. We have basic lemmas as follows.
Lemma 3.3.4. For E = (S; y1 ; y

2 ;    ; yn+1), it holds that
c(S)yn+1
dy1
= 1;
yj 1
yj
= 1; j = 2; 3; : : : ; n; and
dyn
(e+ )yn+1
= 1; (3.3.19)
and
c(S)
e+ 
= 1: (3.3.20)
Proof. By (3.3.13), we can easily prove this lemma. 
By Lemma 3.3.4, we put
~yj(p) =
yj(p)
yj
; j = 1; 2; : : : ; n+ 1: (3.3.21)
Then, it follows from (3.3.19) that (3.3.1) is equivalent to8>>>><>>>>:
s(p+ 1)  s(p) = B   s(p+ 1)  yn+1(s(p+ 1)  )~yn+1(p+ 1);
~y1(p+ 1)  ~y1(p) = d

c(s(p+ 1))
c(S)
~yn+1(p+ 1)  ~y1(p+ 1)

;
~yj(p+ 1)  ~yj(p) = d(~yj 1(p+ 1)  ~yj(p+ 1)); j = 2; 3; : : : ; n;
~yn+1(p+ 1)  ~yn+1(p) = (e+ )(~yn(p+ 1)  ~yn+1(p+ 1)); p  0:
(3.3.22)
Lemma 3.3.5. If
min
1jn+1
~yj(p+ 1) < min
1jn+1
~yj(p); (3.3.23)
then
~y1(p+ 1) = min
1jn+1
~yj(p+ 1) < min
1jn+1
~yj(p) and s(p+ 1) < S: (3.3.24)
Inversely,
~y1(p+ 1) > min
1jn+1
~yj(p+ 1) or s(p+ 1)  S; (3.3.25)
then
min
1jn+1
~yj(p+ 1)  min
1jn+1
~yj(p): (3.3.26)
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Proof. We choose j0 such that ~yj0(p + 1) = min1jn+1 ~yj(p). It then follows from (3.3.23) that
~yj0(p+1) < min1jn+1 ~yj(p)  ~yj0(p), which implies ~yj0(p+1) ~yj0(p) < 0 and ~yj0 1(p+1) ~yj0(p+1)  0
hold. Suppose that 2  j0  n+ 1. Then, for the case 2  j0  n, by (3.3.22), we have
0 > ~yj0(p+ 1)  ~yj0(p) = d(~yj0 1(p+ 1)  ~yj0(p+ 1))  0;
which is a contradiction. If j0 = n+ 1, then by (3.3.22),
0 > ~yn+1(p+ 1)  ~yn+1(p) = (e+ )(~yn(p+ 1)  ~yn+1(p+ 1))  0;
which is also a contradiction. Thus, we have j0 = 1. Then, by ~y1(p + 1) < ~yn+1(p) and the second
equation of (3.3.22), we have
0 > ~y1(p+ 1)  ~y1(p)  d

c(s(p+ 1))
c(S)
  1

~y1(p+ 1);
from which we obtain s(p+ 1) < S. Hence, (3.3.23) implies (3.3.24). The remaining part of this lemma
is evident. 
Lemma 3.3.6. For (3.3.22), it holds that8>>>>><>>>>>:
~yj(p+ 1)  11+d ~yj(p); j = 1; 2; : : : ; n;
~yn+1(p+ 1)  11+e+ ~yn+1(p);
~y1(p+ 1)  d1+d c(s(p+1))c(S) ~yn+1(p+ 1);
~yj(p+ 1)  d1+d ~yj 1(p+ 1); j = 2; : : : ; n;
~yn+1(p+ 1)  e+1+e+ ~yn(p+ 1); p  0:
(3.3.27)
In particular, if (3.3.23) holds for some p  0, then
~y1(p+ 1) = min
1jn+1
~yj(p+ 1)  c(s(p+ 1))
c(S)
~yn+1(p): (3.3.28)
Proof. The proof of this lemma is evident from (3.3.22) and (3.3.24). 
Hereafter, in order to simplify the proofs of the remaining sections, let us set y0(p) = yn+2(p) = s(p) and8>><>>:
S = lim inf
p!+1 s(p); S = lim supp!+1
s(p);
y
j
= lim inf
p!+1 yj(p); yj = lim supp!+1
yj(p); j = 1; 2; : : : ; n+ 1;
I = y
n+1
; I = yn+1:
(3.3.29)
Lemma 3.3.7. If R0 > 1, then for any solution of system (3.3.1), it holds that8>>>>><>>>>>:
S  v0  B
 + B=
> 0;
e
d
y
n+1
 y
n
 y
n 1      y1 
c(v0)
d
y
n+1
;
I = y
n+1
 vn+1(q)  d
n
(1 + d)n

1
1 + e+ 
l0(q)+1
I > 0;
(3.3.30)
where for any 0 < q < 1, the integer l0(q)  0 is suciently large such that
S <
B
kq

1 

1
1 + kq
l0(q)
and kq =  + I: (3.3.31)
Proof. By Lemmas 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, we obtain that every sequence fs(p)g1p=0, fyj(p)g1p=0; j = 1; 2; : : : ; n
and fi(p)g1p=0 is positive and eventually bounded, that is, S  S0 = B and I = yn+1  B . Then, we
have 0  B   S   SI, from which we obtain S  B
+I
 B+B= . Thus, we obtain the rst equation
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of (3.3.30). By (3.3.1), we also obtain the second equation of (3.3.30). We now show the last equation of
(3.3.30).
First, we prove the claim that any solution (s(p); y1(p); y2(p);    ; yn(p); i(p)) of system (3.3.1) does
not have the following property: for any 0 < q < 1, there exists a non-negative integer p0 such that
yj(p)  qyj ; j = 1; 2; : : : ; n, and i(p)  qI for all p  p0. Suppose on the contrary that there exist
a solution (s(p); y1(p); y2(p);    ; yn(p); i(p)) of system (3.3.1) and a non-negative integer p0 such that
yj(p)  qyj ; j = 1; 2; : : : ; n and i(p)  qI for all p  p0. Then, ~yj(p)  q; j = 1; 2; : : : ; n + 1 for all
p  p0.
Consider the sequence fw(p)g1p=0 dened by
w(p) =
nX
j=1
~yj(p)
d
+
~yn+1(p)
e+ 
: (3.3.32)
Then, by (3.3.22), we have
w(p+ 1)  w(p) = c(s(p+ 1))
c(S)
~yn+1(p+ 1)  ~y1(p+ 1)
+
nX
j=2
(~yj 1(p+ 1)  ~yj(p+ 1)) + ~yn(p+ 1)  ~yn+1(p+ 1)
=

c(s(p+ 1))
c(S)
  1

~yn+1(p+ 1): (3.3.33)
i) Consider the case that fs(p)g1p=0 is eventually monotone increasing. Then, there is a limit of
limp!1 s(p) = S^  B . We show that S^ = S holds true.
Suppose that S^  < 0, then S^ <  and there exists an integer p1  p0 such that s(p+1)  < 0
for any p  p1. By (3.3.37), we have
s(p+ 1)  s(p) = B   s(p+ 1)  (s(p+ 1)  )i(p+ 1) > B   s(p+ 1);
and by p ! +1, we have that S^   S^  B   S^, that is, S^  B , which implies that  > S^  B . On
the other hand, since S = (1+b)(e+) and R0 =
c(S0)
e+ =
S0
S > 1, we obtain S
0 = B > S
. Moreover,
by S    = (1+b)e+b > 0, we have that B > S >  , which is a contradiction. Thus, we prove that
S^     0.
Then, by the rst equation of (3.3.1), we have that
B   s(p+ 1) > s(p+ 1)  s(p) = B   s(p+ 1)  (s(p+ 1)  )i(p+ 1)
 B   s(p+ 1)  (s(p+ 1)  )qI;
and by p! +1, we have that B   S^  0  B   S^   (S^   )qI, that is, B > S^  B+qI

+qI >

 .
Consider the following ~S > 0 such that
B    ~S    ~SqI + qI = 0; that is ~S = B + qI

 + qI
: (3.3.34)
Then, by  < S
 < S0 = B , we have B    > 0 and
~S   S = B + qI

 + qI
  B + I

 + I
=
(B   )(1  q)I
( + qI)( + I)
> 0: (3.3.35)
Thus, we obtain that S^  ~S > S. Then, there exists an integer p1  0 such that s(p+ 1) > S for any
p  p1. Therefore, by the second part of Lemma 3.3.5,
min
1jn+1
~yj(p+ 1)  min
1jn+1
~yj(p); for any p  p1; (3.3.36)
and hence, there exists a positive constant y such that min1jn+1 ~yj(p)  y for any p  p1. Thus, from
(3.3.33), we have limp!1 w(p) = +1. However, by (3.3.32) and Lemma 3.3.2, it holds that there is a
positive constant w such that w(p)  w for any p  p1, which leads to a contradiction.
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ii) Consider the case that fs(p)g1p=0 is not eventually monotone increasing. Then, there exists a
sequence fplg1l=0 such that
s(pl + 1)  s(pl); and lim
l!1
s(pl + 1) = S  B

: (3.3.37)
We show that S   0. If S  < 0, then there exists an integer l1  0 such that s(pl+1)  < 0
for any l  l1. By the rst equation of (3.3.1) and (3.3.37), we have
0  s(pl + 1)  s(pl) = B   s(pl + 1)  (s(pl + 1)  )i(pl + 1) > B   s(pl + 1);
and by l! +1, we have 0  B S, that is, S  B , which implies that there is a limit of limp!1 s(p) =
B
 > S
. By the above discussion on (3.3.33), we conclude
lim
p!1(s(p); y1(p); y2(p);    ; yn(p); i(p)) = (S
; y1 ; y

2 ;    ; yn; I);
which is a contradiction. Thus, we prove that S     0.
By the rst equation of (3.3.1) and (3.3.37), we have
B   s(pl + 1)  0  s(pl + 1)  s(pl) = B   s(pl + 1)  (s(pl + 1)  )i(pl + 1)
 B   s(pl + 1)  (s(pl + 1)  )qI;
and by l ! +1, we have that B   S  0  B   S   (S   )qI, that is, B > S  ~S = B+qI

+qI >

 .
Hence, by B  > 0 and (3.3.35), we obtain that S  ~S > S, which similarly leads to a contradiction
by the above discussion on (3.3.33). Hence, the claim is proved.
Put ~y(p) = min1jn+1fyj(p)g. Then, by the claim, we are left to consider the two possibilities.
First, ~y(p)  q for all p suciently large. Second, we consider the case that ~y(p) oscillates about q for
all suciently large p. If the rst condition that ~y(p)  q holds for all suciently large p, then we get
the conclusion of the proof. For the second case that ~y(p) oscillates about q for all suciently large p, let
p3 < p4 be suciently large such that
~y(p3   1); ~y(p4 + 1) > q; and ~y(p)  q for any p3  p  p4:
We rst estimate the lower bound of ~yn+1(p) for p3  p  p3 + l0(q). By the last equation of (3.3.22),
we have that for p3  p  p3 + l0(q),
~yn+1(p)  11 + e+  ~yn+1(p  1)     

1
1 + e+ 
p+1 p3
~yn+1(p3   1) >

1
1 + e+ 
l0(q)+1
q:
Second, by (3.3.31), since one can obtain that for p3  p  p4,
s(p+ 1)  s(p) +B   s(p+ 1)  s(p+ 1)qI = s(p) +B   ( + qI)s(p+ 1)
= s(p) +B   kqs(p+ 1);
we get
s(p+ 1)  s(p)
1 + kq
+
B
1 + kq
; for p3  p  p4;
which yields
s(p+ 1) 

1
1 + kq
p+1 p3
s(p3) +
B
1 + kq
p p3X
l=0

1
1 + kq
l
 B
1 + kq
1  ( 11+kq )p+1 p3
1  11+kq
 B
kq

1 

1
1 + kq
p+1 p3
; for any p3  p  p4:
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Therefore, if p4   p3  l0(q)  1, then by (3.3.31) we have that for any p3 + l0(q)  p+ 1  p4,
s(p+ 1)  s4  B
kq

1 

1
1 + kq
l0(q)
> S; (3.3.38)
and by the second part of Lemma 3.3.5, we obtain
min
1jn+1
fyj(p+ 1)g  min
1jn+1
fyj(p)g for any p3 + l0(q)  p  p4; (3.3.39)
which implies that min1jn+1fyj(p)g  min1jn+1fyj(p3 + l0(q))g for any p3 + l0(q)  p  p4. Thus,
s(p3 + l0(q))  S and by (3.3.27), we have
min
1jn+1
~yj(p3 + l0(q))
 min

min

1;
d
1 + d
;
d2
(1 + d)2
;    ; d
n 1
(1 + d)n 1

d
1 + d
c(s(p+ 1))
c(s)
; 1

~yn+1(p3 + l0(q));
 d
n
(1 + d)n
~yn+1(p3 + l0(q))
 d
n
(1 + d)n

1
1 + e+ 
l0(q)+1
q:
Hence, we prove that
y
n+1
 d
n
(1 + d)n

1
1 + e+ 
l0(q)+1
qI:
Since q (0 < q < 1) is arbitrarily chosen, we may conclude that
y
n+1
 d
n
(1 + d)n

1
1 + e+ 
l0(q)+1
I:
Hence, we prove the last equation of (3.3.30). This completes the proof. 
By Lemmas 3.3.1 and 3.3.7, we obtain the permanence of system (3.3.1).
3.3.4 Global stability of the endemic equilibrium
Assume R0 > 1. Then, by Lemma 3.3.7, system (3.3.1) is permanent and by Lemma 3.3.3, system
(3.3.1) has a unique endemic equilibrium E = (S; y1 ; y

2 ;    ; yn; I). Moreover, (3.3.1) is equivalent to
(3.3.22), which has a unique endemic equilibrium ~E = (S; ~y1 ; ~y

2 ;    ; ~yn; ~yn+1) with ~y1 = ~y2 =    =
~yn = ~y

n+1 = 1. In the rest of this paper, we prove that the endemic equilibrium ~E of (3.3.22) is globally
asymptotically stable.
By R0 =
c(S0)
e+ =
S0
(1+b)n(+++) > 1, we have
S0 =
B

>
(1 + b)n( + +  + )

= S
and S    = (1 + b)n( + +  + )   = (1 + b)n( + + ) + f(1 + b)n   1g > 0. We dene
Us(p) = g

s(p)
S

; Uyj (p) = g

yj(p)
yj

; j = 1; 2; : : : ; n; Ui(p) = g

i(p)
I

:
For simplicity, we put
x(p+ 1) =
s(p+ 1)
S
; z(p+ 1) =
i(p+ 1)
I
= ~yn+1(p+ 1): (3.3.40)
The following lemma plays an important role to apply techniques of equation deformation in McCluskey
[42, Proof of Theorem 4.1] to the global stability analysis of endemic equilibrium of system (3.3.1).
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Lemma 3.3.8. If R0 > 1, then it holds that
1  1
x(p+ 1)

(1  x(p+ 1)  z(p+ 1))
+

1  1
~y1(p+ 1)

(x(p+ 1)  ~yn+1(p+ 1)  ~y1(p+ 1)) +
n+1X
j=2

1  1
~yj(p+ 1)

(~yj 1(p+ 1)  ~yj(p+ 1))
=  

g

1
x(p+ 1)

+ g

x(p+ 1)  ~yn+1(p+ 1)
~y1(p+ 1)

+
n+1X
j=2
g

~yj 1(p+ 1)
~yj(p+ 1)

 0: (3.3.41)
Proof. Rearranging the right-hand side of (3.3.41), we have
1  1
x(p+ 1)

(1  x(p+ 1)  z(p+ 1))
+

1  1
~y1(p+ 1)

(x(p+ 1)  ~yn+1(p+ 1)  ~y1(p+ 1))
+
n+1X
j=2

1  1
~yj(p+ 1)

(~yj 1(p+ 1)  ~yj(p+ 1))
= 1  1
x(p+ 1)
  x(p+ 1)  z(p+ 1) + z(p+ 1)
+x(p+ 1)  ~yn+1(p+ 1)  x(p+ 1)  ~yn+1(p+ 1)~y1(p+ 1)   ~y1(p+ 1) + 1
+
n+1X
j=2

~yj 1(p+ 1)  ~yj 1(p+ 1)~yj(p+ 1)   ~yj(p+ 1) + 1

= n+ 2  1
x(p+ 1)
  x(p+ 1)  ~yn+1(p+ 1)
~y1(p+ 1)
 
n+1X
j=2
~yj 1(p+ 1)
~yj(p+ 1)
=  

g

1
x(p+ 1)

+ g

x(p+ 1)  ~yn+1(p+ 1)
~y1(p+ 1)

+
n+1X
j=2
g

~yj 1(p+ 1)
~yj(p+ 1)

 0:
Hence this completes the proof. 
Proof of the second part of Theorem 3.3.1. Consider the following Lyapunov function (see Pruss
et al. [56]):
U(p) =
1
SI

1 +

S   

SUs(p) +
1
d
nX
j=1
Uyj (p) +
1
e+ 
Ui(p): (3.3.42)
First, by applying Remark 3.1.2 and substituting B = SI + S   I, we see that
Us(p+ 1)  Us(p)  1
S

1  S

s(p+ 1)

(B   s(p+ 1)i(p+ 1)  s(p+ 1) + i(p+ 1))
 1
S

1  S

s(p+ 1)

(SI + S   I   s(p+ 1)i(p+ 1)  s(p+ 1) + i(p+ 1))
=  (s(p+ 1)  S
)2
Ss(p+ 1)
+ I

1  S

s(p+ 1)

1  s(p+ 1)
S
 i(p+ 1)
I

+
I
S

1  S

s(p+ 1)

i(p+ 1)
I
  1

=   (x(p+ 1)  1)
2
x(p+ 1)
+ I

1  1
x(p+ 1)

(1  x(p+ 1)  z(p+ 1))
+
I
S

1  1
x(p+ 1)

(z(p+ 1)  1):
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On the other hand, by B = SI + S   I, we have
s(p+ 1)  s(p) = B   s(p+ 1)i(p+ 1)  s(p+ 1) + i(p+ 1)
= SI + S   I   s(p+ 1)i(p+ 1)  s(p+ 1) + i(p+ 1)
=  (i(p+ 1) + )(s(p+ 1)  S)  (S   )(i(p+ 1)  I)
+ SI + S   I   (i(p+ 1) + )S + S(i(p+ 1)  I) + I
=  (i(p+ 1) + )(s(p+ 1)  S)  (S   )(i(p+ 1)  I);
and hence,
Us(p+ 1)  Us(p)  1
S

1  S

s(p+ 1)

(s(p+ 1)  s(p))
=   1
S

1  S

s(p+ 1)

f(i(p+ 1) + )(s(p+ 1)  S) + (S   )(i(p+ 1)  I)g
=  (Iz(p+ 1) + ) (x(p+ 1)  1)
2
x(p+ 1)
  (S
   )I
S

1  1
x(p+ 1)

(z(p+ 1)  1):
Thus, we have

1 +

S   

S(U(p+ 1)  U(p))
  S (x(p+ 1)  1)
2
x(p+ 1)
+ SI

1  1
x(p+ 1)

(1  x(p+ 1)  z(p+ 1)) + I

1  1
x(p+ 1)

(z(p+ 1)  1)
  S

S    (I
z(p+ 1) + )
(x(p+ 1)  1)2
x(p+ 1)
  I(z(p+ 1)  1)

1  1
x(p+ 1)

=  S

 +

S    (I
z(p+ 1) + )

(x(p+ 1)  1)2
x(p+ 1)
+ SI

1  1
x(p+ 1)

(1  x(p+ 1)z(p+ 1))
=  S
(Iz(p+ 1) + S)
S   
(x(p+ 1)  1)2
x(p+ 1)
+ SI

1  1
x(p+ 1)

(1  x(p+ 1)z(p+ 1)):
Second, by the relation c(s(p+1))c(S) =
s(p+1)
S = x(p+1), calculating Uyj (p+1) Uyj (p) for j = 1; 2; : : : ; n+1
gives as follows.
Uyj (p+ 1)  Uyj (p) = ~yj(p+ 1)  ~yj(p)  ln
~yj(p+ 1)
~yj(p)
 ~yj(p+ 1)  ~yj(p)  ~yj(p+ 1)  ~yj(p)~yj(p+ 1)
=
~yj(p+ 1)  1
~yj(p+ 1)
(~yj(p+ 1)  ~yj(p))
=
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
d

1  1
~y1(p+ 1)

(x(p+ 1)  ~yn+1(p+ 1)  ~y1(p+ 1)); if j = 1;
d

1  1
~yj(p+ 1)

(~yj 1(p+ 1)  ~yj(p+ 1)); if j = 2; 3; : : : ; n;
(e+ )

1  1
~yn+1(p+ 1)

(~yn(p+ 1)  ~yn+1(p+ 1)); if j = n+ 1:
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Therefore, by Lemma 3.3.8, we have
U(p+ 1)  U(p)    (I
z(p+ 1) + S)
I(S   )
(x(p+ 1)  1)2
x(p+ 1)
+

1  1
x(p+ 1)

(1  x(p+ 1)  z(p+ 1))
+

1  1
~y1(p+ 1)

(x(p+ 1)  ~yn+1(p+ 1)  ~y1(p+ 1))
+
nX
j=2

1  1
~yj(p+ 1)

~yj 1(p+ 1)  ~yj(p+ 1)

+

1  1
~yn+1(p+ 1)

(~yn(p+ 1)  ~yn+1(p+ 1))
=  I
z(p+ 1) + S
I(S   )
(x(p+ 1)  1)2
x(p+ 1)
 

g

1
x(p+ 1)

+ g

x(p+ 1)  ~yn+1(p+ 1)
~y1(p+ 1)

+
n+1X
j=2
g

~yj 1(p+ 1)
~yj(p+ 1)

 0:
Hence, U(p+ 1)  U(p)  0 for any p  0. Since U(p)  0 is a monotone decreasing sequence, there is a
limit limp!+1 U(p)  0. Then, limp!+1(U(p+ 1)  U(p)) = 0, from which we obtain
lim
p!+1 s(p+ 1) = S
; lim
p!+1 ~yj(p+ 1) = ~y

j ; j = 1; 2; : : : ; n+ 1;
that is, limp!+1(s(p); y1(p); y2(p);    ; yn+1(p)) = (S; y1 ; y2 ;    ; yn+1). Since U(p)  U(0) for all p  0
and g(x)  0 with equality if and only if x = 1, E is uniformly stable. Hence, the proof is complete. 
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